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Riassunto
Il dottorato di ricerca si è sviluppato nel triennio 2004-2006 di svolgimento del
Progetto SISMOVALP, nel contesto dell’Iniziativa Comunitaria INTERREG
IIIB ”Spazio Alpino”. Il Progetto, conclusosi nei primi mesi del 2007, aveva
l’obiettivo di individuare e quantificare gli elementi fondamentali che caratterizzano la risposta sismica degli ambienti vallivi alpini in aree sismicamente
attive e fornire indicazioni per l’aggiornamento della normativa per la progettazione antisismica. Numerosi sono infatti gli esempi di amplificazione e
di danno per gli abitati costruiti su suoli non rigidi presenti all’interno di valli
e bacini, talvolta profondi. Le valli alpine quindi, anche a causa della forte
espansione urbanistica degli ultimi decenni, non bilanciata dall’introduzione
di specifici criteri antisismici, sono doppiamente soggette al rischio sismico.
Il presente lavoro prende in esame la valle del fiume Tagliamento nel settore compreso tra i comuni di Tolmezzo e Cavazzo Carnico (Udine). L’area
presenta un crescente grado di urbanizzazione ed industrializzazione, un’elevata sismicità storica e recente, e caratteristiche morfologiche e sedimentologiche che ben si prestano a uno studio di risposta sismica locale.
Durante lo studio si sono raccolti tutti i dati morfologici, geologici e geofisici esistenti ed è stata avviata l’acquisizione di nuovi dati quali: registrazione di terremoti per un totale di 18 mesi di registrazione con 545 eventi
localizzati; 250 misure di rumore ambientale; 35 misure di microgravimetria
su in profilo della valle. Tutti i dati bibliografici assieme alle nuove acquisizioni fatte anche nelle altre vallate/località partecipanti al progetto, sono
stati riuniti in un database generale e possono essere utilizzati per definire
e modellare la risposta sismica delle vallate studiate. Sulla base di queste
osservazioni, è stata stimata sperimentalmente la risposa sismica della valle
del Tagliamento ed è stata delineata la morfologia del bedrock sepolto sotto
ix

Riassunto
i sedimenti vallivi.
La tesi si divide in due parti, distinte dal punto di vista tematico. La
prima considera gli elementi comuni a tutte le vallate analizzate, partendo
dalla genesi alle caratteristiche geometriche e geologiche che incidono sulla
risposta sismica della valle in occasione di un evento sismico (cap.1). Sono
state inoltre descritte le attuali metodologie impiegate per lo studio della
risposta di sito, e la nuova normativa europea per la caratterizzazione del
suolo (cap.2).
La seconda parte è incentrata sulla valle dal Tagliamento. Vengono presentati i dati disponibili di carattere geologico, geofisico e geotecnico, dedotti dalla bibliografia esistente, e la nuova acquisizione di terremoti, rumore
ambientale, e la campagna di microgravimetria (cap.3). I risultati ottenuti
definiscono la risposta sismica della valle, mettendo in evidenza l’importanza
di considerare almeno la struttura bidimensionale (2D), laddove non sia ancora possibile determinare quella tridimensionale (3D). Il modello semplificato monodimensionale (1D) spiega infatti solo in alcuni casi i dati osservati.
Viene infine proposto un modello per il basamento roccioso ottenuto con
due metodologie differenti, ovvero dal picco dei rapporti spettrali del rumore
ambientale e dalle anomalie di gravità.
I risultati ottenuti mostrano come tecniche non invasive e di basso impatto economico siano molto efficaci per l’analisi di vasti areali, spesso urbanizzati, come la vallata alpina in esame. La convergenza dei modelli proposti
è un’ottima base per ulteriori studi per definire nel dettaglio la morfologia
tridimensionale della valle, unica in grado di spiegare i casi osservati.
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Abstract
It has long been observed that damage to human settlements during earthquakes depends greatly on the local properties of the soil, and other features
such as the irregular surface topography, the underground morphology.
The aims of this thesis are the evaluation of the empirical site effect
response and the bedrock morphology using non-invasive and cheap methodologies, that have been developed in the last decades to investigate the soil
properties, especially within urbanized areas. The study area is a stretch of
the Tagliamento river valley, in the north-western part of the Friuli Venezia
Giulia Region (NE Italy), and in particular the sector between the Tolmezzo
and Cavazzo Carnico municipalities. The valley is densely inhabited and
large industrial factories are situated on the quaternary alluvial deposits,
where big amplifications are expected.
All the available geophysical and geotechnical data on the area has been
collected and new data has been acquired. An array of six stations for earthquake recording was deployed throughout the valley for 18 months. 250 noise
measurements have been recorded in the plain, with more intensive detail in
the town of Tolmezzo and the village of Cavazzo Carnico.
Conventional methods, such as spectral ratio techniques were applied to
the earthquake recordings to estimate the amplification of the valley. The
horizontal to vertical component ratio of noise data (H/V) indicates the
periods of vibration of the valley.
The bedrock morphology was inspected using the joint inversion of H/V
ratios and the residual gravity anomaly carried out in a former study. The
model cannot be fully verified due to the lack of detail geological information,
however the strong convergence of the two distinct methodologies makes the
image of the structural model quite reliable.
xi

Abstract
Although some improvements have still to be made in the calculation of
Quaternary sedimentary cover, the great success of the use of independent,
cheap and non-invasive techniques, gives encouraging prospects for economical and wide-ranging surveys in densely inhabited areas to detect soil properties as well as to define the site amplification within alpine valleys.
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Introduction
The extensive damage observed during recent earthquakes (e.g., Mexico 1985,
Loma Prieta 1989, Kobe 1995, Izmit 1999, Bam 2003) to human settlements
located on soft sediments (valleys, estuaries, recent deposits) has shown
how the near-surface conditions can significantly amplify seismic waves and
thereby increase the level of damage experienced during an earthquake. The
phenomenon, usually called site effect, since the amplitude of the ground
motion depends greatly on the local properties of the soil, also includes the
irregular surface topography and the basin edge effect observed in embanked
valleys.
The importance of two- and three-dimensional wave amplification (2D
and 3D) by irregular topographies and alluvial basins is well recognised
throughout the literature. Although the amplification on the surface of an
infinite flat layer is well known through the one-dimensional theory (1D),
all real valleys have borders and finite size. For these geometries, multiple
reflections and generation of surface waves at the borders complicate the
amplification patterns.
Alpine valleys, due to the tourism and industrial development which the
urbanised areas located there have undergone, are widely exposed to earthquake hazard despite being located in regions of low or moderate seismicity,
since investment in building and infrastructures has been substantial and
may not always have been accompanied by adequate earthquake-resistant
provisions and zoning criteria. In this context, the European SISMOVALP
Project aims to reduce the vulnerability to earthquakes in the Alpine area.
The focus was placed on the collection of geophysical data, new acquisition
using pilot valleys, and developing numerical methods to calculate the site
response.
1

Introduction
The goals of this study, which was financed by the SISMOVAL Project,
are to investigate the site response of an alpine valley and define the valley
bedrock morphology. The study area is a stretch of the Tagliamento valley,
in the north-western part of the Friuli Venezia Giulia Region (NE Italy),
ranging from the Tolmezzo to Cavazzo Carnico municipalities. The valley is
densely inhabited and large industrial factories are situated on the quaternary
alluvial deposits, where big amplifications are expected. In the past, the area
was struck by severe earthquakes, and a moderate seismicity is still active.
This work is divided into two main parts, a first general one, in which the
common features of the Alpine valleys and the geophysical methods used for
local site effect evaluation are described, and a second, where the elements
developed in the first part are applied to the real case of the Tagliamento
river valley.

2

Chapter 1
General features of Alpine
valleys
It has long been known that local geological conditions can strongly influence ground motion during earthquakes (Borcheedt, 1970). In particular,
sedimentary basins, surface topography and local stratigraphic irregularities
have been recognised as affecting earthquake ground motion selectively, with
large amplifications at the resonance frequencies of the geological structure
(e.g., Aki, 1993). Various 2D numerical studies (e.g., Bard and Bouchon,
1980, Sanchez-Sesma et al., 1993) have shown the effect of such sedimentaryfilled structures on seismic signals, increasing their duration and the amplification level, and modifying the frequency content of incident waves due to the
generation of local surface waves that are trapped inside the valley. Alpine
valleys, therefore, are peculiar cases that have to be properly identified, both
because they have a broad range of exposure to earthquake hazard in a large
number of valleys and because important cities have grown up and developed
in these zones.
In many alpine valleys in Italy and neighbouring countries the investment
in buildings and infrastructure has been extensive , but site-effects in twodimensional geological configurations have not yet been taken into account
in building design and land zoning regulations. Such valleys are mostly located in regions of low or moderate seismic hazard, where ground motion
data are scarce. Moreover, experience and data obtained in regions hit by
3

1. General features of Alpine valleys
destructive earthquakes cannot be easily transferred to such a different context. The lack of instrumental data from damaging earthquakes is crucial,
because complex site effects (two- or three-dimensional) tend to occur on
deeply incised, sediment-filled valleys and basins, where cities are located, or
on steep topography, where some of the oldest settlements are found.
In the framework of the European Interreg IIIB SISMOVALP Project
(Seismic hazard and alpine valley response analysis), a specific work package
(WP04) was devoted to the investigation and characterisation of alpine valleys, considering that some common generic elements could be observed (i.e.,
ancient base level, substratum geology), together with the specific features
of each individual valley (i.e., bedrock morphology, fundamental frequency,
seismic response of the valley).
The investigation conducted as part of the WP04 aimed at defining a
typical Alpine valley configuration. In this work package, all the geological, geo-technical and geophysical data available for each valley affecting the
project was collected. New data was acquired in those valleys where knowledge was lacking so as to provide a homogeneous level of information for each
pilot alpine valley. Information regarding the history of the valley formation,
the type of shape, the shape ratio, i.e. the ratio between the maximum sediment depth and the half-width of the valley, the sedimentary cover filling
and some specific geophysical data, e.g. VS profiles and resonance frequency,
was recorded.
Presentday alpine valleys are the result of a long process of erosional
and sedimentation starting in the late Miocene age, when the newly -formed
Alpine chain suffered considerable erosion. In the main alpine lakes of Italy
(Como, Garda, Maggiore, Lugano, Iseo) and Switzerland (Zurich, Wallenstandt, Zug and Lucerne) (Fig.1.1), it is possible to recognise this erosional
phase: the valley bottom is deeper than the present sea level in Italian lakes,
with about 500m of erosion. This value is comparable with the erosion observed in Switzerland (Cita et al., 1990), confirming that all these valleys
have a coeval origin and evolution.
On this pre-existing base the Pleistocene glaciers superimposed, leaving
a strong imprint on the present appearance, following remodelling by fluvial
erosion and deposition. In general the typical glacial U-shape is dominant,
4

Figure 1.1: Transversal sections of the main Italian and Swiss lakes (Cita et
al., 1990).

with steep edges and flat bottoms, even though a symmetrical or asymmetrical transversal section is sometimes present.
The shape of the valley, however, is the result of interaction between
several elements. The bedrock geology (e.g. presence of structural elements,
stiffness of rock, paleomorphology), erosional history and, number and size
of glacier mass, strongly affect the present day configuration. Generally, it is
considered that ”hard rock” tends to produce ”U” shaped valleys, whereas
”softer rocks” are characterised by ”V” shaped valleys. In some cases a
secondary order shape may also be observed, i.e. a V-shape of fluvial origin at
the bottom of the valley, or other U-shape morphology, linked to subsequent
glacial events. These events can generate lateral shoulders or over-digging
shapes. These particular shapes can have some effects on wave propagation
into the valley (diffraction effects, basin edge, etc.). The bottom of the valley
can also be horizontal or irregular, depending mainly on the lithology and
structure of the bedrock.
Glacial valleys usually have a regular general slope, due to the extremely
5

1. General features of Alpine valleys
slow but very strong action of the glacier. The nature and structure of the
substratum can cause some local irregularities such as narrow sections (due
to harder rocks) leading to an over-digging upstream. The dimensions of the
valleys are linked to the altitude and the geological context. The size of the
basin feeding the river that drains the glacial valley contributes to the formation of a strong glacier. There is a link between the slope of the valley and its
width: a strong slope is associated with a narrow section, whereas a gentle
slope characterises a wide valley. In addition, the post-glacier evolution with
falling of rocks, erosion of edges and subsequent sedimentation contributes
to the final morphology of the valley.
The typical flat bottom of the alpine valleys is the result of post-glacier
deposition. Post glacial lakes are created as a result of the melting of glaciers
and the covering of the valley bedrock with sediment as the glacial filling sequence occurs. On top of this coarse sediment, a thin, lacustrine sediment is
deposited, over which there is a final fluvial sediment, usualy with a uniform
granulometry. In general, sedimentation is characterised by longitudinal sorting, based on a transition between coarse deposits at the upper part of the
valley, close to the feeding basin, and downstream zones with fine lacustrine
deposits, where the only coarse deposits are located on the sides and are of
limited extent. A lateral sorting is also caused by coarse material coming
from lateral valleys, falling into the lake and then being mixed with the fine
lacustrine sedimentation. This can produce shapes like canals, alluvial fans
and slope deposits, generally of a limited extent in the basin. In each valley of the alpine belt, the vertical order of the deposits should be the same,
because of the same depositional and sedimentation processes evolving over
time.
Starting with these considerations, that the alpine valleys have such a
common evolution, lithology and morphology, the investigations conducted
as part of the Sismovalp Project were organised and the results obtained
compared (Fig. 1.2, 1.3).
The synthesis of all the available data from the pilot valleys was used
to draw up a general characterisation for other valleys, where detailed information is missing (Lacave and Lemeille, 2006). The first feature of the
valleys to be classified is the extent of the valley: size, degree of maturation
6

and evolution of the valley. Based on these elements, three categories can be
proposed:
• Major valleys (Grenoble-Isere, France, Valais, Switzerland) which are
exceptionally large. They are characterised by their length, the maximum thickness of the deposits (around 900 m). Their size is associated
with the great number of smaller lateral valleys. The nature of the
deposits depends on the distance from the uppermost part of the valley. These valleys lead to very low frequency amplification, due to the
thickness of the sedimentary deposits.
• Minor valleys are located at a higher altitude and are directly connected
to their direct water source. Their topography is quite high, they are
usually narrow, short, with steep slopes and a meandering shape. The
deposits are very coarse, with slope or torrential deposits. These valleys
are generally characterised by amplification at higher frequencies.
• Intermediate valleys have intermediate dimensions. They are often occupied by glacial lakes and located at the edge of the glacier, between
stiff and softer formations. These lakes correspond to an over-digging
of the glacial valley. Depending on their local environment and their
distance from the drainage basin, they are filled with coarse, detrital
material or fine sediments.
All the available existing data, as well as the new data acquired as part
of the Sismovalp Project was used to infer the inner structure of the basin
along some transversal sections. Four shapes (Fig. 1.4) have been proposed
for the alpine valley configuration, and used for benchmark simulation. The
geometry of the general alpine valley is displayed in Fig.1.5. The valley is
4050 meters long and 450 meters deep (the shape ratio, as defined by Bard
and Bouchon, 1985), is the ratio between the maximum thickness of sediment
and the valley half-width h/l= 450/(0.5*4050)= 0.22, it is asymmetric and
it is filled with plane layers representing the fluvial (gravel and sand) and
lacustrine deposits (silt, clay and sand) lying on top of the moraine body.
The main elements of the structure are the 2D profile of the bedrock (i.e the
underground morphology of the basin), the S-wave velocity structure and
7
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Figure 1.2: Synthesis of the characteristics of the alpine valleys investigated
(Lacave and Lemeille, 2006) - Continues on next page.
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Figure 1.3: Synthesis of the characteristics of the alpine valleys investigated
(Lacave and Lemeille, 2006).
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the detailed description of the valley, as mentioned previously. These data
can be used to define appropriate models for other valleys, where detailed
information might not be available.

Figure 1.4: Four shapes proposed for the alpine valley reference model.

Figure 1.5: Geometry proposed for a generic valley configuration.
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1.1

Seismic site effect in sediment-filled valleys

Field observations in deep sediment-filled valleys show that 1-D modelling
is insufficient to explain all the observed amplification. Sedimentary basins
and local stratigraphic irregularities have long been recognised to affect earthquake ground motion selectively, with large amplifications at the resonance
frequencies of the geological structure. At the edge of the basin, strong
diffraction takes place due to a large velocity contrast. In case of vertically
incident body waves, because they tend to become vertical as they travel
upwards, such diffraction at the edge creates basin-induced diffracted waves,
which are transformed into surface waves very quickly.
Observational evidence of the basin-induced surface waves was reported
for the first time by Toriumi (1975), who found distinctive later arrivals in the
ground motions observed in the Osaka basin. At that time, no clear interpretation of the physical entity of the wave was given, but later it was confirmed
to be a basin-induced surface wave (Toriumi et al., 1984; Kagawa et al., 1992).
A comprehensive theoretical demonstration of this type of wave was made
by Bard and Bouchon (1980, 1985) using a number of synthetic seismograms
along the surface of a basin, calculated by the Aki-Larner method (Aki and
Larner, 1970). More recent studies have confirmed those results (e.g., Moczo
et al., 1996), showing that the conclusions of Bard and Bouchon really embrace all the different possible cases regarding 2D site effects. On the other
hand, theoretical 3D site effects studies indicate that the differences relative to 2D are only of a quantitative nature. The third dimension increases
ground motion amplification somewhat, and the additional lateral restriction
shifts peak frequencies to higher values (Chavez-Garcia and Faccioli, 2000).
Various 2D numerical studies (Sanchez-Sesma et al., 1993, Kawase and
Aki, 1989, Phillips et al., 1993) have shown the effects of such sediment-filled
structures on seismic signals: they can extend the duration, increase the
amplification level, and modify the frequency content of the incident waves
due to the generation of local surface waves that are trapped inside the valley.
There are many factors that influence the way a site will response to
earthquake ground motion. In 1-D modelling, the soil layers are considered
11
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flat and extend infinitely in a horizontal direction. In most real valleys,
soil and sedimentary cover are confined by the surrounding embanked rocks,
and at the edge of the basin, strong diffraction take place due to a large
velocity contrast. In addition to the 1D structure, there are other specific
elements that affect the response. These include the source location, which
influences the angle, azimuth and type of incident waves; the prevalence of
energy focused or scattered from lateral heterogeneities, such as surface waves
generated at the edge of a basin that propagate as energy trapped within the
sediments; and the degree to which sediments behave non-linearly, which
causes the response to depend on the level of input motion.
Because 1D simulations cannot model basin and edge effects, 1D responses
tend, in general, to exhibit lower peaks and be of shorter duration than the
corresponding 2D or 3D responses. On the other hand, on account of the
destructive interference of different types of waves, there are sites where the
response can be much smaller than that predicted by 1D models. In fact, one
of the most important differences between 1D modelling and 2D or 3D modelling and observations is that while actual ground motion can vary rapidly
over short distances even with little or no change in local soil properties, rapid
changes in 1D modelling can occur only if the soil properties vary abruptly
in lateral directions. As observed by Faccioli and Vanini (2003) in some
alpine Italian valleys, the dominant frequencies of motions, corresponding
to the peaks of experimental amplification functions, seem mostly controlled
by the one-dimensional response of the local sedimentary soil column. In
the case of weak or moderate ground motions, the frequencies in question
can be estimated with sufficient accuracy by tools familiar to the earthquake
engineer if deep geo-technical boring and reliable geophysical surveys (e.g.
seismic reflection profiles) are available for resolving the layer structure and
estimating the S-wave propagation velocities. The one-dimensional wave
propagation models, on the other hand, cannot account for the magnitude
of the amplification and the width of relevant frequency bands observed in
weak motion records. In some cases the two-dimensional models can provide
a satisfactory explanation of the observed behaviour, while in others, they are
inadequate, and only by taking into account the full-dimensional geometry
can one expect to improve the accuracy of the numerical simulations.
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Chapter 2
Geophysical methods for site
response evaluation
2.1

Analysis of earthquakes

The estimation of site response from seismograms of local and regional earthquakes has a long history. The principal obstacles to straightforward determination are source directivity and radiation patterns, propagation path heterogeneity, non-linearity of response at sites that experience relatively high
ground accelerations, and azimuthal variations in site response. Furthermore,
there is much controversy about the habit of predicting strong-motion from
weak-motion records, in particular, the extent to which stiff soils amplify
strong ground motion.
Empirical approaches have been developed to obtain site amplification
directly from the observed records. The great challenge in the estimation of
site response from such instrumental recording is to remove the source and
path effects. Several methods have been proposed to achieve that goal. They
can be divided into two main categories:
• reference-site dependent
• non-reference-site dependent.
The most frequent technique used for site-response estimation is the spectral ratio method. This approach considers the ratio between the spectrum
13
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at a site of interest and the spectrum at a reference site, which is usually a
nearby rock site. The critical assumption in all these methods that use the
reference site is that the surface-rock-site record (reference) is equivalent to
the input motion at the base of the soil layers. In real cases, many factors
affect this assumption. Topographic irregularities around the site, weathered
layers, the distance from the target area are all elements that could reduce
the reference-site quality.
Since such a reference site may not always be available, alternative techniques called non-reference site methods have been applied to site response
studies. This procedure is based on the ratio between the horizontal-component
shear-wave spectra at each site and the vertical-component spectrum observed simultaneously at that site. When weak motion or teleseismic events
are considered, the local site conditions are assumed as transparent on the
vertical component , speculating that the vertical component is not amplified
(Castro et al., 1997).
In spite of the large number of studies, seismologists are still debating
about the efficiency and peculiarity methods used to detect ground motion.
In this chapter, the most widely used methods of analysis of weak earthquakes
using reference and non-reference site methods are considered.

2.1.1

Spectral ratio to reference sites (SRRS)

Spectral-ratio-to-reference-site was introduced by Borcherdt(1970) and is
considered the classical method of estimating the seismic response of a site.
It consists of comparing records at nearby sites, where source and path effects are believed to be identical, using spectral ratios. According to Bard
(1999) these spectral ratios constitute a reliable estimate of site response if
the ”reference site” is free of any kind of site effect, which is the case when
the reference site is located on an unweathered, horizontal bedrock. The
reference site should be located near enough to the examined station to ensure that differences between each site are due solely to site conditions, and
not to differences in source radiation or travel path, which is generally warranted when the epicentral distance is larger than about five times the array
aperture. Both these conditions prove, in practice to be rather restrictive. .
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In this study, the spectral ratio method was applied considering a concrete
rock site outcropping in the valley as reference site. The earthquakes recorded
in 18 months of continuous recording were processed. Figures 3.18 and 3.19
show the station and events location used, while hypocentral parameters of
each event are listed in Appendix B. Simultaneous recording at all stations
was used with the SRRS technique. The spectral ratio Z(f ) at frequency f
was computed by dividing the average horizontal motion at each station by
the average horizontal motion at the reference site:
Pn

Z(f ) = Pni=1

Asite
Hi

Ref
i=1 AHi

(2.1)

where n is the number of earthquakes recorded, AH isite and AH iRef are
the maximised spectra of the S-wave windows on the complex representation of horizontal motion, as suggested by Steidl et al. (1996), for a generic
site and the reference site, respectively. S-waves are preferred to other signal phases because the S-wave window generally shows the most energetic
and destructive part of the ground motion. For each earthquake recorded,
the epicentral distance is known and the VP and VS velocity are fixed by
the geophysical model used to localise the event. A 5.12 s window length
is automatically selected using a distance versus time relation, determined
directly from the data.

2.1.2

Generalized Inversion Technique (GIT)

Another reference-site method applied in this study is the generalised inversion scheme, as proposed by Andrews (1986). The same remarks made
previously for the reference site also apply to this method. The amplitude
spectrum of the jth event recorded at the ith site, Oi j(f ), can be written
in the frequency domain as a product of a source term, Ej (f ), a path term,
Pij (f ), and a site-effect term, Si (f ):
Oij (f ) = Ej (f )Pij (f )Si (f )

(2.2)

The physical model on which this relation is based assumes that an
isotropic source spectrum is observed at all sites. For larger sources, many
15
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features of the rupture process may strongly violate this assumption: source
directivity and slip distribution affect strong-motion records (Singh, 1981).
For these reasons Andrews’ method suggests that source radiation, directivity and path heterogeneity may be averaged out by working with many
sources distributed through the study area. The main advantage of GIT is
that the accuracy improves by increasing the number of the events used, independently of the fact that they are recorded simultaneously by reference
station or by the site to inspect (Field and Jacob, 1995).
By taking logarithms of both sides of the equation 2.2, a system of linear
equations can be formed for each of the frequencies considered. In matrix
form, this can be written as
Ax = b

(2.3)

where b is a data vector containing the geometric-attenuation-corrected observations, x is a model vector containing the J + I unknown source and site
terms, and A is the data kernel matrix. A is a sparse matrix, having only
two, non-zero elements per row or column. Since there is a linear dependence between the source and the site functions, the possible solutions of the
model need to be constrained by using stations with a known site response
(Boatwright et al., 1991, Hartzell, 1992). These stations are the reference
sites, in which site responses are considered flat and the site spectrum is
unitary in all frequency ranges. The weighted, least-squares solution is that
which minimises the difference between the observed and predicted data. As
for the previous method, the complex representation for the vector horizontal
motion is considered.
Phillips and Aki (1986) proposed an alternative method based on the used
of coda waves instead of S-waves, due to the abundance of data provided by
micro-earthquake observation networks and because the coda spectrum can
be separated into source, site and path effects. Studies by Mayeda et al.
(1991), Su et al. (1992) and Koyanagi et al.(1992), illustrate the interest of
this method in well instrumented areas, when recordings of the direct S waves
often consist of limited set data, because the micro-earthquake observation
networks may be saturated for the most energetic part of the signal. However,
the most appealing aspect of this approach is that since the coda is thought
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to be composed of scattered energy coming in from a variety of directions, the
site-response estimate might naturally reflect an average over various source
locations.

2.1.3

Receiver Function

In the traditional spectral ratio method and in the generalised inversion approach, site and source effects are estimated from observations at a reference
site. In practice, adequate reference sites are not always available. For this
reason, different methods not requiring reference sites have been developed.
A simple technique consists of taking the spectral ratio between horizontal
and vertical components of the shear wave part (Lermo et al., 1993). This
procedure, which is analogous to the so-called receiver-function technique
applied to upper mantle and crustal studies from teleseismic records (e.g.,
Langston, 1979), assumes that the local site conditions do not affect the
ground motion on the vertical component. For sources relatively close to
the site (i.e. no teleseisms), the spectral ratios may be used to identify the
frequency bands of amplification, while the amplification value is considered
unstable by many authors and thus not reliable.
Field and Jacob (1995) also applied this technique in their systematic
comparisons, and found that the method reproduced the shape of the site
response very well, but underestimated the amplification level. They also
found very different results when applying this technique to the P-wave part
of the recordings.
In view of these considerations, the site response Z(f ) at frequency f was
considered as the average H/V ratio expressed as
Pn
1 i=1 Asite
Hi
Z(f ) = Pn
n i=1 Asite
Vi

(2.4)

where n is the number of earthquakes recorded, Asite
Hi is the maximised spectra
of the S-wave windows on the complex representation of horizontal motion,
as previously described, and Asite
is the Fourier amplitude of the S-wave
Vi
window on the vertical component.
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2.2

Analysis of Ambient Noise

Microseisms and microtremors are terms used to denote the vibrations of the
ground caused by natural or ambient disturbances such as wind, sea waves,
traffic, industrial machinery. In recent years new studies devoted to the
origin of noise have been carried out. The conclusions of these observations
at different sites are consistent with each other and may be summarised as
follows:
• at long periods (below 0.3 to 0.5 Hz), microtremors are caused by ocean
waves long distances away;
• at intermediate periods (between 0.3-0.5 Hz and 1 Hz), they are mainly
generated by both close coastal sea waves and wind;
• beyond 1 Hz, they are linked to human activity, and therefore reflect
the human cycle.
Since the early work by Kanai and Tanaka (1954), reviewed first by Nogoshi and Igarashi (1971) and then by Nakamura (1989), many investigations
in different parts of the world have been conducted.
The use of microtremors for site response evaluations has therefore been
controversial for some time: various publications have reported successes as
well as failures. Its very low cost, however, justifies any attempt to use it for
qualitative or quantitative purposes.
One of the basic issues affecting the usefulness of microtremors and microseisms for site response studies concerns the composition of the noise wavefield. According to Kanai (1983), noise consists mainly of vertically incident
S-waves, but recent studies (e.g., Fäh et al., 2001) reject this controversial
assumption, supporting the direct relationship with the elliptic trajectory of
Rayleigh waves.
The H/V spectral ratio method (i.e., the ratio between the Fourier spectra of the horizontal and vertical components of microtremors) is an experimental technique for evaluating some characteristics of soft-sedimentary
deposits. While their interpretation is straightforward in 1D structures with
some strong impedance contrast at depth, it becomes much more difficult
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in the presence of complex structural/morphological situations or if the underground velocity varies weakly/smoothly with depth. It has been shown
(Fäh et al., 2001), that the spectral H/V ratio of ambient vibrations has
stable parts which are independent of the source characteristic. These parts
are dominated by the ellipticity of the fundamental mode Rayleigh wave in
the frequency of resonance of the unconsolidated sediments. Nowadays, it
is commonly accepted that the low frequency peak of the noise HVSR corresponds to the fundamental frequency of the site, while its amplitude is
scarcely related to the true amplification (Bard, 2002).
In the framework of the European research project SESAME, Site Effects
Assessment Using Ambient Excitations, the use of ambient vibrations in understanding local site effects has been studied in detail. The present guidelines on the H/V spectral ratio technique are the result of comprehensive and
detailed analyses performed by the SESAME participants during the project.
The guidelines represent the state-of-the-art of the present knowledge of the
method and its applications, and are based on the consensus reached by a
large group of participants. It reflects the synthesis of a considerable amount
of data collection and subsequent analysis and interpretation.
According to SESAME guidelines for the implementation of the H/V
spectral ratio technique on ambient vibrations (WP12 SESAME Project,
2004), data acquisition is commonly performed using a 24-bit portable seismic
station equipped with a three-component sensor. At each site, microtremor
acquisition should last for a minimum of two minutes for an expected fundamental frequency of 10 Hz, to thirty minutes for a fundamental frequency
of 0.2 Hz. The sampling interval is to be set to guarantee reliable spectral
estimates up to 30 Hz.
Recorded signals are pre-processed as suggested by the SESAME Project
(WP03 SESAME Project, 2003). The most stationary parts of noise are
selected, in order to remove anomalous parts (i.e. spikes, transients, caused
by specific sources as walking or traffic). An FFT algorithm is applied to the
complex merged horizontal components and the vertical one; the spectra are
smoothed by a cosine taper window and the H/V ratio is computed for each
site. The mean H/V ratio is estimated by averaging the HVSR computed
on a set of running time windows. The guidelines suggest a large number of
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windows, whose length vary from 5 to 50 seconds, in order to have a minimum
of 10 windows per measurement. For the generic i-th time window, the signal
is processed as follows:
• DC removal and linear detrending;
• 5% cosine tapering;
• computing the horizontal component of the motion, as a vector sum of
the two horizontal components;
• computing the square root of the power spectral density (PSD) of the
horizontal and vertical components (Hi and Vi , respectively);
• computing the (H/V )i = Hi /Vi ratio;
• the average H/V and associated error is estimated by the median and
standard deviation of the (H/V )i family, respectively.
Because the H/V method revealed no non-unique results and could therefore not be used to detect 2D resonance in a complex geological setting such
as an alpine valley, the reference station method (RSM) applied to transversal and radial components of noise motion was introduced (Steimen et al.,
2003). The RSM compares the amplitude Fourier spectra of the single components recorded on a soft-soil site, with those at a reference station on rock
(e.g., Field et al., 1990, Yamanaka et al., 1993, Lermo and Chavez-Garcia,
1994). The original method uses signals from long-distance earthquakes under the assumption that source and path effect are identical at the soil and
bedrock stations. When using ambient vibrations, this important condition
is not necessarily fulfilled. However, long-period microtremors are caused
by oceans waves and have a long-distance source when measured in inner
continental regions. They therefore have stable spectra for long periods of
time (Bard, 1998). Field and Jacob (1993) assumed that the noise spectra
were white before entering the sediment valley, ensuring that the source and
path effects were statistically equal at the two stations over long recording
periods.
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2.3

Soil classification and Vs profiles

The estimation of shallow shear velocities and the definition of local ground
conditions are key elements in the assessment of the seismic response of a
site to earthquakes. Inevitably the issues related to this topic are extremely
important in seismic regulations. The selection of appropriate elastic response spectra according to soil categories and a given level of seismic hazard (i.e. expected ground motion) is the modern current way to account for
site effects for both engineering projects and general-purpose microzonation
studies. Current seismic codes (IBC 2000, UBC97, EC8-2003) have largely
accepted the significant role of site effects and attempt to incorporate their
influence either by means of a constant amplification factor exclusively dependent on the soil class or by a more complete spectral description of its
response in terms of specific designed spectra).
Different approaches exist concerning site classification. A widely used
parameter is the mean value of shear wave velocity over the last few decades
of meters (30m, the VS,30 as defined by NEHRP), and it is considered a sound
parameter for site classification. However soil classification based exclusively
in terms of VS,30 assumption, is a rather simplified hypothesis, which can potentially lead to erroneous results, especially in cases of deep soil formations
or abrupt changes in stiffness between the soil layer at 30m depth and the
bedrock lying deeper down.
Recent studies based on different sites, where the dynamic profile of the
soil from the surface to the bedrock was well known, have shown that for
low to medium intensity shaking (i.e. less than 0.1-0.2g), a purely elastic
approach for the assessment of the amplification functions could be satisfactory for a considerable number of soils. Nevertheless, soil non-linearity
might become important in the case of strong ground shaking with silt and
clay soils.
The recent version of EC8 (2003) has confirmed the importance of distinguishing seismic action and it has introduced two different response spectra,
Type 1 and Type 2, instead of only one response spectrum type as suggested
in the previous version (Eurocode 8, 1994). The Type 1 spectrum is for
highly seismic regions, where maximum magnitudes are expected to exceed
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MS 5.5-6.0 (Fig. 2.1). The Type 2 spectrum is for moderately seismic regions, where maximum magnitudes are not expected to exceed MS 5.5-6.0
(Fig. 2.2). The four spectral shapes were created on the basis of European
Strong Motion Database and the following approach was adopted for their
construction.
All the records of the database were divided into five soil classes (e.g. rock,
dense deposits, medium-dense deposits, stiff soil, and soft soil) according to
the new EC8 soil classification scheme. For each soil class the 5% damping
response spectra has been calculated and normalised inside the soil class. On
the basis of the complete spectra envelope, the spectral shape was calculated.
This computation was performed for each type of spectrum (I or II).
The previous version was quite conservative in the case of low magnitude
values for longer periods and underestimated for shorter periods, whereas
for high magnitudes, the predicted spectral values were higher than those
obtained with the scaled design spectra especially in the case of soil site.
The modern trend is to define the elastic response spectrum, as indicated
by the EC8 (1998) and also in the proposed National Earthquake Hazard
Reduction Programme (NEHRP), based on a soil classification defined by
the average shear wave velocity of the upper 30 metres of soil (V S,30 ), using
improved descriptions of stratigraphy and ranges of values of geotechnical
parameters not included previously.

2.3.1

Soil classification

In modern seismic codes, such as EC8 and U.S.NEHRP, the average value of
shear wave velocity over the topmost 30 m has been proposed as a criterion
for distinguishing site characteristics in response to the ground motions. V S,30
is computed as follows:
VS,30 = P

30
hi
i=1,N Vi

(2.5)

where hi and Vi denote the thickness (in m) and shear-wave velocity of
the i-th formation or layer, in a total of N, existing in the top 30 meters. Such
criterion certainly has some drawbacks, since it does not take into account
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Figure 2.1: Spectra for each soil class of EC8 (top), and relatively amplification factor (bottom) for Type I spectrum (Bard, 2006).
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Figure 2.2: Same as previous, but for Type II spectrum (Bard, 2006).
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the velocity profile at greater depths, which may have a prominent influence
on the low frequency response.
The site is classified according to the value of VS,30 if this is available, otherwise the value of NST P is used. Tab.2.1 and Tab.2.2 show the classification.
For sites with ground conditions matching the two special ground types S 1
and S2 , special studies for the definition of the seismic action are required.
For these types, and particularly for S2 , the possibility of soil failure under
the seismic action shall be considered.

EC8 Ground
Type
A

B

C

D

E

S1

S2

Description of
Stratigraphic profile
Rock or other rock-like geological
formation, including at most 5m of
weaker material at the surface
Deposits of very dense sand, gravel
or very stiff clay, at least several
tens of m in thickness,
characterised by a gradual increase
of mechanical properties with depth
Deep deposits of dense or medium-dense
sand, gravel or stiff clay with
thickness from several tens to
hundreds of m
Deposits of loose-to-medium
cohesionless soil (with or without
some soft cohesive layers), or of
predominantly soft-to-firm cohesive
soil
Surface alluvium layer with VS,30
values of type C or D and thickness
varying between about 5m and 20m,
underlain by stiffer material with
VS,30 greater than 800 m/s
Deposits consisting or containing
a layer at least 10 m thick of soft
clays/silts with high plasticity
index (PI ≥ 40) and high water content
Deposits of liquefiable soils, of
sensitive clays, or any other soil
profile not included in types A to E or S1

Shear Waves
Velocity
more than
800 m/s

360-800 m/s

180-360 m/s
less than
180 m/s

less than
100 m/s

Table 2.1: Classification of subsoil classes in EC8.
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NEHRP
Category
A
B
C
D
E
F

Description
Hard Rock
Firm to hard rock
Dense soil, soft rock
Stiff soil
Soft clays

Mean Shear Wave
Velocity to 30m
1500 m/s
or more
760-1500 m/s
360-760 m/s
180-360 m/s
less than
180 m/s

Special study soils:
liquefiable soils, sensitive clays,
organic soils, soft clays thick
more than 36 m

Table 2.2: Site categories in NEHRP Provisions.

2.3.2

Methods to investigate Vs

Conventional methods for determining shear-wave velocity like borehole methods and active seismic methods are expensive and difficult to apply in noisy
urban settings. An alternative to direct measurement of V S profile is to
derive it from geotechnical parameters (e.g., Otha & Goto 1978, Schnaid,
1997), using dynamic penetration tests. Comparison of shear wave velocities
inferred with these relations and the values obtained directly with seismic
refraction tests or down-hole measurements, are, on average, underestimated
by about 38% (Lo Presti et al., 2004). The Authors recommend using these
correlations only in the case of spatially uniform soil deposits, and encourage the use of geophysical methods as an economic alternative to borehole
measurements to determine the VS30 parameter.
Several geophysical methods have been developed to obtain the V S profiles. Direct methods (downhole, crosshole and borehole) are invasive and
expensive techniques for soil identification but the need for a rapid and inexpensive assessment of a large number of sites has led to the development
of several geophysical testing methods that are not invasive.
Seismic refraction, seismic reflection and surface-wave measurements are
indirect methods that contribute in an efficient manner to site-response assessment. All these techniques require more complex data processing and
interpretation than invasive methods, but while direct methods provide in26
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formation on the in situ properties of the site, indirect methods cover a wide
area, and in the end the parameters obtained are more useful for assessment
of earthquake site response than exact information on a single point.
For these reasons, more detail will be given in describing indirect methods,
especially those involving the inversion of surface waves, the present cutting
edge of VS survey.

Direct method: Down-hole seismic velocity method
Geophysical borehole logging, also known as downhole geophysical surveying
is used to derive further information about the sequence of rock/sediments
penetrated by a borehole. This method is commonly used to determine
compressional and shear wave velocity versus depth. This velocity data is
used to help asses the geology and seismic response of a particular site.
In a downhole seismic survey, a seismic source is placed on the surface near
a borehole, and two geophones are placed at selected depths in the borehole.
The raw data obtained from a downhole survey are the travel times (∆t)
for compressional and shear waves from the source to the geophones and the
distance between the source and geophones (∆R) (Fig.2.3).
Compressional waves are generated by a source (hammer, shotgun, explosive) located at a fixed distance (x) from the boring. Shear waves travel
slower than compressional waves, therefore, compressional waves often interfere with shear waves. This interference sometimes makes identification of
the first shear wave arrival difficult. To improve the resolution of the shear
wave arrival, the seismic source is designed to produce a signal which contains a large shear wave component and a signal enhancement seismograph
is used to process the received signals from the geophones.
The data is analysed by determining the interval velocity for each geophone placement. Interval velocity is determined by first computing the
distance from the source to each geophone and the difference in arrival times
between the upper and lower geophones. The interval velocity is computed
by dividing the difference in distance between the geophones by the difference
in arrival times (VS = ∆R/∆t).
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Figure 2.3: Acquisition scheme of a downhole seismic survey (Mayne, web
site).
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Indirect method: Seismic surveying method
In seismic surveying, seismic waves are created by a controlled source and
propagate through the subsurface. Some waves will return to the surface
after refraction or reflection at geological boundaries within the subsurface.
The general assumptions relating the ray path geometries considered are:
• subsurface is composed of a series of layers;
• interfaces between layers are plane;
• velocity is constant through the layer;
• velocity increases with depth of layer.
Linear arrays, with a single geophone sensor are the most common seismicrefraction recording equipment, set out in 12 or more geophone sensor channels. The geophones are equidistant one to the other, and have a frequency
response that corresponds to the range of frequencies that will be recorded.
Care is taken in coupling the receivers to the ground surface to ensure that
the particle motion is accurately measured, and the location of each receiver
is recorded. The seismic source may either be hammers or large dropped
weights, even though active sources are limited to higher frequencies because
of their relatively small mass and their inability to produce long wavelengths
to develop a VS profile to the desired depth. In this cases, passive sources
such as microtremors and ambient noise produce energy at lower frequencies
enabling deeper VS profiles.
As shown in Fig. 2.4, the geophones array records the progressive wavefront from the source. The nearest sensors will record the direct arrival, while
at the crossover distance xcross the travel time of direct and refracted rays
are equal. Sensors with distance from source greater than x cross record the
refracted waves (on the right of Fig.2.4). The travel-time curves of direct
and refracted arrival are used to reconstruct the layered model, the values of
V1 and V2 . V1 and V2 can be derived from the reciprocal of the gradient of
the travel-time segment.
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Figure 2.4: Left: acquisition scheme of a refracted seismic survey. Right:
travel-time curves for the direct and refracted arrivals.

Indirect method: Inversion of Rayleigh waves
The determination of VS data using surface seismic methods is the best alternative to borehole measurements.
In recent years, the possibilities of surface wave analysis have been increased with the development of powerful computers. This type of analysis
is based on the dispersive nature of surface waves in layered or heterogeneous
media. Since the speed of propagation of surface waves is influenced by the
mechanical properties up to a depth of about a wavelength, if the medium
is non-homogeneous surface waves of different wavelengths will travel at different speeds (i.e. they are dispersive) because they will sample a medium
whose properties vary with depth (Fig. 2.5). Shear wave velocity can be
derived from inverting the phase velocity of Rayleigh or Love waves (Aki and
Richards, 1980).
Several types of surface wave methods have been proposed for near-surface
characterisation by using a great variety of testing configurations, processing
techniques and inversion algorithms. Two techniques will be presented: the
spectral analysis of surface waves (SASW), based on active wave fields generated by an artificial source, and passive wave field noise array measurements.
This latter method uses ambient vibrations as a seismic source, and has the
great advantage of exploiting the energy present in the low frequency band
in order to reach greater depths of investigation. The VS profile is the result
of two common steps: the elaboration of a dispersion curve and its inversion.
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Figure 2.5: Principle of surface waves propagation (Rix, 2004).

Starting from the spectral analysis of surface waves (SAWS method),
the field data is collected using the standard exploration seismic equipment,
appropriate low frequency geophones and relatively long geophone arrays.
The natural frequency of geophones is very important for data quality. The
lower frequency of the signals means that a longer wavelength of surface
waves is recorded, which results in a larger depth of investigation. The same
care has to be taken choosing the source: it has to produce low frequencies
to sample the soil in depth. Fig.2.6 is an example of seismic record. It was
acquired in the Tagliamento river bed to test the seismic source on coarse
gravel and cobblestone soil.
Data processing consists of two main steps: obtaining the dispersion
curves of Rayleigh wave phase velocity from the record, and determining
the VS profiles from the inversion of dispersion curves.
The field data were transformed into spectral energy shear wave frequency
versus shear wave velocity (or slowness), as shown in Fig.2.7.
F − k analysis and slant stack transformation (McMechan and Yedlin,
1981) are used to obtain dispersion curves, assuming surface wave packets
are composed of a fundamental mode of vibration only, and neglecting the
energy carried by higher modes. The dispersion curve is selected in the lower
bound of the spectral energy shear wave velocity versus frequency trend. In
layered structures, however, Rayleigh wave dispersion curves are, in general,
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Figure 2.6: Seismic record obtained in the Tagliamento river to test the seismic source.

Figure 2.7: Example of spectral energy plotted as a function of frequency and
wave propagation velocity. The data are from the Tagliamento test area.
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multimodal. Higher modes provide information to greater depths than the
fundamental mode and improve the accuracy of the inverted S-wave velocity
profile (Xia et al., 2000).
Once the dispersion curve has been identified, the inversion process can
be performed. First of all, a starting model is built up taking into consideration the VS profiles and the thickness parameters of the layered media.
Then, an inversion technique is applied to calculate layer parameters. The
VS profile leads to one optimal solution, strongly influenced by the starting
model and which could be a local minimum of the misfit function. It should
be understood that this type of interpretation may not result in a unique
solution.
In array measurements, ambient vibrations are considered to be mainly
composed of surface waves whose dispersion curve is derived from processing
of the simultaneous ground motion recording at various stations. Compared
to the other approaches, this method can easily be applied in urban areas,
where the noise is used as source. Another important benefit is the great
depth investigated (from tens to hundreds of metres depending on the interdistance between stations and the noise frequency content). Like all the other
methods mentioned, the geometry obtained is purely 1D. More details of the
method are given in Appendix A.
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Chapter 3
Application to a real case: the
Tagliamento River Valley
The study area was a stretch of the Tagliamento river valley ranging from the
Tolmezzo to the Cavazzo Carnico municipalities, in the north-western part of
the Friuli Venezia Giulia region. It features a coverage of thick soft sediments
bounded by steep terraces and alluvial fans in a seismic active context. In
the past the area was struck by strong earthquakes that caused both serious
damage and many casualties. In addition, it is densely inhabited and a large
chemical plant and many small scale trades are located on the quaternary
deposits in the southern part of Tolmezzo.
All these elements make the Tolmezzo/Cavazzo area a perfect test site
for investigating seismic response and for this reason it was taken into consideration by the SISMOVALP Project.
According to the recent national regulation (OPCM, 28.04.2006, NO
3519, all.1b), which has classified the national territory into seismic zones,
the area of Tolmezzo/Cavazzo Carnico lies in a medium-high seismic hazard
zone (Fig. 3.1). The criterion chosen to define the hazard, which is by definition constant in each zone, is the peak ground acceleration (PGA) on soils
of type A. The PGA computation involves three steps: specification of the
seismic-hazard source model, specification of the ground motion through an
attenuation relationship and probabilistic calculation.
The peak ground acceleration, taken into account by the seismic hazard
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Figure 3.1: Hazard map of the Friuli - Venezia Giulia region according to the
last revision. The Tolmezzo and Cavazzo Carnico municipalities are marked
in the figure (http://zonesismiche.mi.ingv.it).
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map, corresponds to the reference return period of the seismic action for the
no − collapse requirement (or equivalently the probability of exceeding PGA
in 50 years).
In this chapter a geological and structural overview of the Tolmezzo/Cavazzo region is given. In the early 1900s the area was studied by a large number
of scientists from a geological and naturalistic point of view. All the information collected, however, was not sufficient to clarify the structural setting
of the valley, and the new data collected during the project partially covered
such lack of knowledge.

3.1
3.1.1

Available Data
Geological setting

The study area is part of the Southern Alps, the northernmost part of the
African continental plate that collided with Europe during the CretaceousCenozoic era. The sedimentary units exposed today range from the PermoScythian to the Neogene (Fig. 3.2), and comprise E-W-trending structural
units delimited by generally S-verging over-thrusts.
The oldest rock outcrop belongs to Bellerophon Formation (Upper Permian); it includes prevailing evaporitic dolomites with gypsum, argillites and
marls, in the lower part, dolomitic breccias and limestone with marls in the
middle-upper part. With this last facies, it outcrops only on the eastern
margin of the But River, at the base of Strabut relief, including here black
limestone fading in the overhanging Werfen Formation. It is Scythian in age,
formed mainly by marly limestone and dolomitic limestone. Red-violet silty
sandstone and marls complete the deposition.
In this brief geological description, the Middle-Upper Triassic formations
are only mentioned, outcropping in lenses and in a discontinuous way in the
upper part of the Strabut relief and on the right side of the But river. The
ancient deposition, the Lusnizza Formation, corresponds to the Anisian. It is
composed of stratified limestone and calcareous dolomites often gypsiferous.
The Ladinian units are represented by the Buchenstein Formation, Wengen
Formation and Schlern Dolomite, limestone and cherty limestone associated
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Figure 3.2: Scheme of the stratigraphic correlations of the Tolmezzo-Cavazzo
Carnico area (after Ponton, 2000, modified).
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with volcanic rocks and tufaceous sandstone, arenaceous-marly facies with
plants remains, dolomites and massive dolomitic limestone of reef origin,
respectively.
In the late Carnian (Late Triassic), sedimentation in the study area
took place on the slowly deepening mixed carbonate-siliciclastic ramp of
the Monticello Formation (Upper Carnian - Lower Norian, Carulli et al.,
1998). It outcrops on the right side of the Tagliamento River bed near
Caneva. During the Norian, the thick shallow-water peritidal carbonate succession of the Dolomia Principale was deposited, flanked in the northern part
of the Carnian Prealps by relatively deeper water anoxic basins where the
Forni Dolomite accumulated (Carulli et al., 1998). The Dolomia Principale
Formation develops in a succession of crystalline dolomites and light-grey
dolomitic limestone, generally devoid of clear stratification. The heteropic
Forni Dolomite is characterised by thin lystratified dolomitic limestone and
blackish dolomites. The Dolomia Principale is the main lithological type outcropping in the Tolmezzo-Cavazzo Carnico basin, forming the main structure
of the Amariana mountain and the hills around the town of Cavazzo Carnico.
At the top of the Dolomia Principale, just in the Mt. Amariana succession, the Dachstein Limestones follow. This is a typical formation of this
sector of the Southern Alps, and it is characterised by whitish, well-stratified
limestone, containing intercalated dolomitic limestone and dolomites. The
formation is attributed in part to the Norian and in part to the Rheatian. A
small outcrop made of Eocene shallow-water deposits is also present, unconformably overlying the upper Triassic succession (Carulli et al., 1982).
Starting in the Eocene the compressional stage of the Neoalpine phase
took place. In the Middle-Late Miocene the study area experienced the
greatest deformation (Venturini and Carulli, 2002), and the marine sedimentation ended.

The Pleistocene-Olocene Age
The present morphology of the Tagliamento valley started to form in the
Late Miocene, following the Neoalpine phase.
At that time, the paleo-river followed a W-E course, from Ampezzo to
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Tolmezzo, and then a straight north-south direction from Tolmezzo to San
Daniele, flowing along the present position of the Cavazzo Carnico Lake. This
early stage was characterised by a strong erosion of the outcropping reliefs,
because of the deeper sea level, related to the Messinian salinity crisis in the
Mediterranean area. As observed by Cita et al. (1990), the alpine valleys of
northern Italy and Switzerland, show an evident and atypical erosion in the
Messinian time.
At the beginning of the Pliocene age , when the sea level increased, the
coastline moved to the present edge of the pre-alpine reliefs, stopping the
erosion process. The canyons and valleys formerly drudged started to be
filled. The sedimentation pattern clearly outcrops today at ”Colle di Osoppo”
and the surrounding hills. In the Cavazzo sector rockfalls occurred, triggered
by the new equilibrium and the intense tectonic activity, blocking the paleoTagliamento course, and generating a lake.
The changed equilibrium forced the river to create a new path through
the fractured zone north of the San Simeone relief, leaving the ancient bed,
today occupied by the Cavazzo Carnico Lake and its marshes (Monegato,
2006).
During the Pleistocene age, the mountain pattern of the Alps was completed, allowing the presence of glaciers at low latitudes. In the last million
years, the study area suffered the four main glacial events, but it was the last
which left much evidence. Conglomerates of various degrees of cementation,
morains, rockfalls related to the melting of glaciers , alluvial fans, gravellysandy fluvioglacial and sandy-silty lacustrine deposits of the Wurmian age
are present in the whole area (Fig. 3.3).

3.1.2

Tectonical setting

In the Carnic and Julian Alps and Prealps (easternmost part of the Southern
Alps) the Alpine orogeny gave rise to a polyphase compressional belt. The regional tectonic framework reflects the superimposition of several deformation
phases, each of them due to a distinct compressional stress.
The Alpine tectonic features of the eastern Southern Alps relate to the
Meso- and Neoalpine phases. The former occurred in Eocene times, the latter
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Figure 3.3: Morphological-lithological simplified map of the Tolmezzo/Cavazzo Carnico area.
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is presumed to extend from the Latest Oligocene up to the Plio-Quaternary
time. In the Dolomitic area the Neoalpine phase has been subdivided into
three compressional stages (Castellarin et al., 1992; Caputo, 1996), each one
characterised by an almost steady stress. They are of the Latest OligoceneEarly Miocene, Middle-Late Miocene and Pliocene ages, respectively. In the
Carnia Alps more or less the same happened (Venturini, 1990, 1991; Läufer,
1996; Pondrelli, 1998; Hubich et al., 2000), where three compressional stages
of the Neoalpine phase, named as early, main and late have been recognised
(Discenza and Venturini, 2002). A Pleistocene weak compression (recent
stage) followed the former.
In the easternmost Southern Alps, during the Mesoalpine phase (Eocene),
the maximum compressional stress was NE-SW oriented. It was the same
during the early stage of the Neoalpine phase (?Latest Oligocene-Early Miocene). It is therefore difficult to refer a set of tectonic structures to the phase
they really belong to. Only a few parts of the outer belt permit this distinction, due to the presence of lower Miocene deposit suturing the Mesoalpine
deformations. In the Carnic Alps it is the following Neoalpine compressional phase (particularly the main and subordinately, the late stage) which
is responsible for both the considerable shortening and the present tectonic
setting of the thrust-and-fold belt.
The main stage of the Neoalpine phase is presumed to be of the Middle?Late Miocene age and was characterised by a N-S trending compression. It
gave origin to a stacked system of E-W trending and S-verging thrusts and
folds with few backthrusts (Selli, 1963; Venturini, 1991; Carulli and Ponton,
1992). Deformations migrated fast towards the Adriatic foreland.
The late stage of the Neoalpine phase occurred in the Pliocene time. The
maximum stress was NW-SE oriented. Up to now correlated deformations
have been detected all over the Carnic Alps, which correspond to the inner
belt (Venturini, 1990; Venturini and Delzotto, 1993; Läufer, 1996; Pondrelli,
1998); scattered data are reported from Julian Prealps too (Iacuzzi et al.,
1979). As for the Julian Alps, both in the north-eastern border Friuli area and
western Slovenia many NE-SW trending thrusts and folds might be roughly
interpreted as due to the late stage. Diversely , Ponton (2000) referred these
features to the N-S compression (main stage). Up to now there is no detailed
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field data or kinematic analyses on the matter. The same is true for the
outer belt, the Carnic Prealps. The effects of the NW-SE compression are
always weak in comparison with the former ones. However, they are evident
in outcrops and produced plain and frequent interference with the earlier
deformation.
In addition, some scattered and younger mesostructures have been pointed
out both in the Carnic Prealps (Zanferrari et al., 2000) and Carnic Alps (Discenza and Venturini, 2002). Everywhere they are very weak and referable to
a N-S compressional stress (recent stage). In the pre-Quaternary succession
they interfere with the aforementioned deformations inherited from the NWSE compression (late stage); where they affect the Pleistocene continental
succession they represent the sole compressional features.
Finally, in the easternmost Southern Alps the present stress distribution,
evaluated on focal mechanism analysis (Bressan et al., 1998) is characterised
by a NNW-SSE trending orientation which in the central Friuli area assumes
a fan-shaped distribution around the N-S direction.
Tolmezzo tectonic framework
In the Tolmezzo area a large number of tectonic features are present. Most
of them are buried under the quaternary coverage, and their geometrical
characteristics, meaning and age are not easy to interpret. . Figure 3.4
shows a simplified tectonic map of the study area. Three main directions
have been identified : NNE-SSW, E-W and SE-NW.
The NNE-SSW system is characterised by the But-Chiarsò line (LBC),
outcropping out of the study area, but generating other minor direct faults
(e.g., Fusea line (LF) (Carulli, 2000), which form the typical steps of the
reliefs on the right side of the But river bed.
The E-W system is the more complex structural feature of the area, including N-verging and S-verging tectonic lines. In the first group the following features were identified:
• Sauris line (LS), a low-angle overthrust, divided into several blocks by
the normal faults of the But-Chiarsò system; in the reliefs north of
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Figure 3.4: Sketch of the tectonic in the study area. The main tectonic
features are represented; each element is discussed in the text (Carulli, 2000,
modified).

Tolmezzo, on the right side of the But River, it generates a secondary
overthrust, Tinisa-Tolmezzo line (LTT);
• Mt. Dof - Mt. Auda line (LDA), a S-verging overthrust outcropping
in the Cavazzo Carnico area , and extending east to become Val Venzonassa line or, as defined by other Authors Mt.San Simeone-Uccea
line (LVV) (Selli, 1963);
• the Upper Tagliamento line (LAT) is an unknown geological element
of the area. It has been defined - its location is presumed to be in
the Tagliamento river bed from Ampezzo to Tolmezzo - to explain the
strong geological difference from one site to the other of the Tagliamento valley.
The N-verging E-W thrusts are:
• Val Resia line (LVR), which despite not outcropping directly in the
study area, is the master fault of a backthrust system which produces
secondary faults in the Mt Amariana area.
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The NW-SE system is represented by a right shear deformation pattern
which starts in the Cavazzo lake area, runs under the Tagliamento deposits,
and outcrops on the western side of Amariana relief. The main fault of this
system has been identified in the San Floreano line (LSF) (Carulli et al.,
1982), which in the But Valley cuts the But-Chiarsò system.

3.1.3

Seismicity

The studied area is extremely complex from a tectonic point of view. Notable
seismicity is commonly known to occur in Friuli. At least five earthquakes
of epicentral intensity greater than or equal to IX on the Mercalli-CancianiSieberg scale have occurred in the last five centuries (1511, 1700, 1788, 1928,
1976) (Ambraseys, 1976) (Fig. 3.5) .
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Many problems arise in the seismological study of the historical seismicity
of the Friuli and Carnia area, for destructive earthquakes too (Gentile et
al., 1984a). For instance, the earthquake of 1511 (I0 = IX) is one of the
most important earthquakes for understanding seismicity in Friuli. A large
amount of original documentation offers an almost complete view of the
effects in Friuli and Slovenia. The epicentral area proved very large and
some doubts remain on the identification of the epicentre. The centres hit
most by the shock were Gemona, Idrija and Cividale. All these villages
suffered similar damages and it is hard to assign different intensity values
to them. A possible explanation could be that the event was double, with
a short interval between the two shocks, and the two epicentres could be
Idrija and Gemona (Gentile et al., 1984b). Contrarily, the Raveo earthquake
(I0 = IX) of 1700 gave a strong intensity only in the epicentral zone, with
a very high attenuation with the distance, and the centres that suffered the
heaviest damages were the little villages in the mountains. No more details
are known about the Tolmezzo earthquake occurring in 1788, when a strong
event (I0 = V III − IX) hit the town and the neighbouring villages. A
clearer image of the damage starts at the beginning of XX century, when
another strong event occurred in the Tolmezzo area. The earthquake of 1928
(I0 = V III − IX), even though not recorded by any seismological centre,
has a detailed description of the macroseismic effects, which reported severe
damage in the villages of Verzegnis and Cavazzo Carnico.
The widespread seismicity of Friuli and neighbouring areas started to be
studied in 1931 with modern methods based on instrumental measurements,
when a three-component Wieckert seismometer was installed in Borgo Grotta
Gigante at Osservatorio Geofisico di Trieste. In 1963 it was equipped by the
World Wide Standardised Seismographic Network with a three-component,
short period Benioff seismometer, to localise local events and a three-component, Press-Ewing seismometer for teleseismic events. In 1971 a WoodAnderson seismometer was added to estimate magnitude.
This instrumentation operated continuously till 1976. In these 45 years,
shallow events were recorded between Tolmezzo and Belluno area and a few
others in Slovenia and Tarvisio (Fig. 3.6). The main recorded event occurred
in 1936 in Cansiglio-Alpago area (I0 = IX MCS).
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On 6 May 1976 at 20:59 a 6.4 local magnitude earthquake struck a 5,700kmq wide area in central Friuli, destroying many villages and causing 989
deaths (Slejko et al., 1999) (Fig. 3.7). In the epicentral area (Gemona, Venzone, Trasaghis) a X Medvedev-Sponheuer-Karnik intensity was measured.
The main source parameters estimated for this earthquake were: stress drop
of 10-13 bar, fault area of 800 kmq, dislocation of 32-54 cm (Caputo, 1976).
The focal mechanism (Ebblin, 1976, Cipar, 1980,1981) shows an overthrust
along a plane dipping gently to the north. The quake was preceded by a
smaller shock (ML = 4.5) one minute earlier.

Figure 3.7: Epicentre distribution of the 1976 Friuli main earthquakes and
their related seismic sequences (Slejko, 2006, personal communication)

The main shock was followed by an aftershock sequence that included a
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ML 5.3 event on 9 May and by a quiescence period in August (Colautti et al.,
1976). A renewal of activity occurred in September with four strong quakes
(ML = 5.1 and 5.6 on September 11, 5.8 and 6.1 on September 15) causing
additional damage and claiming more victims, especially in the Gemona area.
While the seismicity of May 1976 appears concentrated in the easternmost
part of Friuli, in September it involved the central part of the region.
A new phase of activity started on 16 September 1977 with a moderate
shock of magnitude ML = 5.4. The shock and its aftershocks were located
in the region south of Tolmezzo and to the west of the Tagliamento river. In
this area almost no shocks occurred during the May 1976 aftershock period.
When the aftershocks migrated northward during the September 1976 aftershocks period, the shocks to the west of the Tagliamento river were mainly
concentrated around the Cavazzo lake (Suhadolc, 1981). These events had a
strike-slip character (Finetti et al., 1976) and were probably associated with
the two transcurrent faults present in the area (Amato et al, 1976). Since
September 1977 no other comparable aftershock sequence has occurred. It
might be therefore concluded that the September 1977 sequence was the last
event in the Friuli high seismicity period which began on May 6, 1976.
In May 1977 a permanent network, equipped with seven seismic station
(Fig. 3.8), was installed in Friuli by the Osservatorio Geofisico Sperimentale
of Trieste (OGS) in order to detect local seismicity and help to investigate
the seismic activity of the entire eastern Alps. In 1994, the network was substantially improved with the installation of a new acquisition system which
provides good quality digital data. Today the seismic network is managed by
the ”Centro di Ricerche Sismologiche” - CRS, the seismological department
of OGS, which is located in Udine (Fig. 3.9).
Although in Friuli the epicentres are distributed along the main Periadriatic thrust fault, the most important concentrations are found inside the
area of Gemona-Trasaghis-Clauzetto-Tolmezzo-Moggio-Venzone (Fig. 3.10 ),
at depths between 5 and 17 km. In the period 1994-2004, some 3600 earthquakes were located in the area between 45.5-47N and 11.5-14.5E, with MD
in the range 0.6-5.6.
In more detail, since 1977, the area of Tolmezzo-Cavazzo Carnico has been
struck by two relevant events both localised in the area of severe damage of
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Figure 3.8: Primary distribution of the seismic stations of RSFVG in 1977.
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the 1976 earthquake. For this reason no casualties occurred. The first event,
the Mena earthquake occurring on. 01.02. 1988 had a local magnitude
of ML = 4.1 and generated a two-month seismic sequence of about 250
aftershocks (Fig. 3.11). No others similar seismic crises were recorded in the
area in the following years. The second event, the M.te Sernio earthquake
occurring on February 14, 2002, had a magnitude ML = 4.9 and generated
a three-month seismic sequence of about 50 aftershocks (Gentili, 2006). The
M.te Sernio area is periodically struck by shallow events as highlighted in
figure 3.10, where all the instrumental seismicity recorded by Friuli - Venezia
Giulia Seismometric Network (RSFVG) is plotted.
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Figure 3.11: Left: seismic sequence of the Mena ML = 4.1 earthquake,
1988.02.01, recorded by RSFVG. Right: distribution of the earthquakes in
the Mt.Sernio area after the main event of 14.02.2002, ML = 4.9

To understand the seismicity of the region better, a seismotectonic zonation was performed by Bressan et al. (2003). The seismotectonic zonation of
the Tolmezzo-Cavazzo Carnico area, carried out on the basis of the tectonic
structures, faulting patterns, types of focal mechanism, and spatial distribution of seismicity, shows two seismotectonic zones as described by Bressan
et al. (2003) (Fig. 3.12). The north section of the study area belongs to
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Tolmezzo zone (TOL), while the southern part to Mena zone (MN).

Figure 3.12: Seismotectonic zones of the Friuli area. Grey arrows indicate
the orientation of the maximum compressional axis; white arrows indicate
the orientation of the maximum shortening axis. The strain rate tensor is
represented by colour tones (Bressan, 2005a).

The TOL zone is characterised by a system of east-west-trending thrusts
and backthrusts. The present seismic activity is medium-low, with maximum
recorded magnitude of ML = 4.9. The depth range of seismicity is 4-18 Km,
with most of the seismic moment located between about 9 and 15 km. The
best documented historical events occurred in 1908 and 1959, both of which
had I0 = V III. The event of February 14, 2002, belongs to this area and
confirms the moderate seismicity of this zone.
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The MN zone is characterised by south-verging folds and thrusts. The
present level of seismicity is moderate. The maximum recorded local magnitude was ML = 5.2, detected on 16 September 1977, when the local seismic
network started to operate. In the period considered, from 1977 to present
day, the strongest recorded magnitude was 4.1 for the earthquake occurring
on February 1, 1988. Seismicity occurs between 3 and 19 Km depth, with
most of the seismic moment distributed between 7 and 11 km depth. The
most important earthquakes known from historical data are characterised by
I0 = V II − IX (1788) and I0 = IX(1928). The fault plane solutions are
mainly of the thrust type, with minor strike-slip events.

3.1.4

Geophysical data

The integrated interpretation of all the conventional geophysical disciplines,
like magnetometry, gravimetrics and seismics, and advanced techniques such
as 3D VP and VP /VS tomographic images, makes it possible to obtain the
most objective information possible regarding the geological-structural conditions of both the basement and the cover.
Although the study area is too small for this kind of integrated studies,
detailed information on it has been provided by a more general study on the
whole Friuli region. All the information about magnetometry and gravimetry
reported here is taken from Cati et al. (1987) and the bibliography in it.
Tomographic images are taken from Gentile et al. (2000). For any processing
details and comments see the references.
Magnetometry
The Friuli-Venezia Giulia region was subject to an aeromagnetic survey performed in 1977 by the CGG company of Massy. After having made the appropriate corrections and the regional field substraction (International Geomagnetic Reference Field, 1978) the obtained values represented the anomalies
of the Residual Magnetic Field (RMF). These anomalies originate in the upper part of the crust, and are caused by susceptibility contrast existing both
inside the magnetic basement and in the sedimentary cover.
The RMF reduced to the pole is shown for the study area (Fig. 3.13).
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Negative anomalies, which could indicate zones of low susceptibility within
the basement, but which could also indicate structurally lowered areas, can
be seen in the Cavazzo area.
The spectral analysis of the RMF reduced to the pole permitted the
identification of regional structures. In order to highlight them, band-pass
and low-pass filters were applied. The band-pass filtered RMF reduced to the
pole is the minimum in the Cavazzo zone, while filtering with a low-pass-filter
cleaned that local effect. This means that important regional structures are
not present, and the anomalies in the zone could be related to the complex
tectonic pattern.
Gravimetry
The Friuli area was subjected to several gravimetric surveys, from 1953-55
land and sea-bottom surveys were acquired by AGIP and OGS of Trieste
(Cati et al., 1987) to the TRANSALP Project in the early 2000s (Zanolla
et al., 2006, Palmieri, 2002). For details of acquisition campaigns and data
processing see the references.
The Bouguer Anomaly Map, which gives information on lithospheric
structures, is shown in figure 3.14. It marks a minimum in the Friuli Prealps,
with a value of -84 mGal. This value is correlated with the area of maximum
accumulation of the Tertiary terrigenous series. In the area of TolmezzoCavazzo, where the crustal structures are higher and the sedimentary cover
is represented by quaternary alluvium, this negative anomaly becomes less
pronounced, assuming the values of -54 mGal.
3D VP and VP /VS models
Although no specific seismic sections have been performed in the TolmezzoCavazzo area because of the lack of relevant boreholes, it has been possible
to reconstruct the upper crust structure of the area using joint inversion
(Thurber’s method, 1983) for hypocentres and 3D velocity structure from
local earthquakes recorded by RSFVG (Bressan, 2005b).
The distribution of VP and VP /VS anomalies is characterised by marked
lateral and depth variations, reflecting structural heterogeneities. Lower P
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Figure 3.13: Residual magnetic field reduced to the pole (from Cati et al,
1987, partial mod.).
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Figure 3.14: Bouguer anomalies map of the Friuli region (from Cati et al,
1987, partial mod.).
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velocity (VP =5.4-5.8 Km/s) and high VP /VS values (1.82-1.85), are related
to superficial molasse and flysch deposits in the southern sector of Friuli.
Mesozoic limestone and dolomitic rock, which constitute the main portion of
the investigated crust, are characterised by a wider range of P wave velocity
(5.9-6.6 Km/s) and VP /VS values (1.78-1.88). VP values between 6.0 and
6.5 Km/s and VP /VS values in the range 1.75 to 1.82 below 5 Km depth
in the northern sector, could be related to the Paleozoic units (terrigenous
sediments, limestone deposits, volcanic and low grade metamorphic rocks).

Figure 3.15: Vertical north-south cross-section of the 3D VP and 3D VP /VS
images of the Tolmezzo-Cavazzo area. The VP values are shown as contour
lines. The VP /VS values are plotted in graded colours (red=1.75, blue=1.95).
Diamonds indicate the position of earthquakes relocated using the 3D VP /VS
model (Bressan, 2005b).
As expected, VP /VS values decrease with depth. The near-surface high
VP /VS values could result from the presence of water-saturated cracks, while
the unusually high VP /VS values (1.84-1.90) at depth greater than 3 Km are
attributed to highly fractured zones.
The most important feature revealed by the tomographic images is a high
velocity zone (VP = 6.2 Km/s), bounded by sharp lateral and vertical velocity
variations and located at about 6 Km depth in the central part of the study
area. Most of the relocated earthquakes occurred within or near the high
velocity body and along the high VP /VS anomaly gradient. This tectonic
structure has been interpreted as the result of the severe crustal shortening
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caused by the Middle Miocene - Early Pliocene N-S oriented compression.
The VP /VS heterogeneities probably result from deformation along faults
affecting the high velocity body.
Generally the overall VP and VP /VS pattern reflects the complex tectonicstructural setting, resulting from the superposition of several tectonic phases.
Each tectonic phase, characterised by different orientations of the principal axes of stress, inherited the deformations of the previous phase and
re-activated the main regional faults. This has resulted in a complex 3D
deformation pattern, with discontinuous blocks and bulges marked by rapid
spatial variations in VP and VP /VS values. The high velocity body is taken to
represent the more brittle and stronger parts of the seismically active layers
and is considered the main seismogenetic zone.

3.1.5

Geotechnical information on the area

Several borehole measurements and hydro-geological and geotechnical investigations are available for the Tolmezzo-Cavazzo Carnico area. A large number of all these investigations date back to 1976 emergency; for this reason
they analysed the superficial soils, ending in the top 10 m. Several boreholes
were drilled in the 60’s and the stratigraphy description is confused and dispersed . This caused a misreading in the interpretation of the real nature of
the soil, especially in relation to the presence of the bedrock, where it could
be represented by conglomerate (Tab.3.1).
In the Tolmezzo area (Fig.
3.16) unconsolidated material is present. It ranges from coarse gravel in the
Rivoli Bianchi fan to fine sand with thin levels of clays in the central part of
the town. Only in the northern part was bedrock identified. These five drills
in the But river make it possible to draw a valley section where the bedrock
is known to be present only at the edges at about 60 m under the ground
surface on the left side of the valley, inspecting fractured limestone of Werfen
Fm. On the other side of the valley, bedrock is found at 6 m in depth, and it
is represented by compact limestone (Schlern Fm). The VP values reported
in the bibliography range from 1100 m/s in the fan area, to 1370 m/s in the
lower part of the town, where sediments are closer.
In the Cavazzo Carnico area, there is some information on the physical pa59
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ID
E91
E92
E93
E94
E95
Osp
R01
R02
R03
R04
R05
R06
R07
R08
R09
R10
R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17
R18
R19
R20
R21
R22
R23
R24
R25
R26
R27
R28
R29
R30
R31
R32
R33
R34
R35
R36
S01
S02
S03
S04
S05
S06
Sma
Tec
CA1
CA2
CA3
Bre1

Location
Mt Strabut
But River
But River
But River
But River
Hospital
v.Linussio
v.IV Nov.
p.Centa
p.Centa
v.Villa
v.26 Aprile
Sport Centre
v.Moro
v.Val Gorto
v.Val Arzino
Betania
Betania
Betania
Betania
Betania
Betania
Betania
Betania
Betania
Betania
Betania
Betania
Betania
Betania
Betania
Betania
Betania
Betania
Betania
Betania
SS52bis-ZAN
SS52bis-ZAN
SS52bis-ZAN
SS52bis-ZAN
SS52bis-ZAN
v.Marchi
v.Artigiani
SS52-v.Salet
v.Pioppeto
v.Carnia
v.Val Gorto
SEIMA
Cartotecnica
Cavazzo
Cavazzo
Cavazzo
Cavazzo

Bott.(m)
23
100
148
104
17
15
47
90
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
25
12.
12
10
20
22
70
37
10
10
10
20

Bottom Stratigraphy
Fractured rock
Fractured Werfenian Sandstones
Cobblestones, gravel, fine gravel
Gravel, fine gravel and sand
Massive limestones
Coarse sand and silts
Gravel and cobblestones
Gravel
Gravel, fine gravel with occasionals cobbl.
Gravel and fine gravel
Gravel, sand, silt
Gravel, fine gravel and clayey sand
Gravel with little cobbl., fine gravel
Gravel, fine gravel and clayey sand
Gravel, fine gravel and clayey sand
Gravel and fine gravel with sand. Loose cobbl.
Fine gravel and coarse sand
Fine gravel and sand
Fine gravel with sand
Gravel, fine gravel, sand
Gravel and sand
Fine gravel and sand
Fine gravel and sand
Gravel and clayey sand
Gravel and debris, sand and loose cobbl.
Gravel, fine gravel and sand
Gravel, fine gravel and fine sand
Gravel, fine gravel and coarse sand
Gravel, fine gravel and coarse sand
Coarse gravel
Gravel, fine gravel and coarse sand.
Gravel, fine gravel and clayey sand
Fine gravel with clayey sand
Gravel, fine gravel and sand
Gravel, fine gravel and clayey sand
Gravel, fine gravel, sand with loose cobbl.
Gravel, fine gravel and sand
Gravel , fine gravel and clayey sand
Gravel, fine gravel and clayey sand
Gravel, fine gravel with clayey sand
Fine sand with fine gravel levels
Sandy gravel
Sandy gravel
Sandy gravel
Sandy gravel
Muddy clay
Sandy gravel
Porous conglomerate with water and gravel levels
Coarse gravel
Sandy silt and fine gravel
Gravel, fine gravel and clayey sand
Sandy silt and fine gravel
Fractured limestone

Table 3.1: Boreholes bottom geology. See figures 3.16 and 3.17 for position.
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rameters of the ground (Fig. 3.17). There are three drills in the western part
of the village; here fine sands and clays are present. A deeper borehole (Bre1)
on the other side of Cavazzo steam shows more or less the same stratigraphy
(sand and clay alternations) to 10 m depth, and then compact limestone are
present. At the moment no information is available for the plain, but a GPR
survey was carried out by the University of Basel last September to detect
the shallow sedimentary pattern. The preliminary results show the observed
sediments in the plain to consist mainly of finer, horizontally layered stuff,
maybe with a high content of clay rather than gravels (Pfister, pers. comm.).

Figure 3.16: Site map of the borohole location in the Tolmezzo area, and the
main stratigraphic features of the ground. The bedrock has been inspected
only in the north part of the area, at the edge of the But river bed.
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Figure 3.17: Site map of the borohole location in the Cavazzo Carnico area.
Few information is available. The bedrock has been located at about 10 m
under the ground.
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3.2

New data acquisition

The investigations conducted as part of the SISMOVALP Project include
several new geophysical acquisitions, i.e. weak motion recordings, of local
and regional earthquakes, passive seismic noise records and microgravity exploration.
Spectral ratio techniques with respect to a reference site, analysis based
on the spectral ratio of horizontal to vertical components of earthquakes,
passive single station microtremors and array observations were used in order
to define the site response and determine the S-wave structure. Microtremor
explorations and gravity observations were jointly applied to determine the
subsurface structure in this sector of the Tagliamento valley.
All the data collected will be the input for future numerical simulations
to define earthquake scenarios.

3.2.1

Earthquakes

In this study new earthquake recordings were collected. Six stations were
deployed (Fig. 3.18) on a profile transversal to the valley in the Cavazzo
Carnico plain. The inter-station distance was about 200 m. Four stations
(CA02, CA03, CA04 and CA05) were set in the middle of the valley; station
CA06 was set on the eastern edge, just on the footwall of the relief, and CA01,
the reference station, on the bedrock outcropping in the town of Cavazzo,
outside the profile.
Each ORION Nanometrics station, was equipped with a three-component
sensor (Lennartz 3DL), with an eigen frequency of 1 second, a GPS system for
time synchronisation and power supply based on solar panel system. Starting
from June 2004, a continuous stream of data was stored for a period of 18
months, with a three-months interval during the winter time (from December
2004 to March 2005), because of the scarce insulation in that period.
The recordings ended in September 2005. The dataset consisted of about
545 recorded earthquakes, localised by the RSFVG (Appendix B for the
parameters of the recorded data; Fig. 3.19 for the event locations). Only
a small part of visual inspection high-quality data (57, i.e. the 10% of all,
Fig. 3.20) was used in spectral analysis. In general, the epicentral distances
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Figure 3.18: Map of the array on the Cavazzo Carnico plain.

ranged from 10 to 200 Km, and the duration magnitude from M D = 1
to MD = 5.1 The most important recorded events were those of Kobarid
(2004.07.12, MD = 5.1), Forni di Sotto (2004.08.28, MD = 3.8) and Mt
Sernio (2004.10.07, MD = 3.4). Fig. 3.21 is Kobarid event recorded in the
plain.
The earthquake recordings were analysed using a spectral analysis technique. The portion of the seismograms used consisted of a 5.12 s window
comprising arrival of the S-wave. The window starting points were automatically defined on each seismogram on the basis of a time-distance relation
and of an S-wave estimated velocity, in order to always include the onset of
the S-waves within the analysis window. The horizontal components were
taken into account by a vector sum using the complex time series technique of
Steidl et al. (1996). The amplitude spectrum of complex time series provides
the total amplitude of horizontal motion at a given frequency, preserving the
phase between components.
Three methods of analysis were applied, i.e. spectral-ratio-to-reference64
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Figure 3.19: Location map of the events recorded by the Cavazzo Carnico
array. Red circles represent the high quality data.
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Figure 3.20: Magnitude distribution of high-quality earthquakes recorded
(light blue) and processed (dark blue) by the Cavazzo Carnico array.

Figure 3.21: The MD = 5.1 Kobarid event, 2004/07/12 (UTC time 13:04),
recorded by the Cavazzo Carnico array.
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site, a generalised inverse method and receiver-function. Station CA01 was
selected as a reference site, however some tests using CA06 as a reference
site were performed too.
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3.2.2

Noise

Ambient seismic noise was recorded at 240 sites throughout the valley, with
major detail in the towns of Tolmezzo and Cavazzo Carnico (Fig. 3.22).
The recording equipment consisted of a Reftek C130 station with a threecomponent sensor (Lennartz 3DL) of an eigen frequency of 1 second. The
recording duration ranged from 20 to 60 minutes, to provide good quality
signal windows.
Array observations based on ambient noise were also made across the
valley, using the stations of the Cavazzo Carnico array in order to define the
S-wave structure.
The microtremor data was investigated using the reference station method
(RSM) (Steimen et al., 2003) and horizontal-to-vertical (H/V) ratio (Nakamura’s technique). The reference signal, needed for RSM analysis, was
recorded outside the profile, on bedrock CA01 station. This kind of investigation was performed on the five receivers of the Cavazzo Carnico array,
e.i. CA02, CA03, CA04, CA05 and CA06, given the need to record long time
windows (Steimen et al., 2003). The horizontal components of motion have
been oriented along the valley axes, i.e. one horizontal component, parallel
to the main valley direction (N147E; this corresponds to the ”transversal or
perpendicular” component), and the other perpendicular to the valley axis
(the ”radial or axial” component, according Steimen et al., 2003; Roten et
al., 2006).
All the other data collected was analysed using the single station H/V method.
A manual selection of the time windows was performed in order to exclude
anomalous spikes. This step was required to retain the most stationary parts
of noise, and avoid the transients often associated with specific sources (walking, traffic). An FFT algorithm on the complex, merged horizontal components and on the vertical one was computed; the spectra were computed
using a cosine taper window and the H/V ratio was computed for each site.
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Figure 3.22: Location map of the noise measurements on the Tagliamento
Valley.
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3.2.3

Microgravity

A detailed gravity survey was carried out in order to increase knowledge of the
buried bedrock morphology as well as the inner velocity structure of the basin
sediments. The gravity method detects and measures lateral variations of the
earth’s gravitational field associated with near-surface changes in density.
Variations in the density of near surface materials produce perturbations,
that are very small compared to the total gravitational field of the earth.
Since the measured gravity at any given location is influenced by a number of factors such as the density of the material beneath the location, the
elevation, topography and latitude, the gravity data have to be reduced to a
common datum equipotential surface. In addition, regional trends in gravity
data are often removed to provide residual profiles which accentuate anomalies produced by near surface features.
A preliminary survey of 30 measurements was acquired along the array
in the plain. In total, 266 gravity stations (Fig. 3.23), spaced about 200
m apart, were measured with a Lacoste & Romberg mod. D gravimeter
(Marello, 2006). Accurate procedures of gravity field data acquisition and
standard gravity data reduction were carefully applied in order to achieve an
uncertainty on the Bouguer anomaly of ±0.015 mGal.

Topographical correction and removal of the regional trend from the microgravity data made it possible to obtain the residual anomaly map, where
lateral density variations due to the present and past river bed and lateral
fans are clearly marked. The microgravity processing, carried out in the
framework of a BC thesis at the University of Trieste (Marello, 2006), is not
described in this work.

3.3
3.3.1

Results
Earthquakes

Fig.3.24 shows the traditional spectral ratios to the reference site. The dotted and dashed lines respectively represent, the mean of all the E-W and N-S
spectral ratios to the reference site for each earthquake investigated, while
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Figure 3.23: Location map of the gravity stations on the Tagliamento Valley.
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the solid line is the mean of the two. The uncertainty estimates can be significantly different, depending on the azimuth of earthquake provenance. For
this reason, it is useful to compare this result with the generalised inversion
method (Fig.3.25), where the maximum amplitude of shaking at a given frequency is given (Steidl et al., 1995); in this case sharp peaks are evident. All
the stations show amplification in two frequency bands: a larger peak at 2-3
Hz and a secondary one at 4-5 Hz. Both these frequency values are shown
by the SRRS method, although not so clearly . This is probably due to the
nature of the reference site. While in the generalised inversion technique
the response at the rock site is forced to be flat, in the traditional method
its response somehow weights and influences the comparison with the other
sites. As can be seen in Fig.3.26, where receiver function is presented, station CA01 shows amplification value in some frequency bands (e.g., 2-3Hz,
7-8Hz).
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Figure 3.24: Spectral-ratio estimates to reference site CA01. Solid line: mean
of the two horizontal components; dotted and dashed lines: E-W and N-S
components, respectively.
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Comparing these results with spectral ratios of ambient seismic noise
observed at the same sites, the fundamental resonant frequencies do not correspond precisely to the peaks frequency highlighted by the other methods
(Fig. 3.27). Four events with different magnitude and distance are shown
here; in the figures the receiver function of a particular event, the mean receiver function value and the noise H/V result are plotted. The main event
recorded in the plain, Kobarid earthquake (MD =5.1, 2004.07.12), has a high
amplification in the frequency band of 2-3Hz at the reference site CA01. Similar results are evident in the Mt Sernio and Gemona earthquakes (M D =3.4,
2004-10-07 and MD =2.5 2005-09-24, respectively). When events have long
distances, like the reported Werfen earthquake (MD =3.0, 2004-06-29) 240
Km far from Cavazzo array, the receiver function result is quite similar to
the H/V ratio of noise measurement. In the other sites, there is considerable coherence between the noise measurements and the earthquakes receiver
function, especially in sites CA02 and CA04; site CA05 shows the greatest
divergence between the two. In this site, close to the river Tagliamento, high
frequencies are indicated , due to the flow of water.
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Figure 3.26: Same as but receiver function estimates.

All these investigations using earthquakes and noise measurements on
the six sites in the Cavazzo Carnico plain, suggest that the direction of the
incoming wavefield, i.e. the azimuth of earthquakes represents a fundamental factor of site response in this valley, where a 2D effect is evident. For
instance, both shallow, close events (e.g., Mt Sernio and Gemona) and moderate events (e.g., Kobarid) amplify the fundamental frequency of the valley.
This implies that the local soil conditions are relatively transparent to the
motion observed on the vertical component of noise or far events, and the amplification is due to the scattered waves generated by the edge of the valley.
The spectral ratios to reference site CA01 emphasise the large amplification,
while all methods concur in identifying the same frequencies of amplification. However, the methods that used the CA01 as reference site indicate
greater amplification of the sites in the middle of the valley and frequencies
of amplification comparable to the other methods.
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Figure 3.27: Comparison of four specific receiver-function events and H/V
noise at the sites in the plain (black, mean of all considered receiver function
events value; green, E-W and blue N-S component, respectively; red, mean of
the two; yellow, H/V estimate of ambient noise).
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3.3.2

Ambient Noise

The main aim of the H/V polarisation survey is to map the basic frequencies
in the Tolmezzo/Cavazzo Carnico area. The identification of f 0 , however, is
not always straightforward.
Based on a manual selection, the H/V curves were analysed. The values
and distribution of f0 in the area studied is shown in Fig. 3.28 and Fig. 3.29,
respectively.
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Figure 3.28: Distribution of the fundamental frequency of vibration f0 in the
Tagliamento valley.

The peculiarity of the noise survey performed in this study was the strong
influence of the wind on the noise measurements at frequencies below 1Hz.
The result is that 10% of the measurements were not used. The remaining
part shows two or three distinct peaks of amplification, at specific bands of
frequency: 0.6-0.9 Hz, 2-4 Hz and 6-10 Hz.
An automatic method (Rodriguez and Midorikawa, 2002, Bragato et al.,
submitt.) for identifying areas of uniform behaviour was applied to all the
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good-quality data. Fig. 3.30 shows the areas with homogeneous H/V ratios
and Fig. 3.31 the shape and density of HVSRs. Two big areas (areas 1 and
6, having 78 and 68 points, respectively) covering coarse alluvial deposits
were identified. Their spectral ratios had a similar shape, with a small peak
near 0.5 Hz and flat behaviour at higher frequencies, though area 6 was
characterised by higher amplitudes and dispersion than area 1. A small area
(area 7) with 3 points, roughly corresponding to the eastern alluvial fan of
Rivoli Bianchi, had spectral ratios similar to those of the two adjacent areas
with the peak moving from 0.5 to 2 Hz. Within area 1,the small area 3 with
only 2 points with identical ratios and higher amplification than area 1 can
be observed.
A more complex situation exists on the western border of the basin, along
the Tagliamento River, and on the fine alluvial deposits of the Cavazzo area.
The western part of the basin was partitioned into 4 areas (numbers 2, 4, 5
and 8 in Fig. 3.30). With the exception of area 2, they are very homogeneous
internally with dominant frequency going from less than 2 Hz to 3 Hz when
moving from north-west to south-east (from area 4 to 8 through 5). Area 2,
though not very homogeneous internally, is well differentiated from the other
areas due to the high average ratios between 2 and 10 Hz.
The Cavazzo town area, on fine alluvial deposits, was split into 4 areas
(9, 10, 11 and 12 with 13, 13, 4 and 3 points, respectively). Areas 9 and
11 had similar ratios, with high amplitude at 0.5 Hz. Moving southwards,
area 10 preserved the peak at 0.5 Hz with a significant increase of the ratios
between 2 and 7 Hz, while the last area 12 had totally different behaviour,
with large ratios for frequencies greater than 4Hz.
Additional microtremor analysis on ambient noise recorded at the six stations in the plain was computed using the reference station method (RSM).
The RSM spectra for all receiver positions are shown in Fig. 3.32. The spectra were calculated on 60 minutes of stationary noise recorded simultaneously
at each site, considering the noise components transversal and longitudinal to
the valley, respectively. Station CA06 showsan amplitude spectrum with low
values due to the poor functioning of the seismometer. It was decided not to
reject the data, because in this kind of analysis the level of amplification is
not so important, as the frequency range amplified. In Fig. 3.32 transversal,
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Figure 3.30: Identification of homogeneous HVSRs in the Tolmezzo/Cavazzo
plain (Bragato, pers. comm.).

Figure 3.31: HVSRs for each zone of the Tolmezzo/Cavazzo area (thin grey
lines). The thick and the dashed lines show the average HVSRs +/- one
standard deviation in each zone (Bragato, pers. comm.).
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longitudinal and vertical components are shown.
A clear band of frequencies (1.5-7 Hz) was amplified at all the sites. The
same reference site, CA01, showed amplification of 2.5-3.5 Hz, as was pointed
out by the previous analysis.
The spectral ratios (Fig. 3.33) in the frequency range of 0.3-10 Hz, did not
show specific peaks of amplification, but rather a whole band of amplification (f > 1.5 − 2Hz) for both transversal and longitudinal components. No
specific peaks were evident, probably because the poor quality of the reference station invalidated the results. In addition, this method was used to
investigate the spectral ratios in the lower part of the spectrum (0.2-1 Hz),
to detect the 2D resonance, resolving the SH and SV modes. Using sensors
with eigen frequencies of 1 Hz in this experiment, the analysis under 0.7-0.8
Hz was forced. Future measurements with sensors with eigen frequency of
0.2 Hz are needed to investigate the geometry of these two resonance modes
in more detail.
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Figure 3.32: Amplitude spectra for the three components of movement (bold
solid line: transversal; thin solid line: radial; dashed line: vertical) at the six
stations in Cavazzo Carnico array.

Array recording of natural noises at the six sites of the Cavazzo Carnico
array on the plain was processed in order to estimate vertical V S profiles
across the valley. The ability of the array technique in retrieving information
about the site is forced here, using only 5 stations with spacing of about 400m.
In this preliminary test, the high-resolution beam forming (HRBF) method,
as developed by Capon (1969), was applied to the vertical component of
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Figure 3.33: Spectral ratios to the reference site CA01. Results of RSM. Left:
longitudinal component. Right: transversal component.

ambient noise data recorded simultaneously at the 5 stations in the plain
(the reference site was excluded). The dispersion curve obtained is shown in
Fig. 3.34.
The inversion diagram was linear (Herrmann and Ammon, 2002). Due to
the non-uniqueness of the solution, several runs were performed with different
values for the layer parameters and different weights. Fig. 3.34 shows the
result which best fits the dispersion curve. A sharp discontinuity is seen at
about 60-70 m depth. Another impedance contrast is observed at a depth of
about 130m.

3.4

Determination of the subsurface structure

The determination of the subsurface structure of Tolmezzo/Cavazzo Carnico
is one of the aims of this study. Because of the lack of seismic-reflection
profiles and the poor quality of bore-holes data on sedimentary layer, indirect
methods were applied: microtremor observations and microgravity surveys
were jointly used to estimate the shape and morphology of the basin. Some
general considerations need to be made first.
Considering the geological setting of the area, the bottom of the valley
may be presumed to consist mainly of carbonatic-dolomitic bedrock of the
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Figure 3.34: Dispersion curve calculated in the Cavazzo array (left), and VS
vertical profile obtained after inversion processing (right).
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Mesozoic age, and Tagliamento alluvial deposits of the Pleistocene/Olocene
age. Furthermore, according to the common feature of Alpine valleys stratification (Lemeille, 2004) the Quaternary system can be divided into two layers
based on the degree of consolidation and age, i.e. glacier and fluvial deposits.
This geological feature is quite similar to those analysed by Kind (2002) in
the Tabular Jura, where the bedrock beneath the Quaternary sediments consists of Mesozoic rock, and the S-wave velocity contrast is hypothesised be
to very high and causes clear H/V first peaks.
Accepting this interpretation, the bedrock depth was estimated considering the valley behaviour as a single layer over a half-space, with a strong
impedance contrast between the two. Applying this simple relation
h0 =

VS
4f0

(3.1)

the the sediment layer thickness, h0 , is calculated if the average shear wave
velocity VS in the layer and its related fundamental frequency of vibration of
the layer f0 , estimated from the H/V ratios, are known. For the study area
no data is available for VS , and the VS profile obtained in this study by the
inversion of the Cavazzo array dispersion curve is considered representative
in the plain (Fig. 3.34). In addition, a gradual increase of shear wave velocity
VS with depth was assumed.
The distribution of the fundamental period of vibration of the valley was
inverted in order to obtain the bedrock topography beneath the sediments.
A contour map of the lower frequency peak is shown in Fig. 3.35.
Assuming a mean VS value of 600 m/s, in accordance with the preliminary VS
profile across the valley obtained with the linear array method, the thickness
of alluvial cover in the plain (Fig.3.36) and related 3D bedrock morphology
(Fig. 3.37) were estimated. To give a clearer understanding, the morphology
of the bedrock and its elevation to the present sea level have been mapped.
Though very preliminary, Figs. 3.36 and 3.37 represent the first 3D image
of the basin of the Tagliamento valley in the studied area. The sedimentary
cover is relatively shallow in the alluvial fan of Rivoli Bianchi and in the
present Tagliamento river bed in the Tolmezzo area, while the bedrock be83
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Figure 3.35: Contour map of the fundamental frequency in Tolmezzo/Cavazzo
Carnico area. Black dots locate single-site noise measurements.
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Figure 3.36: Contour map of the thickness of sedimentary cover in TolmezzoCavazzo Carnico plain. Black dots locate single-site observations.
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Figure 3.37: Morphology of the bedrock referred to the present sea level in
Tolmezzo/Cavazzo Carnico plain. Black dots locate single-site observations.
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comes deeper at the centre of the town and moving southward to the Cavazzo
Carnico plain.
This result was compared with the bedrock configuration of the basin
obtained using the microgravity survey (Marello, 2006). Suitable assumed
densities of the surface layers were used to understand the Bouguer anomaly.
In this study the density values were set in 1.8 g/cm3 for the upper 30m
of loose sediments, 2.1 g/cm3 for the deeper part of sediments (at 30 m in
depth and more), 2.3 g/cm3 for alluvial fans, and 2.5 g/cm3 for the bedrock.
The density variations between the 30 m top sedimentary cover (1.8 g/cm 3 )
and sediments at greater depths (2.1 g/cm3 ) were defined on the basis of the
average shear wave velocity profiles. All the other values were inferred from
literature. The 3D gravity modelling was computed using the Interactive
Gravity and Magnetic Application System developed by FU Berlin & CAU
Keil.
The residual Bouguer gravity anomaly, after removing a regional trend,
fitted by a first order polynomial surface, is shown in Fig. 3.38. Lateral
density variations, due to present and past river beds and lateral fans, are
evident. The Tagliamento and But rivers morphology are clearly recognisable, marked by residual negative anomalies. On the other hand, higher
elevations, which correspond to limestone or dolomite outcrops, are marked
with higher values of residual anomaly, as it emerges at Colle di Curions high
in the south-west of the map or the Amariana relief in the eastern part of
the map.
The 3D relative bedrock configuration is shown in Fig. 3.39. This image
features quite strong similarities to the 3D model obtained with the morphology estimated from the fundamental frequency of the H/V (Fig. 3.37).
Again, the deeper parts of the basin correspond to the area of the present
Tolmezzo town area and the plain south-east of the Cavazzo Carnico built-up
area. The bedrock elevation values referred to the present sea level estimated
by the two methodologies are quite similar each other.
Despite the lack of a complete validation of the gravimetric model through
direct data (i.e. deep boreholes), the common findings of the two approaches
is very encouraging and represent a useful base for further investigations and
studies.
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Figure 3.38: Residual anomaly map (first order polynomial) of TolmezzoCavazzo Carnico area.
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Figure 3.39: Morphology of the bedrock referred to the present sea level in
Tolmezzo/Cavazzo Carnico plain, obtained using microgravity data (Marello,
2006).
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Chapter 4
Conclusions
A detailed study of site amplification along and across the Tagliamento river
valley and the shape and morphology of the bedrock in Tolmezzo/Cacazzo
Carnico area was carried out in this thesis.
In the first part of the project, all the geo-physical and geo-technical data
was collected and new geophysical data was acquired, such as earthquake
records, noise measurements, and microgravity surveys.
Site response from earthquakes shows the importance of knowing the
geometry and shear wave velocity of shallow soils, especially at the edge of
the valley, in detail. Strong amplifications are estimated in the centre of the
valley, although some amplifications occur at the edge on bedrock sites too.
This implies that the pure shear wave profile is not sufficient to define site
amplification and further, detailed investigation is needed to assess valley
morphology. In fact, the presence of complex, near-subsurface, structures
could generate diffracted and scattered waves not revealed by a simple V S
survey.
The mean amplification values calculated at the six recordings sites on the
plain from local events provide good estimates for the mid-to-high frequency
band ((f > 1Hz), while no information was obtained for the low frequency
band (f < 1Hz), because of the lack of teleseismic events recorded by 1
Hz sensors. Results obtained using SRRS and GIT are quite similar, even
though some minor differences exist. Spectral ratios from RF and H/V show
comparable peaks of amplification and indicate that the reference site does
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not have a full flat response to events with different azimuths. The RF and
H/V techniques could be more useful as an indicator for two-dimensional
effects, if used together with the SRRS and GIT techniques, rather than as
a means of evaluating site amplification.
Single-station HVSR surveys across the basin made it possible to study
the distribution of fundamental frequency. The peculiar feature of the whole
area was the presence of two or three sharp amplification peaks at specific
frequency bands, , interpreted as the strong contrast of impedance between
the bedrock, glacial/fluvial deposits and thin superficial layer.
A preliminary VS estimation in the plain, showed a constant velocity of
about 600 m/s in the upper 60 m of sediments, while it increased at greater
depth. The values were interpreted as corresponding to loose sediments at
the top, and a carbonatic bedrock at the bottom, in accordance with the
geological data available.
The second important aim of this work was to determine the ground
motion amplification of the valley. Analyses of earthquakes evidenced that
the 1D approach for sites at the edge of the plain was not sufficient to explain
the amplifications observed. The amplifications determined at the individual
stations on the edge of the plain had different peaks from the fundamental
frequencies calculated with the H/V (1D resonance). This implies the need
to use 2D or even 3D models to assess the amplification.
Finally, the 3D bedrock configuration determined using the H/V peaks
was compared with the morphological shape obtained by gravity measurements. The lack of geological information did not permit verification of the
model; however, the strong similarity in the results obtained using the two
distinct methodologies makes the structural model quite realistic. The success of joint techniques, although some corrections have to be made in the
calculation of Quaternary sedimentary cover, gives encouraging prospects for
economical, wide-ranging surveys.
Further investigations are needed to improve knowledge of various aspects, such as reflection and refraction seismic acquisition across the valley,
improved definition of the bedrock morphology and the collection of new
data to derive shear wave velocity profiles. For instance, it would be useful to deploy new arrays of seismic stations in the area,, possibly with low
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period sensors, to estimate the low frequency 2D resonance. Future 2D and
3D numerical simulations should be considered when modelling earthquake
effects, bearing in mind both the surface geometry and the internal layering.
The results of this study show the importance of estimating site effects
in embanked valleys where the specific geological conditions have been seen
to produce a real and significant amplification.
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Introduction
This report has been written after training in Array measurement techniques at the Swiss
Seismological Service. The stated objective was to acquire a good experience to project
array measurements and to process and interpret the data. 12 full days have been spent in
the field to acquire the data, and 20 days have been spent to familiarize with the
programs, share experience in data processing to avoid pitfalls and learn about best
practices.

Indroduction to the Array technique
The use of seismic arrays to measure ambient noise is a good, relatively cheap technique
to investigate S-waves velocities. Ambient noise is composed mainly of surface waves,
often dominated on the vertical component by the fundamental mode Rayleigh wave. The
composition of the wave field is quite complex as multiple wavelets are coming from all
directions at the same time. Many authors have studied how to separate the surface wave
dispersion data and how to invert it. In this study the f-k spectrum estimation technique
developed by Capon (1969) is used.
According to Kind (2002), and cited references, there are various geometries that can be
adopted in the array set up: regularly spaced crosses, L-shaped, irregularly spaced crosses
or a regularly-spaced configuration based on triangles. A configuration comparison
indicates that there is no best geometry, but each configuration has advantages and
disadvantages over the others. The choice of the configuration needs to take into account
the local site conditions and the azimuthal properties of strong sources of ambient
vibrations.

Example of a hexagonal array in Basel
First of all I analyzed regular hexagonal array noise dataset (Fig.1). Data have been
acquired in St. Johan Park, Basel. Sensors recorded for about 80 min. We used five
Quanterra stations (Q330) and seven seismometers (Lennartz 5s). The measurement was
completed in the morning and in early afternoon. Although the site is in a park, the mid
and outer array rings are crossed by the tramway, so traffic and urban noise are very
important.

Fig. 1: Acquisition geometry in St. Johan Park, Basel

The array data processing consists of 4 steps: 1) data extraction, 2) data sub set creation,
3) dispersion curve computation, 4) dispersion curve inversion to obtain the velocities
profiles.
Some pre-processing operations have to be performed as well.
The raw data (from Q330 instruments) are in this format:

C20050218\_NR2.EHx
C20050218\_NR2.xxx
C20050218\_NR3.EHx
C20050218\_NR3.xxx
.....
The file C20050218_NR2.EHx contains all the components of station NR2, while
C20050218_NR2.xxx is an information file.

The line command:
sdrsplit -C C*.NR2*.EHx
outputs all the raw data recorded by the NR2 station.
Raw data have to be transformed into sac format before processing.
This operation is performed by ms2sac2 job.
To extract the data however, you need a configuration file, containing the station
coordinates, the time of each measurement and all the information about the experiment.
This is how the command line looks like:
ms2sac2 -c ASBAE_time.txt NR*
where NR* are all the files you want to extract and the file ASBAE_time.txt is the
configuration file structured as follows:
#array SBAE
348 2005/01/17,11:10 2005/01/17,17:18 0 1 2 lat long 0 ASBAE_00
NR4 2005/01/17,11:10 2005/01/17,12:18 EH1 EH2 EH3 lat long 0 ASBAE_01
.....
.....
(station name, start time, stop time, components, lat., long., hexagon station ID)

The Geopsy software
The Geopsy Software helps you handle signals for processing.
The first step is to load the data. From the menu "File/Load signals" you can select and
load only the data you need.
Divide the data into different "rings", from the inner to the outer one. To do this, look at
the time of the data-file. In the field, you use a limited number of stations, seven for
instance, one at the array centre and 6 more, one in each corner of the hexagon. So data
will all have a similar time, and there will be a particular window which will be the same
at all stations. Pay attention in choosing the data, because sometimes the GPS system
synchronizes the time and there would be more files with a similar time.
Select the files using M1 + "Ctrl" on the keyboard; on the left side of the screen the
selected data will appear. Save the data creating a database from the menu “File/Create
database”.
You must create a separate group for vertical component. Select the Z component; with
M3, click on "New table": group data are on the right side. Select "Menu/Edit/New
group" to give a name at such group, "vertical" for example; this group will appear in the
"group" list. Finally, save the database with "Menu/File/Save database".
This way, the entire dataset can be split into different rings.
H/V ratio
The ambient noise wave field is usually dominated by the fundamental-mode Rayleigh
wave and the H/V curves show a very good agreement with the ellipticity of this mode.

In the classical polarization analysis in the frequency domain, the polarization is defined
as the ratio between the quadratic mean of the Fourier spectra of the horizontal
components and the spectrum of the vertical component.
In this test the H/V ratio at all sites is computed as the average of 41 windows of noise
data, each one 20s wide; the Konno & Ohmachi smoothing is applied to the spectra.
In all sites a clear pick at 7-8Hz is evident. All the information derived from the H/V
ratios will be used in the inversion process as model constraints.
The H/V ratios are calculated using the Geopsy software: open the database to be
analyzed, read the data in "New Table", and select the parameter to compute the ratio in
"Menu/Interpret/H/V spectrum".

The Cap programme
The dispersion curve is calculated using the high-resolution beam forming method
described by Capon (1969).
In the ring-n directory create the directory "capon"; save there the configuration file
(capon.cfg), in which the frequency range of interest is written (the inner ring will have
higher frequencies. Ring1: 1-20Hz; ring2: 1-10Hz; ring3: 0.5-20Hz).
The capon.cfg file allows the user to choose how to calculate the dispersion curve.
The computation of the dispersion curve is made by the program "cap".
The file "capon.out.max" is the process log file. It contains all the parameters used in the
operations and the dispersion curve values. If the execution has completed fine, at the end
of the file it will be reported:

.....
1068810000.000000 10.000000 1.54 150 300 0.097135
# 1068810000.000000 10.000000 0.08 80 10 0.092346
# 1068810000.000000 10.000000 0.68 170 280 0.0854852
# 1068810000.000000 10.000000 1.54 140 310 0.0844108
# End of processing at Wed Feb 23 17:05:21 2005

The program will as well create a script to plot the dispersion curve (capon.out_cap.csh).
The "capon2dist" job transforms the "capon.out.max" file in a ascii file; this is necessary
to build the dispersion curve using all the three rings contributions. The output
"capon.out.max.disp" can be used in GMT or Excel computation to define the dispersion
curve to be inverted.

The dispersion curve
At the end of processing, n-ring dispersion curves will be available. To built up a unique
dispersion curve for inversion, a GMT script can be used to define and plot the dispersion
curve of the whole array (Fig.2).

Fig. 2: The dispersion curves: inner ring in red, mid ring in yellow, outer ring in blue. The final dispersion
curve, in green triangles, is built from all single ring dispersion curves.

It is sometimes useful to correct manually the calculated dispersion curves before
merging them all, or before inverting the overall curve. This operation can be performed
in Matlab, and it is useful to recognize the presence of noise sources to correct the
dispersion curve manually. Fig.3 shows an example: the dispersion curve and the noise
directivity can be analyzed simultaneously.

Fig. 3: MatLab allows the user to modify manually the dispersion curve (Vallais valley dispersion curve
shown here).

After constructing the overall dispersion curve, data inversion to calculate the Vs profile
can be performed.
The Inversion
As with all inverse problems, there are constraints to be imposed to perform the
inversion.
Create a new directory, "Inversion", where to store the inversion curve file.
Then, run the "na_viewer" programme.
It is very important that input dispersion curves are smoothed: peaks denote large
slowness and low velocity.
To start the inversion, use the file built up with GMT or Excel; the program allows to
resample the data, (I re-sampled the data at 250Hz in the frequency range 1.3-9.9Hz).
In the "na_viewer" window choose "Set dispersion to fit" in "Menu/Inversion"; a new
window will appear, where ASCII file is to be loaded and data re-sampled and save. The
dispersion curve on the right will change its colour from black to red: at this point run the
inversion. Close this window, go to "Menu/Inversio/Run". A new window will appear:
choose the options for the inversion computation, in this case Sambridge or Monte Carlo,
, set DATA anaysis to “Dispersion Curve”; next define the number of iterations then
define the model. The geophysical model can be generated or loaded with 1, 2 ,3 or more
layers, their thickness, Vp and Vs velocities, Vp/Vs ratio, and all the information about
the site. A good way to proceed is to start from a simple 2 layer model: run the inversion
and analyze the results.

When the program starts, it shows dashed diagrams, where colours vary from red to
violet. Red dots are good results, and the scale decreases forward violet. Go to
"Menu/Models/By threshold", and set an appropriate threshold value: it depends on the
inversion’s misfit. When the program can’t give reliable results, it shows a "white cloud"
upon the velocity profile. It is a signal that the inversion process is unreliable and a new
computation is needed.

St. Johan Park Array
Agood result is obtained when the dispersion curve is constrained in the red band.
In the case of St. Johan Park array, I run a first inversion using a 2-layer model, (see
Table 1).

Model
2-layer Model
3-layer Model

Thickness (m)
50
50
200
-

Table 1
VP (m/s) VS(m/s)
2500
1767
8500
6010
2500
1767
2500
1767
8500
6010

VP/VS
0.707
0.707
0.707
0.707
0.707

Density (g/cm3)
1.9
2
1.9
1.9
2

Table 1: St. Johan Park site: physical parameters that describe the different models used in the inversion.

The inversion is not so good as it is possible to see in figure 4 because the dispersion
curve in not constrained enough in the red band.
In my second inversion, I used a 3-layer model; results are shown in Fig.5 and are much
improved over the previous try. The dispersion curve is well defined in the red band, and
the Vs profile is realistic: a top layer characterized by low Vs (about 400m/s), a mid layer
with higher Vs velocity (about 800m/s) to a depth of about 100-110m, and a sharp
increase in Vs values under this depth. The results are in agreement with the resolution
capabilities of an array with outer ring radius of about 100m.

Fig. 4: The 2-layer model inversion: the dispersion curve is not well constrained in the red band, and the
VS profile doesn't appear to be realistic.

Fig. 5: The 3-layer model inversion: the dispersion curve fits quite well the red band, and the Vs profile
describes a 3-layer medium with realistic Vs values to a depth of about 120m, in agreement with the array
resolution capabilities.

Concentric circles array, with three sensors for each ring - The Valais Valley array

In addition to the St. Johan Park test, I processed an array dataset acquired in the Valais
Valley.
It was acquered on a alluvial fan, in a test site area where several instrumental and
numerical studies have been taken. In particular, a refraction seismic survey has been
played in the same site, and the result have been use to constrain the inversion of
disispersion curve.
The shape of this array is shown in Fig.6. This is a concentric circles array, with three
sensors for each ring. There is a time window common to each station, and the data in
this case have to be processed altogether, as they belong to the same ring.

Fig. 6: Array configuration in the Valais Valle.

As in the former example, I used the Geopsy programme to choose the common window
for data to be analyzed at each station, and then I computed the dispersion curve using the
Cap programme.
The results are shown in Fig.7: the dispersion curve looks well constrained in the
frequency range 0.7-5.5 Hz, even though there is a peak at 1.1-1.2Hz. With the Matlab
tools I corrected manually this curve to smooth the peaks and to restrict the frequency
range between 0.6 and 6Hz. At the frequencies higher than 6Hz, noise obliterates the
signal and the analysis can not be performed.

Fig. 7: The Valais Valley array dispersion curve obtained with the "cap" programme (top). At high
frequencies background noise hides the ambient noise. The smoothed dispersion curve obtained with the
Matlab tools (bottom).

The inversion of the dispersion curve was performed in the frequency range 1-5.5Hz,
with 200 iterations, and starting from the 2-layer model specified in Tab.2.

Model
2-layer Model

Thickness(m)
300

Table 2
VP(m/s) VS(m/s)
2500
1767

VP/VS
0.707

Density(g/cm3)
1.9

3-layer Model

4-layer Model

500
1000
50
100
500
-

8500
8000
12000
12000
900
2500
5000
7000

6010
5656
8485
8485
636
1767
3535
4949

0.707
0.707
0.707
0.707
0.707
0.707
0.707
0.707

2
1.9
1.9
2
1.9
1.9
2
2

Table 2: Valais valley: physical parameters that describe the different models used in the inversion.

The results are shown in Fig.8.
The inversion was then repeated but using a 3-layer model (Tab.2). In this case (Fig.9)
the inverted dispersion curves fit quite well the input curve at all frequencies, but the Vs
profile shows constrained values down to 350m and then a clear increase.
A 4-layer model, based on the seismic refraction analysis that pointed out a complex
velocitiy gradient, in accordance with the indented geology of a fan, has finally been used
to compute the inversion: this model consists of two, thin, slow superficial layers above
deeper, thicker and faster ones (Tab. 2).
The results don’t appear much better than the former model (Fig.10): the inverted
dispersion curves fit quite well the input dispersion curve at all analyzed frequencies, but
the Vs profile is more scattered than the 3-layer model. In this case, 4-layer model is
prefered because of the geological information obtained from seismic refraction survey,
that highlighted a complex pattern difficult to understand without multidisciplinary
methodologies.

Fig. 8: Valais valley: 2-layer model. The dispersion curve (dashed line) and the spread of the 200 inverted
structures (coloured lines) are shown. There is no agreement between the calculated and the inverted
curves, and the Vs profile reflects this situation.

Fig. 9: Valais valley: 3-layer model, with thick and fast layers.

Fig. 10: Valais valley: 4-layer model, with a shallow thin and slow layer.
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Appendix B

Earthquakes parameters of all the events recorded in Cavazzo Carnico plain and located by RSFVG.
The processed events are highlight in the text.

17-06-2004
17-06-2004
17-06-2004
18-06-2004
18-06-2004
23-06-2004
26-06-2004
26-06-2004
29-06-2004
02-07-2004
05-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004

10:48:15.25
14:50:39.50
21:40:46.16
08:10:47.27
08:50:13.73
10:03:07.59
09:45:12.51
17:07:37.67
22:25:49.77
00:27:01.92
05:33:48.76
13:04:06.36
13:08:20.45
13:09:26.57
13:10:15.18
13:11:05.29
13:12:19.51
13:13:43.59
13:13:57.28
13:14:21.87
13:14:50.16
13:17:05.82
13:19:27.97
13:20:06.12
13:20:28.57
13:21:50.06
13:22:15.65
13:22:36.39
13:23:53.59
13:31:15.56
13:33:31.92
13:34:18.08
13:43:51.13
13:44:58.89
13:50:06.07
13:53:29.49
13:54:05.00
13:55:40.44
14:13:00.90
14:13:22.50
14:15:34.72
14:21:14.98
14:21:36.59
14:22:35.14
14:25:31.37
14:30:40.36
14:42:27.75
14:43:07.73
14:43:57.91
14:44:34.72
14:55:33.25
15:02:56.58
15:12:24.72
15:16:33.91
15:25:32.91
15:26:04.03
15:29:51.37
15:48:15.12

46.513
46.622
46.348
47.362
45.769
46.108
46.289
46.688
47.441
46.287
46.264
46.306
46.307
46.304
46.328
46.294
46.312
46.298
46.293
46.306
46.305
46.301
46.316
46.302
46.313
46.300
46.305
46.305
46.301
46.301
46.306
46.291
46.313
46.294
46.308
46.289
46.321
46.317
46.295
46.307
46.305
46.306
46.311
46.337
46.317
46.303
46.298
46.447
46.307
46.349
46.305
46.306
46.305
46.300
46.336
46.327
46.338
46.314

13.150
12.792
13.206
13.253
11.344
13.346
12.142
10.851
13.288
12.581
13.091
13.641
13.614
13.620
13.731
13.639
13.625
13.604
13.614
13.620
13.619
13.611
13.637
13.622
13.624
13.637
13.657
13.594
13.621
13.625
13.632
13.599
13.585
13.658
13.601
13.634
13.625
13.618
13.632
13.620
13.632
13.611
13.579
13.830
13.642
13.601
13.639
13.511
13.644
13.524
13.595
13.654
13.627
13.612
13.531
13.634
13.527
13.615

7.9 1.6 Paularo, Friuli \\
12.2 1.7 Forni Avoltri, Friuli \\
9.4 1.6 Chiusaforte, Friuli \\
2.0 3.2 Bischofshofen, Austria \\
9.4 2.8 Arsiero, Veneto \\
6.7 1.9 Cividale, Friuli \\
7.8 2.2 Cime di S.Sebastiano, Veneto \\
2.3 2.9 Senales, Alto Adige \\
10.3 3.0 Werfen, Austria
13.2 1.8 Clautana, Friuli \\
7.9 1.8 Gemona, Friuli \\
8.1 5.1 Kobarid, Slovenia
11.2 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.8 1.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.8 0.8 Kuk Slovenia \\
11.6 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.3 1.6 Kobarid Slovenia \\
6.4 1.3 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.3 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.3 1.6 Kobarid Slovenia \\
7.7 1.4 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.9 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.1 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
14.0 1.3 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.9 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
8.8 1.3 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.0 1.6 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.5 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
8.5 1.7 Kobarid Slovenia \\
8.9 3.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.2 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.6 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.6 2.3 Kobarid Slovenia \\
8.2 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.9 1.4 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.9 1.7 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.8 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.1 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.2 1.7 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.0 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.6 1.7 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.2 1.3 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.8 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
16.3 1.8 Triglau Slovenia \\
13.2 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
7.7 1.7 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.3 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
18.0 1.0 Cave del Predil Friuli \\
13.8 1.4 Kobarid Slovenia \\
15.7 1.6 Sella Nevea Friuli \\
9.5 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.0 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
14.1 1.6 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.1 2.4 Kobarid Slovenia \\
15.1 2.1 Sella Nevea Friuli \\
12.5 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
15.4 1.9 Sella Nevea Friuli \\
16.9 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\

12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
12-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004

15:49:49.01
15:53:02.14
16:26:59.29
16:28:29.96
17:00:20.06
17:01:24.67
17:20:10.53
17:26:43.83
17:27:16.51
18:39:19.27
18:50:38.43
18:53:59.66
18:54:55.56
19:03:37.94
19:41:40.81
19:42:03.69
19:55:19.12
20:25:14.23
20:44:23.21
20:49:44.03
20:51:18.28
21:07:18.90
21:20:05.04
21:21:15.24
21:22:28.07
21:23:47.28
21:25:44.35
21:27:15.76
21:41:25.83
22:09:39.36
22:32:02.54
22:33:43.76
23:00:09.21
23:59:03.79
00:03:02.07
01:21:26.70
01:38:23.41
02:21:57.92
04:03:13.89
04:38:19.23
05:02:04.56
05:16:36.87
05:33:18.34
05:36:12.36
05:52:48.32
05:55:53.60
05:56:51.23
06:23:07.32
06:25:33.62
06:43:31.37
06:43:50.46
06:49:34.54
06:54:53.63
07:22:59.96
07:49:02.05
08:20:36.96
08:38:18.86
11:40:57.34
13:38:48.77
13:39:58.87
13:56:40.35
15:32:22.08

46.319
46.300
46.325
46.311
46.324
46.306
46.294
46.345
46.333
46.307
46.301
46.312
46.362
46.314
46.290
46.282
46.303
46.310
46.283
46.313
46.313
46.307
46.297
46.303
46.314
46.304
46.306
46.305
46.311
46.295
46.313
46.295
46.275
46.317
46.307
46.299
46.301
46.295
46.320
46.313
46.306
46.314
46.308
46.307
46.310
46.307
46.292
46.311
46.302
46.298
46.299
46.308
46.296
46.317
46.303
46.306
46.298
46.298
46.314
46.316
46.294
46.311

13.583
13.630
13.620
13.628
13.639
13.640
13.622
13.601
13.614
13.641
13.616
13.562
13.487
13.634
13.645
13.660
13.628
13.586
13.648
13.594
13.583
13.636
13.647
13.656
13.660
13.613
13.641
13.627
13.610
13.627
13.631
13.558
13.521
13.605
13.580
13.650
13.632
13.649
13.632
13.602
13.601
13.658
13.635
13.638
13.622
13.639
13.646
13.622
13.657
13.628
13.642
13.621
13.627
13.640
13.640
13.634
13.642
13.635
13.609
13.642
13.642
13.613

11.9 1.6 Kobarid Slovenia \\
19.5 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.9 3.2 Kobarid Slovenia
11.3 2.4 Kobarid Slovenia \\
14.2 2.4 Kobarid Slovenia \\
7.8 1.5 Kobarid Slovenia \\
8.9 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
17.8 1.5 Soca Slovenia \\
14.2 1.4 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.9 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.3 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
7.9 2.3 Zaga Slovenia \\
12.6 1.5 Sella Nevea Friuli \\
11.8 2.5 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.8 1.5 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.3 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.9 1.5 Kobarid Slovenia \\
8.2 2.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.1 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
13.3 2.3 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.8 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.8 1.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.3 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.5 1.4 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.2 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.6 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.2 1.5 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.6 1.7 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.9 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.3 1.6 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.3 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.7 1.6 Zaga Slovenia \\
8.4 1.8 Zaga Slovenia \\
14.6 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.9 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.8 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.6 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.3 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
7.7 2.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.5 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.9 1.7 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.7 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.4 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.4 1.5 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.4 2.7 Kobarid Slovenia \\
13.7 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
8.7 1.4 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.6 2.6 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.0 1.7 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.2 1.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
8.1 2.5 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.7 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
8.8 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
8.8 2.6 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.2 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.7 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
8.6 1.7 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.8 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.4 2.6 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.6 1.5 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.5 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
7.8 3.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\

13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
13-07-2004
14-07-2004
14-07-2004
14-07-2004
14-07-2004
14-07-2004
14-07-2004
14-07-2004
14-07-2004
14-07-2004
14-07-2004
14-07-2004
14-07-2004
14-07-2004
14-07-2004
14-07-2004
14-07-2004
14-07-2004
14-07-2004
14-07-2004
14-07-2004
15-07-2004
15-07-2004
15-07-2004
15-07-2004
15-07-2004
15-07-2004
15-07-2004
15-07-2004
15-07-2004
15-07-2004
16-07-2004
16-07-2004
16-07-2004
16-07-2004
16-07-2004
16-07-2004
16-07-2004
16-07-2004
16-07-2004
16-07-2004
16-07-2004
16-07-2004
16-07-2004
16-07-2004
17-07-2004
17-07-2004
17-07-2004
17-07-2004
17-07-2004
17-07-2004
17-07-2004
18-07-2004
18-07-2004
18-07-2004
18-07-2004

16:11:20.77
16:51:49.85
18:07:57.17
18:32:45.52
19:26:00.29
22:43:18.19
22:53:06.53
00:18:08.92
02:52:37.58
03:21:37.73
04:37:37.55
04:42:40.87
06:29:00.28
06:39:27.98
07:27:02.81
08:48:49.89
08:50:02.22
09:38:46.57
09:54:52.58
11:30:21.52
11:35:50.56
12:26:14.57
15:18:30.85
15:38:57.12
15:58:51.93
20:05:36.88
21:40:18.35
00:01:06.55
00:30:26.25
02:03:57.16
02:47:03.40
03:23:37.42
05:54:11.27
10:49:21.60
15:00:38.92
15:30:24.55
18:58:21.36
00:58:42.11
01:11:18.65
03:56:12.35
04:50:04.00
05:29:25.21
09:02:27.89
09:33:30.67
09:41:53.05
10:39:45.23
12:23:25.00
12:47:04.44
15:42:21.59
16:52:38.27
18:20:14.58
04:06:17.42
06:03:43.36
06:14:29.81
08:30:24.37
19:18:48.99
20:50:04.95
22:55:33.27
01:01:27.44
01:02:59.54
02:31:15.84
03:56:44.70

46.307
46.298
46.308
46.296
46.296
46.305
46.301
46.303
46.292
46.299
46.308
46.303
46.307
46.304
46.298
46.306
46.307
46.292
46.302
46.308
46.310
46.311
46.299
46.303
46.310
46.301
46.304
46.309
46.310
46.307
46.312
46.312
46.289
46.296
46.311
46.309
46.321
46.303
46.297
46.306
46.293
46.305
46.307
46.316
46.307
46.318
46.300
46.312
46.306
46.310
46.316
46.295
46.307
46.312
46.303
46.325
46.311
46.284
46.308
46.311
46.309
46.320

13.640
13.656
13.651
13.646
13.651
13.646
13.647
13.639
13.630
13.646
13.603
13.601
13.612
13.664
13.632
13.606
13.654
13.660
13.600
13.644
13.617
13.634
13.655
13.624
13.641
13.658
13.618
13.601
13.603
13.624
13.600
13.604
13.638
13.621
13.626
13.601
13.625
13.655
13.644
13.610
13.659
13.645
13.641
13.624
13.620
13.639
13.646
13.626
13.634
13.612
13.608
13.644
13.636
13.588
13.642
13.617
13.638
13.045
13.576
13.595
13.612
13.594

12.7 2.5 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.0 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
13.7 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.1 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.3 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.2 2.6 Kobarid Slovenia \\
14.4 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
13.1 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
8.2 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.8 2.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
8.5 3.6 Kobarid Slovenia
9.1 2.5 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.2 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
8.5 2.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.2 2.3 Kobarid Slovenia \\
8.6 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.7 1.7 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.4 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.9 2.5 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.1 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.8 1.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.0 2.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.7 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.1 2.3 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.6 2.5 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.6 1.7 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.4 2.6 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.5 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.9 2.4 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.9 2.4 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.6 3.0 Kobarid Slovenia
11.9 2.3 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.2 2.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.7 2.4 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.5 2.7 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.0 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
7.8 3.2 Kobarid Slovenia
10.9 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.6 2.4 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.8 2.6 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.6 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.7 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.1 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.9 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.3 2.3 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.6 2.3 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.6 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.5 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.5 1.7 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.1 2.3 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.2 2.4 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.7 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.4 1.7 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.5 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.7 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
7.2 3.3 Kobarid Slovenia
15.3 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.4 1.5 Trasaghis Friuli
10.7 2.5 Zaga Slovenia \\
11.1 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.9 2.3 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.0 2.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\

18-07-2004
18-07-2004
18-07-2004
18-07-2004
19-07-2004
19-07-2004
19-07-2004
19-07-2004
19-07-2004
19-07-2004
19-07-2004
19-07-2004
20-07-2004
20-07-2004
20-07-2004
20-07-2004
21-07-2004
21-07-2004
21-07-2004
21-07-2004
22-07-2004
22-07-2004
22-07-2004
22-07-2004
22-07-2004
22-07-2004
23-07-2004
23-07-2004
24-07-2004
24-07-2004
25-07-2004
25-07-2004
26-07-2004
26-07-2004
26-07-2004
26-07-2004
27-07-2004
27-07-2004
27-07-2004
27-07-2004
27-07-2004
28-07-2004
28-07-2004
28-07-2004
28-07-2004
28-07-2004
29-07-2004
29-07-2004
29-07-2004
29-07-2004
29-07-2004
30-07-2004
30-07-2004
30-07-2004
31-07-2004
31-07-2004
31-07-2004
01-08-2004
01-08-2004
01-08-2004
01-08-2004
01-08-2004

13:29:13.11
13:51:28.92
14:29:55.66
16:57:17.03
00:13:26.43
00:20:15.21
03:14:30.92
06:58:56.13
08:06:52.67
08:07:16.61
11:38:59.70
18:11:36.98
02:10:44.38
14:05:29.83
21:03:34.48
22:52:43.72
05:09:11.27
05:29:30.04
09:50:50.47
09:53:37.43
03:00:20.93
03:28:39.47
08:52:06.82
12:12:29.63
21:26:39.67
22:31:26.63
08:12:51.04
13:52:07.78
15:38:41.98
21:07:54.83
08:36:44.50
12:44:18.27
02:07:11.29
05:11:55.95
19:20:53.09
19:30:21.73
12:04:56.40
15:01:34.42
16:44:29.32
17:22:42.02
19:39:21.63
03:41:02.30
07:17:47.52
08:56:03.42
21:33:59.96
21:48:17.02
06:42:38.17
09:53:06.22
11:11:20.83
16:09:07.87
20:10:05.16
03:37:45.32
08:39:08.97
17:55:22.64
14:08:54.25
16:56:13.57
20:42:24.53
00:06:33.02
00:11:25.19
03:06:35.92
07:27:45.52
08:29:39.33

46.305
46.317
46.292
46.300
46.285
46.291
46.526
46.286
46.296
46.299
46.311
46.289
46.306
46.300
46.303
46.308
46.417
46.308
46.319
46.305
46.300
46.301
46.302
47.614
46.297
46.312
46.326
46.325
46.305
46.282
46.302
46.284
46.338
46.294
46.312
46.302
46.303
46.302
46.305
46.306
45.856
46.175
46.298
46.308
46.303
46.301
46.292
46.280
46.304
46.301
46.302
46.299
46.303
46.508
46.313
46.298
46.312
46.323
46.307
46.317
46.297
46.319

13.655
13.663
13.677
13.600
13.667
13.627
12.404
13.665
13.698
13.639
13.631
13.648
13.621
13.651
13.638
13.613
12.994
13.604
13.599
13.592
13.644
13.573
13.644
11.976
13.621
13.596
13.631
13.585
13.590
13.630
13.620
13.643
13.579
13.642
13.639
13.626
13.666
13.641
13.648
13.634
12.901
13.596
13.640
13.613
13.626
13.624
13.643
13.641
13.663
13.650
13.641
13.597
13.608
12.924
13.604
13.655
13.618
13.619
13.576
13.583
13.659
13.578

9.2 1.6 Kobarid Slovenia \\
13.7 2.7 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.0 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.9 2.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.5 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
8.2 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
19.8 2.5 Auronzo di Cadore Veneto \\
9.6 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.7 1.7 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.0 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.2 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
14.1 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.9 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
13.6 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
13.0 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.0 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.6 1.8 Arta Friuli
9.6 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
6.4 3.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
8.9 2.5 Kobarid Slovenia \\
14.9 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.1 2.2 Zaga Slovenia \\
12.5 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
0.6 3.3 Worgl Austria
12.6 2.6 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.6 2.3 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.2 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.2 3.2 Kobarid Slovenia
11.8 2.3 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.5 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.4 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.2 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.7 2.1 Soca Slovenia \\
13.0 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
7.6 1.5 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.4 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.2 1.7 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.9 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.3 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.5 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
18.3 1.9 S.Vito Friuli \\
15.5 1.6 Drenchia Friuli \\
8.3 1.6 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.5 2.4 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.3 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.5 1.5 Kobarid Slovenia \\
8.9 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
8.1 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.8 2.5 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.1 1.3 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.0 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.9 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.2 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.7 2.9 Comeglians Friuli
10.3 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.8 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.4 2.4 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.7 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.2 3.1 Zaga Slovenia
10.1 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.0 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
8.6 3.1 Kobarid Slovenia

01-08-2004 14:27:55.56 46.298 13.645 8.0 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
02-08-2004 01:08:06.43 46.302 13.654 7.7 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
02-08-2004 14:17:41.30 46.315 13.641 12.8 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
03-08-2004 02:09:47.50 46.307 13.503 19.3 1.8 Zaga Slovenia \\
03-08-2004 07:48:05.92 45.428 10.297 11.7 3.3 Castenedolo Lombardia \\
03-08-2004 09:22:53.24 46.313 13.591 7.6 3.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
03-08-2004 15:47:31.27 46.237 13.226 12.8 2.0 Tarcento Friuli
04-08-2004 19:17:22.36 46.383 12.712 7.1 2.1 Ampezzo Friuli
04-08-2004 22:01:51.75 46.300 13.621 12.8 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
05-08-2004 23:03:06.33 46.261 13.271 11.4 2.2 Lusevera Friuli
06-08-2004 06:42:46.08 46.306 13.628 12.4 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
07-08-2004 06:45:05.59 46.308 13.634 11.6 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
07-08-2004 17:13:04.97 46.302 13.654 12.5 2.4 Kobarid Slovenia \\
08-08-2004 17:19:36.25 46.298 13.637 12.9 2.5 Kobarid Slovenia \\
09-08-2004 07:33:36.79 45.405 12.940 21.8 2.6 Golfo di Venezia \\
09-08-2004 07:57:33.00 46.312 13.607 12.5 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
09-08-2004 15:58:18.24 46.312 13.634 8.0 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
09-08-2004 19:51:28.20 46.353 13.639 7.0 2.0 Soca Slovenia \\
10-08-2004 16:00:24.73 46.309 13.608 10.6 1.6 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10-08-2004 23:46:22.03 46.300 13.660 11.5 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11-08-2004 00:31:47.28 46.308 13.100 10.1 2.0 Gemona Friuli
11-08-2004 05:36:44.80 46.315 13.584 12.1 2.5 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12-08-2004 23:51:21.98 46.296 13.616 9.2 2.3 Kobarid Slovenia \\
13-08-2004 02:25:16.26 45.920 14.477 7.3 2.8 Zelimlje Slovenia \\
13-08-2004 06:57:46.47 46.308 13.636 5.5 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
15-08-2004 09:17:14.65 46.303 13.616 10.9 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
16-08-2004 19:24:17.77 46.333 13.620 5.8 2.3 Kobarid Slovenia \\
16-08-2004 20:01:27.61 46.296 13.651 12.5 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
17-08-2004 01:22:14.14 46.297 13.644 8.9 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
17-08-2004 10:33:55.87 46.302 13.622 6.3 1.7 Kobarid Slovenia \\
18-08-2004 14:24:24.28 46.320 13.595 7.7 3.2 Kobarid Slovenia
19-08-2004 00:17:16.08 46.335 13.069 7.0 1.6 Tolmezzo Friuli
19-08-2004 18:00:47.50 45.004 12.155 14.5 2.8 Loreo Veneto \\
20-08-2004 00:52:26.33 46.293 13.571 12.4 2.5 Zaga Slovenia \\
20-08-2004 01:17:21.01 46.312 12.944 11.1 2.0 Pielungo Friuli
21-08-2004 07:59:41.52 46.307 13.599 13.5 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
21-08-2004 17:43:38.92 46.382 13.209 6.8 1.6 Chiusaforte Friuli
24-08-2004 22:25:51.60 45.871 14.730 5.2 2.8 Racna Slovenia \\
26-08-2004 18:56:33.25 46.304 13.642 12.9 2.4 Kobarid Slovenia \\
27-08-2004 00:10:10.45 46.201 12.392 11.0 3.1 Pieve d'Alpago Veneto
27-08-2004 00:34:00.63 46.315 13.608 10.4 2.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
27-08-2004 07:37:08.36 46.316 13.663 6.5 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
27-08-2004 12:15:15.76 46.302 13.622 12.6 1.6 Kobarid Slovenia \\
28-08-2004 01:15:48.27 46.282 13.665 11.2 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
28-08-2004 01:18:08.57 46.308 13.626 11.6 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
28-08-2004 04:04:47.79 46.394 12.854 14.2 3.3 Villa Santina Friuli
29-08-2004 00:04:42.13 46.353 12.700 15.0 3.8 Forni di Sotto Friuli
29-08-2004 01:02:00.02 46.357 12.703 11.0 2.7 Forni di Sotto Friuli
29-08-2004 15:50:08.48 45.147 14.353 2.3 2.8 Cres Croazia \\
30-08-2004 00:39:22.06 46.304 13.648 11.4 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
31-08-2004 07:53:45.36 46.305 13.628 12.5 2.3 Kobarid Slovenia \\
31-08-2004 12:26:16.83 46.393 13.841 7.0 2.0 Triglau Slovenia \\
31-08-2004 13:30:08.96 46.286 13.571 16.8 1.9 Zaga Slovenia \\
31-08-2004 18:16:15.34 46.369 12.858 7.3 2.0 Villa Santina Friuli
01-09-2004 03:18:01.87 46.304 13.625 10.7 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
03-09-2004 07:41:58.92 46.359 13.119 9.3 1.3 Moggio Udinese Friuli \\
05-09-2004 22:53:43.56 46.088 12.321 8.1 1.9 Belluno Veneto
06-09-2004 03:13:50.41 46.095 12.337 9.9 2.0 Puos d'Alpago Veneto
06-09-2004 05:21:30.45 46.305 13.627 10.9 1.7 Kobarid Slovenia \\
06-09-2004 10:12:39.10 46.131 13.376 7.0 1.9 Cividale Friuli \\
06-09-2004 17:18:20.62 46.449 12.886 6.7 1.5 Ovaro Friuli
07-09-2004 07:41:27.21 46.091 12.324 8.7 1.9 Belluno Veneto }\\

07-09-2004 11:28:10.16 46.312 13.638 12.1 1.6 Kobarid Slovenia \\
07-09-2004 11:37:21.47 46.309 13.611 10.5 1.7 Kobarid Slovenia \\
08-09-2004 06:41:28.32 46.402 13.104 14.3 1.9 Moggio Udinese Friuli
11-09-2004 09:00:44.38 45.044 11.058 8.6 2.8 Quistelllo Lombardia \\
11-09-2004 09:04:00.86 44.960 11.033 0.7 3.2 Schivenoglia Lombardia \\
12-09-2004 01:05:20.41 46.301 13.624 12.3 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
13-09-2004 06:23:29.63 46.293 13.613 9.1 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
13-09-2004 19:08:17.93 46.048 13.863 17.1 2.4 Vojsko Slovenia \\
13-09-2004 19:11:52.62 46.346 12.720 10.3 2.4 Ampezzo Friuli
14-09-2004 06:12:35.39 46.308 13.600 11.7 2.5 Kobarid Slovenia \\
14-09-2004 14:37:48.05 46.284 13.642 12.4 1.5 Kobarid Slovenia \\
14-09-2004 18:09:25.68 45.263 14.573 7.9 3.8 Bakar Croazia
15-09-2004 01:05:44.90 46.311 13.647 10.6 1.6 Kobarid Slovenia \\
15-09-2004 10:30:14.63 46.308 13.622 12.6 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
18-09-2004 03:53:42.74 46.301 13.266 12.1 1.6 Lusevera Friuli
18-09-2004 05:49:34.04 46.475 12.884 7.7 1.4 Ovaro Friuli
18-09-2004 19:37:48.56 46.309 13.630 13.0 2.5 Kobarid Slovenia \\
19-09-2004 08:59:01.10 46.301 13.641 11.5 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
20-09-2004 10:56:37.75 46.302 13.647 9.9 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
20-09-2004 13:18:22.92 46.298 13.630 9.9 1.7 Kobarid Slovenia \\
21-09-2004 12:19:01.37 46.320 12.787 13.0 2.2 Tramonti di Sotto Friuli
21-09-2004 14:45:10.11 46.301 13.620 10.7 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
21-09-2004 21:37:53.23 46.302 13.015 6.1 1.5 Trasaghis Friuli
22-09-2004 02:48:48.87 46.301 13.604 9.3 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
22-09-2004 11:20:42.04 46.329 12.303 10.2 2.2 Longarone Veneto
22-09-2004 14:55:47.96 46.119 14.805 7.4 3.5 Moravce Slovenia
24-09-2004 18:38:40.07 46.303 13.663 12.6 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
25-09-2004 20:00:04.41 46.479 13.241 8.4 1.8 Dogna Friuli
25-09-2004 22:09:29.07 46.271 13.645 11.1 1.6 Kobarid Slovenia \\
26-09-2004 11:31:14.56 46.011 13.592 16.5 2.4 Plave Slovenia \\
27-09-2004 07:01:54.88 46.524 12.866 11.3 3.0 Comeglians Friuli
27-09-2004 07:25:06.21 46.518 12.848 11.8 2.1 Comeglians Friuli }\\
27-09-2004 07:34:57.34 46.499 12.851 7.1 2.0 Ovaro Friuli
29-09-2004 20:20:09.88 46.298 13.631 11.5 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
01-10-2004 10:01:44.45 47.348 15.081 3.4 3.3 Leoben Austria
02-10-2004 15:18:07.90 46.258 13.423 11.0 1.6 Uccea Friuli \\
05-10-2004 00:31:13.04 46.310 13.622 11.6 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
05-10-2004 22:03:35.75 46.309 13.612 11.5 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
07-10-2004 16:18:08.15 46.769 12.741 3.1 2.2 Lienz Austria \\
07-10-2004 19:21:09.27 46.417 13.127 11.7 3.4 M.Sernio Friuli
09-10-2004 01:39:14.05 46.492 12.879 11.1 1.7 Ovaro Friuli
09-10-2004 22:19:38.39 46.402 10.672 4.0 2.5 Peio Trentino \\
10-10-2004 15:02:10.41 46.361 12.606 4.6 1.7 Forni di Sotto Friuli
10-10-2004 23:51:40.64 46.291 13.646 9.8 1.7 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11-10-2004 18:33:19.02 46.306 12.545 5.4 2.9 Claut Friuli
11-10-2004 23:36:23.46 46.312 13.605 13.4 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12-10-2004 09:43:12.31 46.444 13.090 14.6 2.1 M.Sernio Friuli
12-10-2004 10:07:45.35 46.290 12.791 11.4 2.0 Tramonti di Sotto Friuli
13-10-2004 10:11:23.15 46.133 13.375 6.6 1.7 Cividale Friuli \\
13-10-2004 15:04:30.32 46.322 13.639 8.9 1.6 Kobarid Slovenia \\
14-10-2004 00:09:27.33 46.313 13.626 8.8 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
15-10-2004 11:33:59.34 46.310 13.621 9.4 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
18-10-2004 22:49:58.00 46.203 12.466 10.1 1.3 Barcis Friuli
22-10-2004 10:20:24.76 46.326 13.652 10.6 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
23-10-2004 05:07:25.34 46.411 13.033 12.6 1.9 Tolmezzo Friuli
23-10-2004 18:53:28.10 46.304 13.600 12.8 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
26-10-2004 20:00:06.97 46.308 13.620 9.3 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
31-10-2004 23:08:43.70 46.315 13.630 13.7 2.4 Kobarid Slovenia \\
01-11-2004 02:18:03.68 46.325 13.630 6.4 3.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
01-11-2004 02:45:18.51 46.320 13.638 10.4 2.3 Kobarid Slovenia \\
01-11-2004 03:51:50.04 46.321 13.640 10.4 2.3 Kobarid Slovenia \\
01-11-2004 14:36:08.75 46.324 13.638 12.2 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\

03-11-2004
04-11-2004
05-11-2004
06-11-2004
06-11-2004
07-11-2004
08-11-2004
08-11-2004
08-11-2004
09-11-2004
09-11-2004
09-11-2004
11-11-2004
11-11-2004
12-11-2004
16-11-2004
18-11-2004
19-11-2004
24-11-2004
26-11-2004
27-11-2004
30-11-2004
02-12-2004
04-12-2004
04-12-2004
04-12-2004
05-12-2004
05-12-2004
07-12-2004
07-12-2004
07-12-2004
07-12-2004
07-12-2004
08-12-2004
08-12-2004
09-12-2004
14-12-2004
15-12-2004
21-12-2004
21-12-2004
24-12-2004
24-12-2004
24-12-2004
24-12-2004
24-12-2004
26-12-2004
05-04-2005
06-04-2005
08-04-2005
10-04-2005
12-04-2005
15-04-2005
19-04-2005
22-04-2005
22-04-2005
24-04-2005
25-04-2005
26-04-2005
27-04-2005
28-04-2005
30-04-2005
30-04-2005

21:58:38.10
19:22:40.24
11:07:38.55
06:51:30.49
17:09:19.63
20:25:40.11
02:15:58.80
06:12:34.72
12:08:10.63
07:37:57.28
11:18:32.17
18:14:33.85
03:05:49.23
23:08:26.84
05:53:00.76
14:44:36.06
16:39:24.84
19:45:06.06
22:59:38.19
19:33:53.06
08:45:00.57
07:08:43.79
11:08:27.96
22:20:50.63
22:45:40.04
22:48:00.06
03:19:02.23
07:35:34.19
02:19:36.51
12:24:04.81
17:15:27.69
19:21:24.39
22:47:55.22
01:24:55.53
23:29:36.38
13:22:42.64
11:07:11.57
00:48:14.59
01:55:57.99
02:00:08.30
00:08:16.87
00:40:50.59
18:25:54.82
19:06:40.45
19:38:27.86
00:43:21.59
09:51:22.10
09:22:23.91
01:30:17.38
17:31:30.84
05:34:59.15
16:25:50.80
00:16:40.39
00:35:06.92
10:58:46.38
18:34:00.95
14:17:08.06
13:13:03.77
08:16:53.33
08:26:41.22
10:25:58.24
15:14:05.41

46.340
45.046
46.216
46.299
46.309
46.322
46.233
46.338
46.317
46.504
46.227
46.305
46.297
46.483
46.308
46.133
46.311
46.558
45.562
46.332
45.691
46.336
46.127
45.910
45.916
45.900
46.262
45.895
46.069
46.340
46.404
46.077
46.084
46.312
46.329
46.133
46.301
46.404
46.402
46.478
46.243
46.251
46.293
46.240
46.242
46.391
46.117
46.138
46.312
46.299
46.060
46.121
46.355
46.601
46.262
45.572
45.542
46.301
46.291
46.133
46.328
46.437

13.640
10.991
13.110
13.552
13.652
13.067
13.816
13.030
13.627
13.234
12.972
12.510
13.295
13.086
13.621
13.378
13.628
14.824
10.570
13.601
10.536
13.207
13.369
11.983
11.965
11.969
13.094
11.324
12.313
12.767
13.053
12.288
12.328
13.636
13.545
13.390
13.605
13.100
12.710
13.530
13.113
13.163
13.286
13.364
13.368
13.144
13.369
13.302
13.634
12.163
13.374
12.284
12.062
11.590
12.839
14.296
14.259
13.582
13.617
13.378
12.701
13.484

11.9 1.8 Soca Slovenia \\
6.2 3.2 Quistelllo Lombardia \\
9.0 2.4 Buia Friuli
10.3 1.6 Zaga Slovenia \\
9.2 3.2 Kobarid Slovenia
7.4 1.3 Trasaghis Friuli
7.8 2.2 Tolmin Slovenia \\
3.7 1.4 Tolmezzo Friuli
9.8 1.5 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.2 2.2 Pontebba Friuli
7.0 2.2 Majano Friuli
9.8 2.2 Claut Friuli
7.3 1.4 Lusevera Friuli
8.6 2.5 M.Sernio Friuli
11.7 2.0 Kobarid Slovenia \\
7.0 1.1 Cividale Friuli \\
11.6 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.6 2.7 Globasnitz Austria \\
4.9 5.2 Manerba del G. Lombardia
11.8 2.3 Kobarid Slovenia \\
1.2 2.9 Idro Lombardia \\
11.2 1.7 Chiusaforte Friuli \\
7.0 1.7 Cividale Friuli \\
9.6 3.3 Valdobbiadene Veneto \\
10.7 2.9 Valdobbiadene Veneto \\
11.1 3.0 Valdobbiadene Veneto \\
6.6 1.9 Gemona Friuli \\
3.2 2.5 Lastebasse Veneto \\
9.2 3.2 Col Visentin Veneto \\
13.1 2.1 Ampezzo Friuli \\
12.4 1.9 Tolmezzo Friuli \\
0.4 1.9 Col Visentin Veneto \\
9.0 1.7 Belluno Veneto \\
8.9 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
17.3 1.6 Zaga Slovenia \\
7.0 2.1 Cividale Friuli \\
11.2 2.6 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.6 1.6 Moggio Udinese Friuli \\
8.8 2.4 Ampezzo Friuli \\
5.5 2.0 Cave del Predil Friuli \\
8.6 1.6 Buia Friuli \\
7.5 1.5 Gemona Friuli \\
8.9 1.7 Lusevera Friuli \\
11.3 1.7 Taipana Friuli \\
11.3 1.7 Taipana Friuli \\
14.6 2.3 Moggio Udinese Friuli \\
7.0 1.7 Cividale Friuli \\
11.5 1.9 Tricesimo Friuli \\
12.4 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
9.7 2.2 Cime di S.Sebastiano Veneto \\
13.2 2.2 Premariacco Friuli \\
8.3 2.7 Belluno Veneto \\
1.6 2.7 Cencenighe Agordino Veneto \\
2.4 2.8 Funes Alto Adige \\
13.9 1.9 Pielungo Friuli \\
9.9 4.5 Ilirska Bistrica Slovenia \\
8.0 2.6 Ilirska Bistrica Slovenia \\
5.4 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
7.6 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
7.0 1.8 Cividale Friuli \\
12.2 2.2 Clautana Friuli \\
9.5 2.1 Cave del Predil Friuli \\

03-05-2005
03-05-2005
03-05-2005
04-05-2005
05-05-2005
08-05-2005
08-05-2005
08-05-2005
08-05-2005
09-05-2005
12-05-2005
14-05-2005
14-05-2005
15-05-2005
15-05-2005
15-05-2005
16-05-2005
16-05-2005
18-05-2005
18-05-2005
19-05-2005
20-05-2005
24-05-2005
26-05-2005
29-05-2005
29-05-2005
30-05-2005
31-05-2005
01-06-2005
01-06-2005
05-06-2005
05-06-2005
07-06-2005
10-06-2005
10-06-2005
10-06-2005
11-06-2005
18-06-2005
19-06-2005
22-06-2005
27-06-2005
29-06-2005
02-07-2005
03-07-2005
07-07-2005
08-07-2005
10-07-2005
11-07-2005
12-07-2005
12-07-2005
13-07-2005
16-07-2005
17-07-2005
22-07-2005
23-07-2005
25-07-2005
27-07-2005
31-07-2005
01-08-2005
01-08-2005
05-08-2005
09-08-2005

15:31:32.14
15:35:10.63
17:36:42.22
14:55:27.47
16:24:50.53
03:14:53.80
03:48:03.14
07:25:14.22
12:13:25.44
01:22:41.37
21:38:51.06
07:51:28.76
08:17:00.31
03:15:54.31
13:44:30.27
21:08:17.98
05:01:55.71
08:22:26.81
09:37:57.95
21:41:09.19
11:59:30.97
16:47:37.04
05:48:47.74
05:11:52.51
05:25:26.56
19:45:16.33
21:55:06.47
06:59:00.50
05:03:51.84
09:54:44.20
09:24:55.48
19:57:47.78
09:24:42.69
08:24:13.96
10:33:41.04
17:07:46.34
00:48:22.84
19:26:42.60
11:32:34.47
22:42:47.93
10:18:12.42
11:34:01.51
00:37:47.05
22:57:42.55
05:43:35.95
20:33:22.11
13:44:28.64
07:05:57.24
06:04:54.53
13:06:27.35
05:35:49.01
01:37:30.15
04:31:09.65
20:29:22.04
03:52:05.26
08:32:09.35
00:53:00.12
04:04:01.86
01:55:09.45
05:50:57.23
14:04:10.46
23:56:03.14

47.187
47.176
46.300
46.500
47.169
46.278
46.280
46.308
46.403
46.272
46.321
46.264
46.380
46.217
46.305
46.201
46.311
46.299
46.489
45.553
46.083
46.263
46.290
46.364
46.302
46.293
46.504
46.314
46.085
46.353
46.331
46.298
46.312
46.323
46.299
46.387
46.429
46.283
46.287
46.083
46.309
46.221
46.424
46.304
46.215
46.483
46.299
45.363
46.299
46.486
46.310
45.569
46.310
46.217
46.243
46.293
46.301
46.255
46.478
46.201
45.968
46.274

10.791
10.791
13.508
14.439
10.803
13.655
13.616
13.611
12.984
13.150
12.625
13.626
13.483
12.517
13.597
12.465
12.989
13.499
12.670
11.387
13.665
13.148
13.553
13.130
13.580
13.057
12.741
13.597
13.951
12.873
12.608
12.304
13.231
12.697
13.575
13.040
13.011
13.559
13.536
13.531
13.591
12.460
12.989
13.511
13.481
14.666
13.548
11.676
13.612
13.109
13.603
14.281
13.259
12.254
13.156
13.547
13.061
13.097
13.408
12.466
13.476
13.663

7.2 2.6 Wald Austria \\
2.5 2.9 Wald Austria \\
10.6 1.3 Zaga Slovenia \\
1.5 3.0 St.Margarethen Austria \\
4.6 2.7 Wald Austria \\
7.6 2.5 Kobarid Slovenia \\
6.7 1.3 Kobarid Slovenia \\
8.3 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.3 2.8 Tolmezzo Friuli \\
9.3 1.5 Gemona Friuli \\
12.4 2.5 Clautana Friuli \\
8.0 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
4.2 2.4 Sella Nevea Friuli \\
7.2 2.1 Barcis Friuli \\
6.6 2.4 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.0 2.1 Barcis Friuli \\
9.0 1.9 Trasaghis Friuli \\
15.4 1.4 Zaga Slovenia \\
3.6 2.0 M.Bivera Friuli \\
11.0 3.4 Arzignago Veneto \\
21.0 1.8 Stregna Friuli \\
10.3 2.3 Gemona Friuli \\
9.1 1.8 Zaga Slovenia \\
13.6 1.9 Moggio Udinese Friuli \\
8.6 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.3 1.9 Trasaghis Friuli \\
7.0 2.8 Prato Carnico Friuli \\
8.9 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.3 2.4 Grahovo Slovenia \\
9.4 1.7 Villa Santina Friuli \\
8.9 1.8 Clautana Friuli \\
11.9 2.7 Longarone Veneto \\
10.7 1.3 Lusevera Friuli \\
14.4 2.0 Clautana Friuli \\
9.3 1.7 Zaga Slovenia \\
12.2 1.5 Tolmezzo Friuli \\
11.2 1.9 Arta Friuli \\
10.4 1.7 Zaga Slovenia \\
7.9 0.8 Zaga Slovenia \\
13.6 1.7 Prepotto Friuli \\
7.2 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
12.1 2.6 Barcis Friuli \\
16.1 1.7 Arta Friuli \\
5.9 1.8 Zaga Slovenia \\
8.4 1.7 Pulfero Friuli \\
8.3 2.9 Eisenkappel Austria \\
7.2 1.9 Zaga Slovenia \\
7.0 3.1 Teolo Veneto \\
9.2 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
8.6 2.1 M.Sernio Friuli \\
6.8 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.0 2.7 Ilirska Bistrica Slovenia \\
8.2 2.3 Lusevera Friuli \\
11.4 2.3 Ponte Nelle Alpi Veneto \\
7.4 1.2 Buia Friuli \\
8.4 1.6 Zaga Slovenia \\
10.3 2.2 Trasaghis Friuli \\
7.0 1.9 Gemona Friuli \\
7.7 1.5 Jof di Montasio Friuli \\
9.0 1.7 Barcis Friuli \\
2.4 1.3 Cormons Friuli \\
7.8 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\

10-08-2005
13-08-2005
14-08-2005
15-08-2005
18-08-2005
18-08-2005
23-08-2005
24-08-2005
25-08-2005
25-08-2005
27-08-2005
30-08-2005
30-08-2005
30-08-2005
31-08-2005
31-08-2005
31-08-2005
31-08-2005
02-09-2005
03-09-2005
06-09-2005
08-09-2005
08-09-2005
08-09-2005
08-09-2005
15-09-2005
18-09-2005
18-09-2005
19-09-2005
20-09-2005
22-09-2005
22-09-2005
23-09-2005
24-09-2005
26-09-2005
28-09-2005
01-10-2005
01-10-2005
02-10-2005
04-10-2005
05-10-2005
05-10-2005
05-10-2005
05-10-2005
06-10-2005
06-10-2005
06-10-2005
08-10-2005
10-10-2005
10-10-2005
10-10-2005
12-10-2005
12-10-2005
13-10-2005

19:49:50.95
08:25:18.56
09:53:06.21
20:12:52.60
11:50:22.27
21:53:57.78
04:46:49.27
05:10:14.02
06:14:54.74
22:58:14.26
13:33:15.72
11:28:19.89
13:40:41.12
21:12:46.98
15:15:54.45
21:55:33.64
22:35:47.50
23:19:32.69
23:09:35.28
15:54:18.08
07:08:30.12
06:43:54.99
13:19:12.33
18:10:58.51
20:51:19.93
07:44:25.33
03:51:55.99
05:02:15.63
13:15:31.52
03:33:03.49
07:03:45.55
07:54:21.21
02:32:48.54
18:35:11.20
09:43:15.21
10:51:27.58
19:06:44.16
23:00:09.32
03:51:43.77
18:54:33.34
01:04:06.55
07:29:15.79
08:12:13.71
09:10:50.71
11:18:48.67
11:18:59.31
12:00:37.37
11:54:34.27
10:16:15.14
10:59:42.15
16:09:06.68
11:12:22.60
14:04:02.89
21:18:22.85

46.298
46.310
45.948
47.002
46.527
46.244
46.217
46.292
46.167
46.290
46.410
46.148
46.122
46.416
46.480
46.308
45.921
46.315
46.255
46.353
47.324
46.427
46.302
45.982
45.967
46.298
46.001
46.349
46.277
46.236
46.478
46.260
46.264
46.288
46.127
46.268
46.217
46.212
46.202
46.312
46.378
46.306
46.406
46.306
46.411
46.410
46.410
46.309
46.352
46.301
46.302
46.366
46.298
46.421

13.608
13.614
11.091
13.277
13.842
13.298
12.016
13.076
13.394
13.644
13.106
14.383
13.373
13.476
12.826
13.496
14.679
13.608
13.135
13.484
11.660
12.152
13.582
12.117
12.138
13.264
13.541
13.295
13.632
13.263
13.530
13.688
13.694
13.184
13.378
13.057
13.405
13.413
13.402
13.603
13.484
13.535
13.100
13.508
13.110
13.121
13.112
13.544
13.418
13.580
13.578
13.478
13.105
13.180

9.1 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
6.0 2.2 Kobarid Slovenia \\
8.7 2.9 Calliano Trentino \\
11.0 2.7 Ankogel Austria \\
7.5 2.1 Faak Austria \\
9.7 1.8 Tarcento Friuli \\
5.9 2.7 Gosaldo Veneto \\
8.3 1.8 Trasaghis Friuli \\
7.0 2.3 Taipana Friuli \\
7.7 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
15.1 2.0 Moggio Udinese Friuli \\
10.8 3.1 Medvode Slovenia \\
7.0 1.9 Cividale Friuli \\
9.1 1.7 Sella Nevea Friuli \\
10.2 2.2 Sauris Friuli \\
13.7 3.2 Zaga Slovenia \\
4.2 3.0 Smarje Slovenia \\
8.1 2.1 Kobarid Slovenia \\
6.5 2.0 Gemona Friuli \\
15.3 1.6 Sella Nevea Friuli \\
12.2 3.2 Weer Austria \\
8.3 1.9 M.Pelmo Veneto \\
8.1 1.6 Kobarid Slovenia \\
4.1 2.7 Cison di Valmarino Veneto \\
8.7 2.8 Cison di Valmarino Veneto \\
11.7 1.8 Lusevera Friuli \\
12.5 2.0 Prepotto Friuli \\
15.2 2.5 Chiusaforte Friuli \\
7.3 1.7 Kobarid Slovenia \\
10.2 1.6 Tarcento Friuli \\
5.4 1.8 Cave del Predil Friuli \\
6.8 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
7.4 2.5 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.1 2.5 Gemona Friuli
7.0 1.9 Cividale Friuli \\
11.8 2.6 Trasaghis Friuli \\
9.3 1.8 Taipana Friuli \\
9.8 1.6 Taipana Friuli \\
11.0 2.1 Taipana Friuli \\
8.6 1.9 Kobarid Slovenia \\
6.6 2.0 Sella Nevea Friuli \\
7.1 2.3 Zaga Slovenia \\
13.3 2.0 Moggio Udinese Friuli \\
4.0 1.6 Zaga Slovenia \\
12.7 1.9 Moggio Udinese Friuli \\
10.6 1.5 Moggio Udinese Friuli \\
12.4 2.1 Moggio Udinese Friuli \\
10.5 1.7 Zaga Slovenia \\
5.6 1.8 M.Canin Friuli \\
8.0 1.7 Kobarid Slovenia \\
8.0 1.8 Kobarid Slovenia \\
11.3 1.7 Sella Nevea Friuli \\
5.6 1.3 Gemona Friuli \\
16.1 2.1 M.Sernio Friuli \\

Appendix C

Misure Geofisiche nei comuni di
Tolmezzo, Cavazzo Carnico
e Verzegnis (Udine)

N OVEMBRE 2005

R APPORTO R EDATTO DA C ARLA BARNABA
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Nell’ambito della collaborazione col Dipartimento ”Centro di Ricerche Sismologiche” (CRS), Istituto di Oceanografia e Geofisica Sperimentale, per la valutazione della risposta di sito delle vallate alpine, sono state effettuate indagini
geofisiche nei comuni di Tolmezzo, Cavazzo Carnico e Verzegnis (Udine).
L’incarico prevedeva l’acquisizione di 100 misure di rumore ambientale con
stazione singola (in collaborazione con il personale tecnico del dipartimento ”Centro di Ricerche Sismologiche”) e l’elaborazione dei dati registrati.
In accordo con il dott. Enrico Priolo, direttore del Dipartimento CRS, viste le
buone condizioni meteorologiche del periodo, si è ritenuto opportuno privilegiare
il lavoro in campagna a scapito del processing del segnale.
Sono stati cosı̀ acquisiti 226 punti di noise e tre profili di velocità delle onde
superficiali per l’inversione delle onde di Rayleigh e la stima della Vs30. Tali
onde sono state generate da sorgenti attive (caduta di gravi a differenti altezze) e
registrate dalla stessa strumentazione impiegata nella campagna di rumore sismico
(acquisitori RefTek 130, con sensori a tre componenti Lennartz, con frequenza
naturale di 1Hz). Nelle tabelle delle pagine seguenti sono riportate le coordinate
kilometriche dei punti di misura (Tabb. 1-7).
Dopo l’elaborazione preliminare del dato, (conversione dal formato di registrazione al SAC, rimozione della componente strumentale e controllo di qualità),
è iniziata la fase di elaborazione, tuttora in corso.
Finora sono stati elaborati i dati inerenti l’area del comune di Cavazzo Carnico: sono stati calcolati i rapporti spettrali tra le componenti orizzontali e verticali del rumore (H/V) (Figg. 1-4) ed è stato calcolato un profilo di velocità delle
onde di taglio (Fig. 5).
Tutti i dati registrati, in formato SAC, sono conservati nell’archivio del CRS
di Udine (/nas/dump/Cavazzo2004/noise).
I risultati completi delle indagini e una sintesi delle procedute utilizzate saranno
descritti in un rapporto scientifico finale.
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Punti di misura a Cavazzo Carnico
Coord X

Coord Y

Codice punto

2369360.0000
2369469.5000
2369594.7500
2369433.2500
2369307.7500
2369203.2500
2369247.5000
2369607.5000
2369633.5000
2369876.5000
2369927.7500
2370275.5000
2370354.5000
2370691.7500
2369792.5000
2369929.7500
2369728.2500
2370007.0000
2370139.7500
2370227.0000
2370256.5000
2369720.0000
2368763.0500
2368840.8100
2368941.2200
2369006.6868
2368837.5200
2368933.8800
2368962.4200
2369075.6684
2368926.3400
2369242.2900
2369157.1800
2369183.8000
2369344.4194

5138434.0000
5138376.5000
5138464.5000
5138246.5000
5138024.5000
5138185.5000
5137707.0000
5137695.5000
5137919.0000
5137827.0000
5137365.5000
5137135.5000
5137784.5000
5137533.5000
5138396.5000
5138243.5000
5138213.5000
5138005.0000
5137869.5000
5137606.0000
5137326.0000
5137379.0000
5136873.6300
5136863.2400
5136872.7400
5136788.3830
5136740.6000
5136650.4600
5136580.3000
5136537.9808
5136768.2100
5136681.9300
5136618.5100
5136545.4000
5136609.3696

A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
A11
A12
A13
A15
A16
A17
A18
A19
A20
A21
A22
A23
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13

Tabella 1: Coordinate kilometriche dei punti di misura a Cavazzo Carnico.
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Coord X

Coord Y

Codice punto

2369501.5000
2369333.5000
2369364.2500
2368638.5100
2368659.8400
2369366.7500
2369631.0000
2369215.4800
2369176.2800
2369318.5000
2369166.1600
2369452.0000
2369568.0000
2369361.7500
2369319.0000
2369213.4200
2369345.0000
2369721.0000
2369560.0000
2369538.0700
2369749.2500
2369838.2500
2369689.2500
2368851.9300
2369251.7700
2369495.0000
2369793.5000
2370211.7500
2370992.7500
2369204.7500
2369219.7500
2369417.5000
2369584.8200
2369841.0000
2369290.3215
2370275.1900
2370071.0000

5136538.0000
5136498.0000
5136425.5000
5136898.2900
5136605.7900
5136717.5000
5136579.5000
5136770.5900
5136993.3200
5136907.0000
5136911.5800
5136977.0000
5136814.5000
5136873.5000
5137066.0000
5137136.6100
5137239.5000
5137125.5000
5137039.0000
5137196.3900
5136889.0000
5136730.5000
5137009.0000
5136982.4400
5137389.2300
5137439.5000
5137570.0000
5137747.0000
5137611.5000
5138494.0000
5138594.5000
5138619.0000
5138576.5803
5138549.5000
5138372.5397
5138503.0100
5138385.5000

C14
C15
C16
C17
C18
C19
C20
C21
C22
C23
C24
C25
C26
C27
C28
C29
C30
C31
C32
C33
C34
C35
C36
CA01
CA02
CA03
CA04
CA05
CA06
CC1
CC2
CC3
CC4
CC5
CC6
CC7
CC8

Tabella 2: Coordinate kilometriche dei punti di misura a Cavazzo Carnico.
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Coord X

Coord Y

Codice punto

2370379.2500
2370263.7500
2370468.7500
2370341.2500
2370526.2500
2370565.2300
2369334.0000
2369397.5000
2369489.7500
2369591.7500
2369673.2500
2369719.5000
2369857.0000
2369937.2500
2370067.5000
2370312.2500
2370463.2500
2370610.0000
2369438.7500
2370143.2500
2370113.7500
2370059.7500
2369993.5000
2369918.0000
2369832.0000
2369591.5000
2369520.0000
2369455.0000
2369423.2500
2369385.7500
2369346.5000

5138257.5000
5138116.5000
5138110.5000
5137915.5000
5137899.7900
5137697.0400
5137393.0000
5137413.0000
5137439.0000
5137452.0000
5137488.5000
5137519.0000
5137597.5000
5137640.5000
5137704.5000
5137681.5000
5137642.2300
5137593.5000
5138276.5000
5137756.0000
5137852.0000
5137949.5000
5138012.0000
5138068.5000
5138132.0000
5137333.5000
5137406.5000
5137488.5000
5137570.0000
5137674.0000
5137767.5000

CC9
CC10
CC11
CC12
CC13
CC14
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9
E10
E11
E12
MR6
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
SS1
SS2
SS3
SS4
SS5
SS6

Tabella 3: Coordinate kilometriche dei punti di misura a Cavazzo Carnico.
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Punti di misura a Tolmezzo
Coord X

Coord Y

Codice punto

2366395.4100
2366578.2600
2366648.7800
2366740.9700
2366590.7068
2366510.7753
2366790.2700
2366689.4200
2366580.2900
2366416.3100
2366342.5600
2366291.6600
2366209.3900
2366849.6400
2366574.4017
2366516.2300
2366655.1100
2366605.7900
2366625.1600
2366425.1800
2366399.7600
2366434.9536
2366496.5000
2366747.5000
2366760.1636
2366851.3500
2367063.3100
2367196.2287
2366911.2000
2367010.2900
2366884.1292
2367134.5800
2367381.3800
2367669.3000

5141249.8600
5141510.2600
5141514.2000
5141462.5900
5141445.2000
5141400.9500
5141438.3700
5141313.2400
5141215.1200
5141134.4100
5141029.4100
5140926.7300
5140797.0800
5141339.0700
5141132.1400
5140947.8000
5140699.1200
5140949.9800
5140552.1400
5140418.8000
5140593.2700
5140776.7737
5140095.0000
5140100.0000
5141176.0600
5141033.8200
5140996.6800
5141207.8699
5141199.2500
5141341.0800
5140473.4053
5140601.0200
5140698.3800
5140910.0200

AVC1
CV1
CV2
CV3
CV4
CV5
CV6
CV7
CV8
CV9
CV10
CV11
CV12
CV19
CV20
CV21
CV22
CV23
CV24
CV25
CV26
CV27
CV28
CV29
CV30
TOC10
TOC11
TOC12
TOC13
TOC14
TOC1
TOC2
TOC3
TOC4

Tabella 4: Coordinate kilometriche dei punti di misura a Tolmezzo.
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Coord X

Coord Y

Codice punto

2366929.5300
2367542.6200
2367339.8500
2367160.9500
2366812.4000
2367439.1900
2367443.7800
2367754.5100
2369227.8200
2368786.5300
2368522.1600
2369441.0000
2368157.1885
2367550.4400
2367841.7600
2367606.0400
2368065.1300
2367857.2364
2367514.3400
2367307.8800
2367779.1300
2367606.9800
2367496.6300
2367125.9800
2366774.3600
2367182.0100
2366782.7000
2366361.9100
2366048.8700
2365868.3200
2365869.7400
2365094.5000
2365106.7000
2365379.4200
2365479.9800
2365375.7300

5140666.9500
5141090.0600
5140932.0700
5140805.3700
5140869.0776
5141462.4800
5141257.8900
5141029.3800
5140741.0200
5140581.5200
5140549.4300
5141122.5000
5140414.7460
5140541.7000
5140558.3500
5140334.4500
5142683.3100
5142767.7587
5142524.8800
5142180.4500
5142274.1500
5141959.7300
5141651.4500
5141720.9400
5142423.2000
5142728.0900
5141820.2100
5141669.0000
5141327.5500
5141083.6200
5140617.0900
5140415.1200
5140769.4000
5140630.7000
5140875.7700
5141122.7900

TOC5
TOC6
TOC7
TOC8
TOC9
TOC15
TOC16
TC1
TC4
TC2
TC2
TC3
TC5
TC17
TC15
TC16
TC26
TC23
TC24
TC25
TC27
TC28
TC30
TC29
CNV14
CNV13
CNV12
CNV11
CNV10
CNV7
CNV9
CNV2
CNV6
TS18
TS17
TS16

Tabella 5: Coordinate kilometriche dei punti di misura a Tolmezzo.
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Coord X

Coord Y

Codice punto

2364061.9300
2364030.7900
2364020.4500
2364031.2100
2364043.8900
2365241.1477
2365473.5696
2365694.0928
2365163.4093
2365467.2236
2369091.0000
2369078.2500
2368897.0000
2368712.0000
2369016.0000
2369442.0000
2367370.7500
2367550.5000
2367610.2500
2367856.7500
2367763.0000
2368013.2500
2368677.2500
2368854.7500
2368938.5000
2368712.5000
2368318.7500
2368109.5000
2367782.7500
2368323.5000
2369437.0000
2369915.0000
2367336.0000
2367172.2500
2367050.0000
2367927.7500

5141310.3100
5141438.1200
5141171.5400
5141094.0700
5140992.8100
5140375.0000
5140243.5000
5140315.0000
5140022.5000
5139795.0000
5139075.4362
5138772.0000
5138776.5000
5138835.5000
5138527.0000
5138835.0000
5138775.0000
5138563.5000
5138667.5000
5138491.0000
5139002.5000
5138796.5000
5138508.5000
5140139.5000
5139717.5000
5139336.0000
5139787.5000
5139340.0000
5139994.5000
5140076.0000
5139365.0000
5139150.0000
5140254.5000
5140254.5000
5140240.0000
5140285.5000

TS11
TS7
TS9
TS10
TS8
CNV5
CNV3
CNV8
CNV1
CNV4
TT6
TT1
TT3
TT4
TT2
TT5
TP1
TP3
TP4
TP2
TP5
TP6
TP7
TC6
TC8
TC14
TC13
TC12
TC11
TC7
TC9
TC10
TC22
TC18
TC21
TC19

Tabella 6: Coordinate kilometriche dei punti di misura a Tolmezzo.
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Coord X

Coord Y

Codice punto

2367419.7500
2366779.5000
2366808.2500
2367073.5000
2366496.7500
2366399.2500
2366333.7500
2366333.5000
2366882.5000
2367198.0000
2367273.2500
2367161.0000
2367495.2500
2367309.2500
2367546.7500
2367684.7500
2367916.9800
2368148.7500
2368066.5000
2368225.2500
2365119.7800
2364952.0500
2364551.2100
2364348.8100

5139965.0000
5139875.0000
5139625.0000
5139647.5000
5139601.5000
5139772.0000
5139960.5000
5140155.0000
5139417.5000
5139849.5000
5139535.5000
5139332.0000
5139388.0000
5139156.0000
5139161.5000
5139257.5000
5139107.8500
5138997.0000
5138957.0000
5138794.5000
5141036.0200
5141223.2000
5141230.3100
5141214.1800

TC20
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T5a
T5b
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
T11
T15
T16
T17
T13
T12
T14
TS15
TS14
TS13
TS12

Tabella 7: Coordinate kilometriche dei punti di misura a Tolmezzo.
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Noise nella piana di Cavazzo - prima parte
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Figure 1: Rapporti spettrali H/V del rumore regidtrato nel comune di Cavazzo
Carnico.
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Noise nella piana di Cavazzo - parte seconda
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Figure 2: Rapporti spettrali H/V del rumore regidtrato nel comune di Cavazzo
Carnico.
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Noise nella piana di Cavazzo - parte terza
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Figure 3: Rapporti spettrali H/V del rumore regidtrato nel comune di Cavazzo
Carnico.
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Noise nella piana di Cavazzo - parte quarta - fine
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Figure 4: Rapporti spettrali H/V del rumore regidtrato nel comune di Cavazzo
Carnico.

Figure 5: Curva di dispersione e profilo di velocitá ottenuto dall’inversione delle
onde di superficie registrate a Cavazzo Carnico.
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Short Note
Site Effect of the Strong-Motion Site at Tolmezzo-Ambiesta Dam
in Northeastern Italy
by C. Barnaba, E. Priolo, A. Vuan, and M. Romanelli

Abstract A spectral analysis of strong-motion data and ambient noise at the
Tolmezzo-Ambiesta dam accelerograph (TLM1) site is performed to explain the high
horizontal peak acceleration of 0.36g recorded during the Mw 6.4, 6 May 1976 Friuli
(northeastern Italy) earthquake. The spectral response of the accelerographic site is
estimated from the mainshocks and aftershocks of the 1976 seismic sequence by
different techniques. In addition, new seismic data are used to characterize the nearsurface S-wave velocity distribution versus depth at TLM1 by means of an analysis
of the phase-velocity dispersion of Rayleigh waves. An average, spectral amplification curve is computed for TLM1, whose mean value is at about 1.5. It features
two main lobes of amplification with peaks at 2–3.5 Hz and 6–7 Hz that are explained,
by the horizontal-to-vertical spectral ratio (HVSR) of noise measurements, as the
effects of the vibration of a nearby relief and the dam-reservoir system, respectively.
When the site response is evaluated from earthquake recordings, the frequency of
resonance due to near-surface S-wave velocity profile at about 5 Hz is strongly attenuated in comparison with the 6–7 Hz peak due to the dam-reservoir system. Finally, by filtering the site effects of the 1976 record, the acceleration peak is reduced
from the original value of 349.99 cm/sec2 to 188.76 cm/sec2.
Introduction
High-peak accelerations at seismic stations located
close to dam abutments are not unusual. An acceleration of
1.25g was recorded in both horizontal directions at the Pacoima Dam site (California) during the strong San Fernando
earthquake of 9 February 1971 (Trifunac and Hudson,
1971). Shakal et al. (1984) noted a horizontal peak acceleration of 1.29g at Coyote Lake Dam in California during
the 1984 Morgan Hill earthquake.
During the 6 May 1976 Friuli earthquake in Italy
(Mw 6.4), the Ente per le Nuove tecnologie, l’Energia e
l’Ambiente-Ente Nazionale per l’Energia Elettrica (ENEAENEL) accelerographic station of Tolmezzo-Ambiesta (TLM1,
Fig. 1), equipped with a Kinemetrics SMA-1 accelerograph,
recorded acceleration peaks of 349.99 cm/sec2 and 309.81 cm/
sec2 on the horizontal and vertical components, respectively
(Ambraseys et al., 2004). These are among the highest peak
accelerations measured in Europe and have been largely
used in the past to estimate empirical attenuation relations
for Italy (Sabetta and Pugliese, 1987), the eastern Alps (Bragato and Slejko, 2005), and Europe (Ambraseys et al.,
1996). As a result, they largely exceed the average values
estimated by those attenuation laws (e.g., by about 30% of
the value predicted by Ambraseys et al. [1996]).

The TLM1 station is located above the abutment of a
dam at the top of a calcareous hill, thus we suspect that the
high peak values recorded could be strongly influenced by
local factors, such as either the site that hosts the accelerograph, or the presence of the concrete arch dam-water reservoir system or the topographic reliefs around it (Fig. 2).
In brief, the goals of this study are: (1) to characterize
the VS profile at the TLM1 site by reviewing the available
geophysical data in the light of a new seismic acquisition;
(2) to estimate the amplification at TLM1 and interpret the
causes of it; and (3) to evaluate the ground motion recorded
during the 1976 mainshock by filtering out the local site
effects.
Contradictory S-wave velocity (VS) profiles were obtained at TLM1 in the past by using two different geophysical methods (ENEL, 1981). Here, to clarify which of the
dated near-surface VS profiles can be assumed for the TLM1
site, we analyze newly acquired shallow refraction seismic
data through a spectral analysis of the Rayleigh wave phasevelocity dispersion.
The spectral response of the site to earthquakes is estimated by different techniques, such as the “receiver function
technique” (Lermo et al., 1993), the classical spectral-ratio339
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Figure 1. Map of the epicenters of the mainshock (star) and representative aftershocks of the Friuli earthquake used in this study. TLM1, Tolmezzo-Ambiesta Dam
station and SRC, San Rocco station, are shown.

to-reference-site method, and the “generalized inversion
technique” (Andrews, 1986; Castro et al., 1990; Boatwright
et al., 1991). In addition, the ratio between the response
spectra of the mainshock and that predicted by using the
attenuation relations by Ambraseys et al. (1996) for this site
are also considered.
Ambient noise has been recorded on the accelerograph
hill, close to the TLM1 site, along the top of the dam, at its
abutments and basement, as well as on the flank of the southwestern relief (Fig. 2). These signals are analyzed by using
the noise horizontal-to-vertical spectral ratio (HVSR) technique and allow us to interpret the causes of the site amplification.

Near-Surface S-Wave Velocity Profile at TLM1

Figure 2. Grayscale sketch of the aerial view over
the Ambiesta Dam site. The locations of TLM1 accelerographic station, the dam, and the 800-m-high
relief in the southwest are shown. Noise measurements on the southwestern relief and at the middletop point of the dam are marked by black triangles.

A shallow seismic refraction survey (SR77) carried out
at TLM1 in 1977 (ENEL, 1981) defined a VS vertical profile
with a strong contrast at 20 m of depth, where the VS velocity
goes from 450 m/sec to 1300 m/sec. In 1981, a cross-hole
(CH81) and sonic log test (ENEL, 1981) identified a VS profile, very different from SR77 in the shallowest 20 m, and
consisting in a gradually increasing velocity from 600 m/sec
at the surface to 1300 m/sec at the depth of 14 m; in the
deeper part, down to 60 m, the estimated velocity was con-
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stant with VS ⳱ 1300–1400 m/sec. The two profiles are
shown in Figure 3. Up to now CH81 profile is considered
more reliable than SR77 profile and is generally used for
TLM1 site classification (e.g., Ambraseys et al., 1996), without any convincing explanation of the VS differences in the
shallow part. Note that the two profiles define quite different
VS,30 values, that is, 700 m/sec and 1000 m/sec for SR77 and
CH81, respectively, and correspond to different soil classes
(C for SR77 and B for CH81) according to the National
Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program (NEHRP) classification.
To clarify this issue, we carried out a specific study
based on a new seismic survey and a modern spectral analysis of high-frequency Rayleigh waves (Fig. 4). The layout
of the seismic acquisition follows that recently used for multichannel analysis of surface waves (MASW method; e.g., Xia
et al., 2005): a simple weight drop source of 120 kg, 12
vertical-component geophones with 1-Hz natural frequency
and 2 m spacing, to avoid spatial aliasing. Eighty-four seismograms are recorded by moving the source at a different
distance from 20 m to 120 m from the geophone array. The
recorded section (Fig. 4, inset) evidences a clear refractor at
about 20 m of depth with a P-wave velocity of about 2.6 to
2.7 km/sec. At shallow depth P-wave velocity is about 0.75–
0.85 km/sec.

Figure 3. VS seismic profiles obtained by seismic
refraction data in 1977 (SR77) and cross-hole seismic
measurements in 1981 (CH81) at the TLM1 site. The
VS profile for SR77 is defined from the P-wave velocity profile by using a constant VP /VS ratio of 2.

A 2D transform has been applied to the recorded wave
field to enhance the detection and separation of the Rayleigh
wave-phase velocities. The algorithm was developed by
Herrman (2005) and follows the formalism described by
McMechan and Yedlin (1981): the phase-velocity dispersion
curves are obtained from an array of seismic traces by using
a p ⳮ s stack followed by a transformation into the p ⳮ x
domain. The results obtained with our data (Fig. 4, background panel) show the minimum velocities of about
0.6 km/sec in the high-frequency band.
The VS profiles SR77 and CH81 shown in Figure 3 are
then used to compute the theoretical phase-velocity dispersion curves by using a normal mode code (Herrmann, 2005).
We compare in Figure 4 the theoretical dispersion curves
obtained using the VS profiles SR77 and CH81 (see Fig. 3)
with those calculated with our data set. There is no doubt
that only the VS profile SR77 is consistent with the low-phase
velocities observed using our seismic data, and that TLM1
can be classified as C according to the VS,30 value.

Site-Response Estimation
To investigate and quantify the spectral site response of
the TLM1 station, a spectral analysis on the 1976 Friuli
seismic-sequence earthquakes is carried out, considering the
data taken from European Strong Motion Database (Ambraseys et al., 2004). A temporary array of 11 accelerographic
stations was installed in the epicentral area after the main
event (Basili et al., 1976). Among these stations, San Rocco
(SRC) was the nearest to the permanent accelerographic site
TLM1 (Fig. 1), being located at distance of about 23 km,
and we use it as a reference site to study the site response
of the Tolmezzo-Ambiesta dam. According to Muzzi and
Vallini (1977), station SRC is on calcareous stiff soil.
Table 1 lists the events used in this study. Azimuth and
hypocentral distances are calculated from Ambiesta station
(TLM1). ML values are from Ambraseys et al. (2004). The
last two columns indicate the stations that recorded the
events.
Several methods have been proposed to estimate the site
response from instrument recordings, removing the source
and path effects. The most widespread empirical technique
is the “spectral-ratio-to-reference-site.” This approach was
introduced by Borcherdt (1970) and can be considered as the
classic technique for estimating the seismic response of a
site. In this study, we use SRC San Rocco station as a reference site for TLM1.
Another reference-site method applied is the generalized inversion scheme, as proposed by Andrews (1986) and
modified by Boatwright et al. (1991). Here, the source parameters for each event, the path-effect parameters, and the
response for each site are solved simultaneously. However,
because this method assumes that an isotropic source spectrum is observed at all sites, it may fail for large sources,
where some features of the rupture process, as for instance
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Figure 4.

(inset) Seismic section recorded at the TLM1 site (background panel)
Phase-velocity stack values of the seismic data shown in the inset. The colors indicate
the stack value (the largest values in red). The black symbols represent the peaks chosen
from the stack after a 2D search over the phase velocity–frequency grid. The solid and
dashed black curves represent the theoretical dispersion values for SR77 model (0 ⳱
Rayleigh wave fundamental mode; 1 ⳱ first higher mode) and CH81 model (0 ⳱
Rayleigh wave fundamental mode), respectively.

source directivity and slip distribution, may strongly violate
this assumption.
An alternative reference-site analysis was performed
here using as a reference the median response spectra predicted for rock soil by European attenuation relations (Ambraseys et al., 1996). The 5% damping response spectra of
the mainshock was compared with the median one predicted
for a rock site using the attenuation relations developed by
Ambraseys et al. (1996) for Europe.
Because of the lack of a very close rock reference site,
a non-reference-site-dependent technique was also used to
analyze earthquake data. A simple technique consists in taking the spectral ratio between horizontal and vertical components of the shear-wave part (Lermo et al., 1993). This
procedure, which is analogous to the so-called receiverfunction technique applied to upper mantle and crustal studies from teleseismic records (e.g., Langston, 1979), assumes

that the local site conditions do not affect the ground motion
on the vertical component. For local sources located relatively close to the site, the spectral ratios may be used to
identify the frequency bands of amplification, although the
amplification value is considered unstable by many authors
and thus not reliable.
Figure 5 illustrates the spectral response estimated for
site TLM1 from the Friuli 1976–1977 earthquake sequence
by using the four methods described previously. All the
curves feature the same frequencies of amplification, although the estimated amplitude differs somewhat among the
various methods. Three frequency amplification bands are
clearly recognized at about 2 Hz, 3.8 Hz, and 6–8 Hz, respectively. The mean response, estimated by the spectral ratio of TLM1 to SRC reference site by using the events
recorded by both stations (Fig. 5a), shows the same frequencies indicated previously. The generalized inversion
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Table 1
List of the Recorded Events Used in This Study
Date

Time

Lat

Lon

Depth

ML

Azimuth

Dist (km)

TLM1

06.05.1976
06.05.1976
07.05.1976
07.05.1976
08.05.1976
09.05.1976
11.05.1976
13.05.1976
18.05.1976
01.06.1976
09.06.1976
11.06.1976
17.06.1976
26.06.1976
11.09.1976
11.09.1976
15.09.1976
15.09.1976
16.09.1977

19:59:06
20:00:13
00:23:49
13:42:50
03:10:06
00:53:44
22:44:01
13:04:51
01:30:09
17:21:09
18:48:17
17:16:36
14:28:51
11:13:49
16:31:11
16:35:03
03:15:19
09:21:19
23:48:07

46.277
46.292
46.245
46.316
46.280
46.245
46.258
46.200
46.270
46.230
46.260
46.230
46.180
46.282
46.280
46.277
46.291
46.318
46.280

13.239
13.253
13.269
13.236
13.230
13.295
12.985
13.000
13.030
12.840
13.010
13.000
12.800
13.140
13.286
13.175
13.153
13.119
12.280

9.0
7.0
5.0
10.0
10.0
9.0
6.0
10.0
7.0
9.0
13.0
9.0
15.0
4.0
4.0
12.0
5.0
8.0
8.0

4.5
6.4
5.0
4.2
4.2
5.6
5.3
4.2
4.2
4.1
4.1
4.5
4.5
4.3
5.4
5.7
6.2
6.1
5.3

111.09
104.91
118.57
34.63
103.07
123.01
171.62
176.07
251.15
212.13
170.95
184.25
212.06
121.69
215.89
216.20
214.99
211.36
180.65

30.09
26.91
30.56
11.89
15.65
32.94
14.83
20.28
38.67
20.13
13.73
12.48
26.48
15.21
22.33
24.26
21.39
16.73
13.56

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

method (Fig. 5b) locates the peaks at 2.5 Hz, 3.8 Hz, and
6 Hz, respectively. The median response spectra predicted for
rock soil by the European attenuation relations does not feature such sharp peaks (Fig. 5c), but the amplification bands
are again marked at the same frequencies of 2 Hz, 3.8 Hz,
and 6–8 Hz, respectively. Finally, the receiver function
method (Fig. 5d) slightly underestimates the frequency of
the low-frequency peak, locating it at about 1.8 Hz, whereas
it confirms the other two peaks at 3.8 Hz and 6–8 Hz,
respectively.
To estimate the spectral amplification factor, we have
computed the arithmetical average of the spectral ratio to
reference site and generalized inversion spectral ratios (see
Fig. 5e), because the receiver function method may not represent amplification values correctly. It can be seen that the
site amplifies the ground motion in the band 1–7 Hz, with a
larger lobe in the band 1–4 Hz (with values up to 3) and a
smaller lobe in the band 5–7 Hz. On the other hand, the site
deamplifies the ground motion in the low-frequency band
( f ⬍ 1 Hz).

Interpretation of the Response
Many studies carried out in the past have addressed the
fact that the dynamic response induced by the presence of a
dam-water reservoir system may affect the seismic response
of surrounding sites. This effect may be further complicated
by the response of the hills the dam leans on and that often
surround the reservoir (Clough et al., 1990). Next, we show
that the two amplification lobes identified by the spectral
analysis at TLM1 can indeed be interpreted as the combined
effect of the vibration of the 800-m-high surrounding hill,
the Ambiesta dam-reservoir system, and the site response
at TLM1.

SRC

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

The first analysis of the resonance frequencies of the
Ambiesta dam was performed in 1978 by Castoldi within an
integrated research program aimed at improving knowledge
of the seismic behavior of large dams (Castoldi, 1978). He
pointed out the resonance frequencies and amplification at
the Ambiesta dam arch crest using the earthquake records
of the 1976 aftershocks and some vibration tests. In his
analysis, the author estimated a resonance frequency of
3.8–4.4 Hz for the first mode and 5–10 Hz for the higher
modes. These resonance peaks were found when water was
already in the reservoir, therefore under conditions similar
to those of the 1976 seismic sequence.
To identify the resonance frequencies of the site and
understand the possible causes of amplification, we performed some noise measurements. A total of 11 measurements were made on the accelerograph hill to the left of the
dam, along the dam, and on the southwestern relief at the
right side of the dam. Figure 6 shows the HVSR curves estimated at three locations corresponding to the relief, on the
southwestern side of the reservoir, the dam at middle-top
point, and the TLM1 site. The site located on the relief flank
shows a clear HVSR lobe in the band 1–3 Hz, with the largest
peak at about 2 Hz. The HVSR measured on the middle-top
point of the dam features a wide lobe in the frequency band
3–8 Hz. This lobe includes the first mode of vibration of the
dam at 3.8–4 Hz, whereas the higher modes of resonance
correspond to the peaks at about 7 Hz and 10 Hz. Finally,
the HVSR recorded at TLM1 displays a main lobe in the
band 1.5–3 Hz and a peak at 4–5 Hz. Note that the higherfrequency peak does match exactly the fundamental resonance for the shallowest part of the VS profile, which can be
easily predicted at 4.9 Hz.
From the HVSR described previously it is possible to
interpret the overall response at TLM1 site. We believe that
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Figure 5.

Spectral ratio estimates of site response at the Ambiesta TLM1 site. The
dashed lines represent standard deviation. (a) Spectral ratio to San Rocco reference site
(RS). (b) Generalized inversion technique (GIT). (c) Median response spectra predicted
for a rock soil by European attenuation relations (Ambraseys et al., 1996) (MR).
(d) Receiver function (RF). (e) Spectral amplification function estimated as an average
from the spectral ratio reference site and generalized inversion scheme.

the low frequency of vibration of the 800-m-high relief can
be transmitted to the accelerograph site located on the hill
through the dynamic interaction of the dam with the rock
foundation. For this reason, the amplification lobe at 1.5–3 Hz
is still present, although weaker, in the HVSR recorded at both
TLM1 and the dam.
The second peak at the higher frequency of 4–5 Hz corresponds to the near-surface response of TLM1 site, that is,
of the uppermost 20 m of soil. In addition, the response of
the overall system is further complicated by the interaction
of the dam-hill system with the dam-reservoir system, which

may also affect the vertical component of the motion
(Clough et al., 1990).
As already observed by Boore et al. (2004) at the Coyote Lake Dam, California, this study confirms that an abutment station may undergo the effects of a very complex
structural situation that can substantially affect the ground
motion at the site. This is indeed the case of the Ambiesta
station, and for this reason great care must be taken in using
the original Ambiesta recordings for routine applications in
ground-motion prediction and seismic-source studies of the
1976 Friuli earthquake.
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Figure 6. HVSR estimated from noise measurements at Ambiesta TLM1 site (solid line), at the
middle-top point of the Ambiesta dam (dash-dot line),
and on the relief (dotted line). Refer to Figure 2 for
the location of the measurement sites.

Conclusions
The data recorded during the 1976 Friuli earthquake by
TLM1 station have been analyzed with the aim of investigating possible site effects as a cause of the high-acceleration
peaks featured. Being located at the top of a calcareous hill,
above the eastern abutment of the Ambiesta dam, there is a
strong suspicion that the seismic response of TLM1 is affected by the presence of the dam-reservoir system and the
surrounding hills. Two previous geophysical investigations
provided contradictory S-wave velocity (VS) profiles at
TLM1 (ENEL, 1981) and left most questions unanswered.
The spectral analysis performed on the 1976–1977
earthquakes using different techniques provides consistent
results and confirms the fact that the TLM1 site amplifies
the ground motion with a frequency-dependent factor. The
analysis emphasizes two amplification lobes, the largest in
the band 1–4 Hz and a smaller lobe in the band 5–7 Hz.
To explain the seismic response of TLM1 site, we carried out new geophysical measurements with the aim of
(1) resolving our doubts about the local VS structure and
(2) identifying and separating in the TLM1 response the different contribution by the dam-reservoir system and the surrounding hills.

We have found that the VS profile of the site corresponds
with that estimated by the seismic refraction survey (SR77),
which defines low VS values in the shallow part and a strong
velocity contrast at about 20 m depth. According to theVS,30
value estimated from this profile, TLM1 comes out as a Cclass NEHRP site.
Two amplification lobes are evidenced in the spectral
response as due to (1) the 800-m-high relief (frequency band
from 1.5 Hz to 3 Hz) at the southern abutment of the dam,
and (2) the near-surface response of the accelerographic site
(5–7 Hz). The dam, through dynamic interaction with the
foundation rock and the reservoir system, contributes to
transmitting the vibration of the relief to the TLM1 hill and
further complicates the response of the overall system.
As a final step of this study, we consider it to be of some
importance to estimate the effect of the spectral amplification correction on the peak values. To do that, we have filtered out the TLM1 site response from the original records
of the 1976 mainshock. Table 2 summarizes the peak ground
acceleration (PGA) and peak ground velocity (PGV) values
before and after the correction for the site response. Note
that after the correction, the peak values are reduced by a
factor of about 1.6–1.8, and the largest PGA value of 349.99
cm/sec2 becomes 188.76 m/sec2. Compared with the Ambraseys et al. (1996) ground-motion prediction equation, the
reduction is lower, being about 1.35. These correction factors represent the site-correction factors for TLM1 with respect to a rock site that should be considered for the peak
values within ground-motion prediction studies.
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Abstract. The area of Serravalle, sited in the northern part of the town of Vittorio Veneto
(TV), NE Italy, has been the target of a seismic microzonation campaign. 10 seismic stations
have been deployed for a 7 months period to record in continuous mode. Three stations were
installed on bedrock outcrops and seven on sedimentary sites with variable cover thickness.
Spectral analyses have been performed on the collected data-set using the Generalized
Inversion Technique (GIT, e.g. Andrews, 1986). In particular, spectral ratios have been
calculated for each station relatively to the average of the three reference, bedrock sites. The
spectral ratios provide quantitative estimates of the seismic motion ampliﬁcations which occur
in each of the monitored sites. Two sites show high values of ampliﬁcation, 5 times larger than
signal amplitude at the reference sites, in correspondence of well discernible peak frequencies
of 5 Hz. Results for the other stations show smaller amounts of site ampliﬁcation spreading
over a broad range of frequencies. Sites where the highest ampliﬁcations were recorded all lie
on the left bank of the Meschio River and in areas farther away from its outlet into the plain
correlating with the presence of thick layers of Quaternary deposits.
Key words: spectral ratios, reference sites, site eﬀects, earthquake ground motion, seismic
hazard, seismic risk

1. Introduction
An acquisition campaign of seismological data and a microzonation study
in the Serravalle village were performed within the ‘‘Vittorio Veneto’’
GNDT (Gruppo Nazionale per la Difesa dai Terremoti) Project. The aim
of this project is the deﬁnition of possible earthquake ground motion scenarios and the estimate of local seismic ampliﬁcation and site eﬀects. As
the destructive shocks of 1873 (Alpago earthquake, Imax=X) and of 1936
(Cansiglio earthquake, Imax=IX, DOM 4.1, http://emidius.mi.ingv.it/
w
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DOM/) testify, Vittorio Veneto lies in an area of high earthquake hazard
and, in addition, moderately close to the Friuli seismogenic region (Amato
et al., 1976) and to the potentially hazardous area of Montello – the latter
identiﬁed on the basis of geological data (Galadini et al., 2002) (Figure 1).
In particular, the village of Serravalle, one of the historical centres of
Vittorio Veneto, is characterized by the presence of numerous old buildings, not yet retroﬁtted to the most recent anti-seismic criteria. All these
elements make evaluation of seismic hazard important for this area.
The region target of the investigation lies at the outlet of the Meschio
River into the Veneto plain. The Vittorio Veneto basin is dominated by
the Mesozoic calcareous relief of Col Visentin (Prealpi Bellunesi) to the
NW and the Pian del Cansiglio (Prealpi Carniche) to the East. This basin
has been initially carved and modelled by the easternmost branch of the
Pleistocene Piave Glacier, which would reach the forefront Veneto plain
through the Serravalle gorge. After the retreat of the Wurmian glacial cover, it was ﬁlled with ﬂuvio-glacial and alluvial deposits consisting mainly of
gravel.
The valley, owing to its peculiar structural setting and to the
long-lasting glacial erosion, displays very steep ﬂanks and an U-like proﬁle. It is delimited to the East and West by a series of reliefs whose rocky
formations constitute the lithological bedrock of the alluvial Vittorio Veneto basin. These terrains belong to the so-called ‘‘South-Alpine Molasse’’, a
late Oligocene–Pliocene sequence of variously erodible terms. Within this
series, we particularly remark the calcareous and glauconitic sandstones of
the Monte Baldo Formation (Langhian–Serravallian) that outcrop with
subvertical strata to build the massive Costa di Serravalle that overlooks
the entire Vittorio Veneto town from the Sant’Augusta Hill (Piccin, 1980).
From the structural point of view, the Tertiary bedrock is shaped up as
a narrow syncline, with axis striking ENE-WSW. This fold is limited to the
North by the Prealpi Bellunesi front, with the Bassano-Valdobbiadene tectonic line striking approximately ENE-WSW, and to the East by the limestone heights of the Cansiglio–Cavallo, overthrusted by the homonymous
fault (Galadini et al., 2002). At a larger scale, this local structure is framed
within a dominantly transpressive regime between two diﬀerent palaeogeographic domains: the Belluno Basin to the West and the Friuli Platform to
the East (Costa and Doglioni, 1992).
The transverse proﬁle of the Vittorio Veneto basin is complicated further by the presence of numerous debris and landslide fans, both lateWurmian and more recent in age, linked, respectively, to the pressure
release during the progressive ice mass melting and to the erosion at the
foot of the hills operated then by the Meschio River and its tributary
streams (Piccin, 1980). In detail, the Vittorio Veneto basin is ﬁlled with a
composite Quaternary sedimentary cover of very variable thickness, which
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Figure 1. Instrumental seismicity recorded by the Friuli-Venezia Giulia Seismometric
Network in the 1977–2004 time span. Also, marked as stars, are some of the latest
main events which struck NE Italy: June 29th, 1873 Alpago earthquake (Imax=X);
October 18th, 1936 Cansiglio earthquake (Imax=IX); May 6th, 1976 Friuli earthquake (MD=6.4).
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includes both glacial (ground and lateral moraines), and ﬂuvio-glacial/alluvial mostly coarse-grained deposits (gravel), but also, locally, silts and
clays of mainly lacustrine origin (e.g. the clay lens found at S. Andrea di
Bigonzo). This soft and incoherent cover layer may be the site of resonance phenomena of the seismic waveﬁeld, making the area more vulnerable to the ground shaking produced by nearby earthquakes.
For a more in-depth knowledge of the buried geometries of the bedrock
surface in the Vittorio Veneto basin, indirect geophysical data (e.g. refraction seismics) would be needed, which instead are currently unavailable.
Such refraction proﬁles have only been acquired a few kilometres South of
Serravalle, and cannot be easily extrapolated to the area of this study.
The sedimentary cover nature and its composition is instead ascertained
thanks to a series of drillings dug near the borough of Sant’Andrea di
Bigonzo and in other locations around Serravalle (Figure 2). The former
such drilling, # 52, did not reach the bedrock although it extended down
to a depth of 80 m. Nonetheless, the analysis of its core has allowed to
identify the presence of a ‘‘seismic basement’’ at about 10–13 m depth in
that area. In fact, a shallowmost layer of thin, mainly clay deposits having
variable thickness between 8 and 10 m, overlays here a sequence of ﬂuvial
and glacial deposits made of coarse gravel. The ‘‘seismic basement’’ label is
here meant to indicate a discontinuity surface in the physical properties of
terrains strong enough to be seismically recognizable in a dromochrone
curve and thus able to trap seismic energy within the top sedimentary layer. Shear wave velocities estimated from surface wave data inversion are
about 200/400 m/s for the clay and 750/1200 m/s for the gravel level
(Laurenzano et al., 2004). Borehole # 51, close to station VV08, reached a
depth of only 13 m. Beneath the surface layer of reworked sands and gravels, the drilling cores revealed the presence of clays down to about 4.5 m
depth, overlying coarser-grained deposits with progressively lower content
of clay matrix. Fine-sized material lenses alternating with gravels were
ﬁnally found in the core of drilling # 31, close to VV07 station, upstream
of the Serravalle gorge, with sands prevailing in the shallower terrains. A
1 m thick clay layer is present at about 20.5 m depth, below which gravels
were again found down to the borehole bottom, at 30 m depth.

2. Data
The acquisition campaign was carried out between December 2001 and
July 2002. Nine stations were deployed in the Serravalle municipal area.
Immediately after the Monte Sernio main shock (MD= 4.9) on Feb 14th,
2002 in the Friuli area, two of them were temporarily removed (VV01 and
VV09) and installed elsewhere near the main shock. A few months later
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Figure 2. Location map of the stations of the array installed in Serravalle (white
boxes). Also indicated are the geomechanical drills perfomed in the area whose data
were available to us (black circles).

the same stations were re-installed in the same sites. In addition a new,
10th station (VV10), was installed on a bedrock site during the re-deployment of the previous stations (Figure 2; Table I).

46.0000

45.9979

45.9969

45.9957

45.9972

45.9991

46.0039

45.9978

45.9971

46.0003

VV01

VV02

VV03

VV04

VV05

VV06

VV07

VV08

VV09

VV10

Lat (°N)

12.1745

12.2979

12.2908

12.2853

12.2892

12.2900

12.2926

12.2918

12.2941

12.2919

Lon (°E)

Bedrock on steep hillside
(Reference site)

Composite sedimentary
cover
Composite sedimentary
cover

Bedrock (Reference site)

Composite sedimentary
cover
Composite sedimentary
cover
Composite sedimentary
cover
Composite sedimentary
cover
Composite sedimentary
cover
Bedrock (Reference site)

Site description

1s

1s

1s

1s

1s

1s

1s

1s

1s

LE-3DLite 5 s
Lennartz
LE-3DLite 1 s
Lennartz

LE-3DLite
Lennartz
LE-3DLite
Lennartz
LE-3DLite
Lennartz
LE-3DLite
Lennartz
LE-3DLite
Lennartz
LE-3DLite
Lennartz
LE-3DLite
Lennartz
LE-3DLite
Lennartz
LE-3DLite
Lennartz

Sensor
Orion
Nanometrics
Orion
Nanometrics
Orion
Nanometrics
Orion
Nanometrics
Orion
Nanometrics
MarsLite
Lennartz
MarsLite
Lennartz
Orion
Nanometrics
MarsLite
Lennartz
Orion
Nanometrics
MarsLite
Lennartz

A/D

23/05/2002
04/07/2002

14/03/2002

04/07/2002

23/05/2002
14/03/2002

23/05/2002

23/05/2002

26/07/2002

04/07/2002

04/07/2002

04/07/2002

04/07/2002

04/07/2002

04/07/2002

Stop

17/01/2002

20/12/2001

20/12/2001

20/12/2001

07/12/2001

07/12/2001

07/12/2001

07/12/2001

07/12/2001

Start

14/02/2002–13/03/2002

14/02/2002–13/03/2002

Recording gap

Table I. Temporary stations deployed in Serravalle with relevant technical parameters and site’s geology description.
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The instrumentation consisted of Lennartz MarsLite and Nanometrics
Orion seismic data-loggers, connected to three-component Lennartz Le-3D
sensors with 1 Hz natural frequency (Table I).
Three stations (VV06, VV07 and VV10) were installed on outcrops of
the limestone bedrock and have been chosen as reference sites. The
remaining stations (7) were deployed on the Quaternary cover (alluvial,
ﬂuvio-glacial and lake deposits).
A total of 40 events were recorded (Figure 3; Table II). Their epicentral
distances to Serravalle vary between 15 and 200 Km, approximately. The
distribution of the back-azimuths spans a broad circular sector comprised,
anti-clockwise, between N120 °E and N160 °W (Figure 4). The diagrams
in Figures 4a and 4c depict the azimuthal coverage provided by the recorded events as a function of their epicentral distances, whereas those
shown in Figures 4b and 4d illustrate the coverage as a function of the
events’ magnitude, which varies in between MD=1.5 and MD=4.9.
Figure 5 provides an example of the recorded waveform data. The event
here represented is the MD 4.9 M.te Sernio (Friuli) earthquake, which
occurred on Feb 14th, 2002 at 3:18 (UTC), about 80 km NE of Vittorio
Veneto. These seismograms show well the diﬀerent levels of site-ampliﬁcation. The waveforms recorded at stations VV01, VV02 and VV09, all lying
on the left bank of Meschio River, display the largest amplitudes. Conversely, sites VV06 and VV07, display the lowest amplitude values, in
agreement with our choice of these sites for reference.
The 11 best recorded events were selected (italicized events in Table II)
by visual inspection of the S phases. This selection was made in order to test
the robustness of the results against what it was thought the best quality
data-set. In weak motion studies of this kind it is important to use as many
data as possible but, it is well known that large signal-to-noise data are
often diﬃcult to record within an urban environment and that instabilities
in the results might be induced when only some of the stations record the
incoming waveﬁeld. The outcome of this test, however, proved that regardless of the data-set (or sub-set) the results were robust (Figure 6 and 7).

3. Spectral Analyses
The core of this study of site eﬀects is represented by the spectral analyses.
The Generalized Inverse Technique (GIT), a variant of the method originally proposed by Andrews (1986), allows to determine spectral ratios for
each component of the seismic signal with respect to one or more
pre-deﬁned reference sites (Field and Jacob, 1995; Hartzell et al., 1996;
Bonilla et al., 1997; Parolai et al., 2000; Michelini and Govoni, 2001). In
order to calculate the spectra of the recorded seismograms, the whole data-
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Figure 3. Epicentres of the 40 earthquakes recorded by the Serravalle temporary
network used in the analysis.

set was ﬁrst re-sampled at 100 samples per second, in order to have all
data sampled similarly. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was calculated
on a constant, 5.12 s window comprising the S-wave arrival. The extracted
time series were removed of the mean and the trend and a 5% cosine taper
was applied before the FFT. The window starting points were automatically deﬁned on each seismogram on the basis of a time-distance relation
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Table II. Events recorded by the array during the acquisition campaign and used in the
study.
Event Date
No.

Time

Lat (°N) Lon (°E) Depth MD Epicentre

10923 18/12/2001 17:43:57.71 45.967
10924 19/12/2001 04:36:13.67 46.375
10934 27/12/2001 16:40:41.55 45.819

11.179
12.721
10.931

10.1
13.8
5.4

10938 29/12/2001 22:34:49.42 45.313
20027 15/01/2002 07:56:46.39 46.361
20039 20/01/2002 11:17:06.25 46.084
20040 20/01/2002 17:24:14.82 46.123
20052 23/01/2002 16:17:02.06 46.368
20053 23/01/2002 19:19:33.96 46.292
20058 25/01/2002 21:15:22.98 46.236
20074 03/02/2002 02:02:11.88 46.323

14.575
12.891
10.679
10.632
12.857
12.864
12.656
12.729

8.2
11.5
1.8
0.2
13.8
10.5
10.3
11.6

20083 14/02/2002 03:13:38.81 46.429
20084 14/02/2002 03:18:02.91 46.126
20086 14/02/2002 03:25:57.49 46.442
20087 14/02/2002 03:26:50.07 46.423
20092 14/02/2002 03:36:35.87 46.42
20107 14/02/2002 04:45:37.48 46.422
20112 14/02/2002 06:27:16.38 46.378

13.1
13.1
13.115
13.097
13.107
13.103
13.11

14.2
11.2
13.9
13.9
13.3
14.7
12.5

20138 17/02/2002 14:37:17.85 46.425
20158 22/02/2002 09:04:59.04 46.34
20173 25/02/2002 10:55:22.71 46.425
20188 03/03/2002 20:16:01.79 46.292
20191 05/03/2002 11:18:12.82 46.199
20239 28/03/2002 07:07:32.37 46.344
20252 01/04/2002 21:21:25.00 46.256
20299 20/04/2002 23:54:08.77 46.418
20338 06/05/2002 03:24:17.07 46.36

13.069
13.061
13.098
13.042
12.122
12.891
12.326
13.115
12.638

14.6
5.1
14.1
9.6
13.1
7.5
9.2
16.9
12.2

20348 08/05/2002 13:59:45.73 46.367

12.638

12.6

20352 12/05/2002 06:50:58.86 46.307
20368 17/05/2002 20:31:38.85 46.385
20382 26/05/2002 17:55:38.74 45.788
20383 26/05/2002 19:37:57.31 45.809

11.019
12.892
11.674
11.596

3.9
13.3
7.3
9.6

3.2 CALLIANO (TRENTINO)
2.8 AMPEZZO (FRIULI)
2.7 M.ALTISSIMO DI NAGO
(TRENTINO)
2.9 BAKAR (CROAZIA)
2.4 VILLA SANTINA (FRIULI)
2.9 CRE’ ALTO (TRENTINO)
2.8 CRE’ ALTO (TRENTINO)
2.5 VILLA SANTINA (FRIULI)
2.4 PIELUNGO (FRIULI)
2
ANDREIS (FRIULI)
1.8 TRAMONTI DI SOTTO
(FRIULI)
2.5 M.SERNIO (FRIULI)
4.9 M.SERNIO (FRIULI)
2
M.SERNIO (FRIULI)
2.3 M.SERNIO (FRIULI)
2.3 M.SERNIO (FRIULI)
2.8 M.SERNIO (FRIULI)
2.3 MOGGIO UDINESE
(FRIULI)
2.2 ARTA (FRIULI)
3
TOLMEZZO (FRIULI)
3.2 M.SERNIO (FRIULI)
2.8 TRASAGHIS (FRIULI)
2.1 M.PELF (VENETO)
2.2 VILLA SANTINA (FRIULI)
2.6 LONGARONE (VENETO)
2.8 M.SERNIO (FRIULI)
3.8 FORNI DI SOTTO
(FRIULI)
2.9 FORNI DI SOTTO
(FRIULI)
2.7 TUENNO (TRENTINO)
2.1 VILLA SANTINA (FRIULI)
2.7 CONCO (VENETO)
3.2 CONCO (VENETO)
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Table II. Continued.
Event Date
No.

Time

Lat (°N) Lon (°E) Depth MD Epicentre

20384 27/05/2002 02:53:05.19 45.438

11.352

7.9

20393 30/05/2002 13:01:49.79 46.359

12.616

10.1

20399
20400
20401
20420
20438
20473
20505

14.238
14.221
14.266
12.647
11.804
12.222
13.189

9.6
9.6
12
7
9.5
5.5
13.1

02/06/2002
02/06/2002
02/06/2002
09/06/2002
11/06/2002
20/06/2002
06/07/2002

13:19:17.44
13:37:18.77
13:42:08.02
10:40:59.68
03:12:14.07
00:09:58.41
08:30:10.61

45.632
45.634
45.661
46.188
45.165
46.148
46.297

2.8 MONTEBELLO
VICENTINO (VENETO)
1.5 FORNI DI SOTTO
(FRIULI)
3 KNEZAK (SLOVENIA)
3.9 KNEZAK (SLOVENIA)
3.3 KNEZAK (SLOVENIA)
2.3 ANDREIS (FRIULI)
2.6 STANGHELLA (VENETO)
2.7 BELLUNO (VENETO)
3.5 GEMONA (FRIULI)

The best 11 recorded earthquakes, selected for their large signal-to-noise ratio, are italicized.

and of an S-wave estimated velocity, in such a way to always comprise
within the analysis window the onset of S-waves. The window size selected
as input assured ﬁnally that all the main shear phases and part of their codas would contribute to the spectrum. The horizontal components were
summed as a complex time series, using the technique of Steidl et al.
(1996). The amplitude spectrum of complex time series provides the total
amplitude of horizontal motion at a given frequency, preserving the phase
between components. Overall, 388 spectra were used, considering both horizontal and vertical component records spectra, each one determined on
the basis of 204 points with frequency increments of 0.098 Hz from 0 to
20 Hz. Finally, spectral values typical of each station were retrieved by
averaging the relevant traces’ spectra over the entire frequency range.

4. Results and Discussion
Spectral ratios for each station, calculated relatively to the average of the
three reference sites (VV06, VV07, VV10), were produced for all the 40
events recorded by the array (Figures 6a and 6b – horizontal and vertical
components of motion, respectively) and, subsequently, for the top quality,
11 records only (Figures 7a and 7b). There are very few diﬀerences among
the results obtained using the two data-sets. These lie especially in the
width of the standard deviation range: processing of the best 11 events
yields a smaller standard deviation than that over the whole data-set. This
owes to the lower signal-to-noise ratio of the smaller event data which
leads, eventually, to an increase of the error estimates. However, both the
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(a)

(b)

NORTH

WEST
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WEST

SOUTH
Dataset distribution as a function of distance

(d)

NORTH

WEST

EAST

1

SOUTH
Dataset distribution as a function of magnitude

EAST

50

1

SOUTH
Dataset distribution as a function of magnitude

(c)

NORTH

NORTH

WEST

EAST

50

SOUTH
Dataset distribution as a function of distance

Figure 4. Representation of the azimuthal coverage provided by the 40 events dataset, and by the 11 best selected events, as a function of their magnitude (a, c respectively) and of their epicentral distance (in km) from Serravalle (b, d).

ampliﬁcation levels and the peak frequencies at each site are very consistent among the two data-sets.
In detail, the results show that the ampliﬁcation levels measured at all
three reference sites are always lower than 2. VV06 spectral ratio’s curve,
in particular, is constant around unity over the whole frequency range (i.e.
null ampliﬁcation). Overall, this proves ‘‘a posteriority’’ the choice of the
reference sites. In addition, these results conﬁrm that any important site-eﬀect is not to be expected in areas where the bedrock is exposed. Also,
results for station VV10, located on the steep ﬂank of the Sant’Augusta
Hill, show no substantial ampliﬁcation either, suggesting the absence of
topographically induced ampliﬁcations which could have been expected
theoretically.
Results for VV01 and VV02, both located on alluvial and lacustrine
deposits, reveal maximum ampliﬁcations 5 and 8 times, respectively, the
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Figure 6. Spectral ratios computed for each station with respect to the average value
of the three reference sites lying on the bedrock for all 40 recorded events: (a) horizontal component vector of seismic motion; (b) vertical component. Shaded area corresponds to ±1r standard deviation of the single measurements around the
calculated mean value at each frequency.

Figure 6. Continued.
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Figure 7. Same as Figure 6 but inversion performed on the 11 best selected events
only.
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Figure 7. Continued.

ground motion at the reference sites. Both ampliﬁcations occur within a
sharply deﬁned peak at the frequency of 5 Hz. The spectral ratios for the
horizontal components show fairly symmetrical peak sides, a typical signa-
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ture of sharp 1-D impedance contrast between overlying ﬂat layers. The
same values of amplitude and peak frequency are obtained for the vertical
component of motion, although in this case, a second amplitude peak is
evident at frequencies slightly beyond 10 Hz for site VV01. For VV02, we
observe instead a constant trend of ampliﬁcation level around 4 for the
whole spectrum range beyond 5 Hz.
Station VV04, also deployed on a sequence of composite incoherent
deposits, recorded the largest overall ampliﬁcations after sites VV01 and
VV02. VV04 features maximum levels of ampliﬁcation about 4–5 times larger the reference sites at frequencies between 6 and 9 Hz. At the same
time, a pretty sharp relative minimum of the spectral ratio for the horizontal component is peculiar of this site at about 4.5 Hz. The vertical component results for the same station look instead very diﬀerent, showing a
progressive and gradual increase of the ampliﬁcation level with frequency
leading to a very sharp peak of amplitude (6) in correspondence of 15 Hz,
which bears, however, little importance for engineering purposes.
Finally, sites VV03, VV05, VV08 and VV09 have very similar behaviour
compared to each other for what concerns their horizontal components.
Maximum relative amplitudes reach in general a value of 3 for frequencies
above 5 Hz, after a slight, constant increase of the spectral ratio’s curve at
lower frequencies. Well developed is also a relative minimum, at 5 Hz,
especially for site VV08. The results obtained from the vertical components
are similar to each other. This applies, however, only to sites VV03, VV05
and VV08, while VV09 shows a peculiar and diﬀerent trend. In fact, the
former three stations all display a progressively increasing ampliﬁcation
with frequency up to a value of 2 for VV03 and VV05 and 3 for VV08,
with a more distinct peak at this site beyond 15 Hz. VV09 shows instead
ampliﬁcation levels of at least 2 already at 2 Hz, a constant trend of the
spectral ratio beyond 2 Hz and a slight trough near 6 Hz.
Overall, spectral ratios for stations closer to borehole # 52 (VV02,
VV04, VV09) present average results of ampliﬁcation frequency which ﬁt
nicely the stratigraphy exposed in the drilling core and the shear velocity
estimated by Laurenzano et al. (2004) for the shallowmost layer.
It is important to stress that the results obtained here are robust regardless of the direction of the incoming waveﬁeld. This is well shown by the
small error bars in the spectral ratios of Figures 6 and 7. In addition, we
can rule out with some conﬁdence that the results are aﬀected by the inﬂuence of buildings on free ﬁeld ground motion, as sensors were installed
inside of them. To this regard, an independent H/V method spectral investigation on noise recordings, following Nakamura (1989), returned the
same ampliﬁcation peak frequencies in all the monitored area (Laurenzano
et al., 2004). In particular and as an example, the sensor at site VV01 was
deployed in the basement of a 3-stories building in our study, whereas it
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was placed a few tens of meters away in a large adjacent garden for
the H/V, noise acquisition campaign.
For what concerns possible non-linearities in the soil response in case of
strong ground shaking, this aspect cannot be addressed with the data-set
used in this study, which consists primarily of fairly small earthquakes.
Thus, we cannot rule out the occurrence of such behaviour in the case of
large earthquakes nearby. To this regard, it is well known the importance
of following a cautious and conservative approach when incorporating the
results obtained using weak motion data into civil engineering and urban
planning studies.

5. Conclusions
A microzonation study in the area of Serravalle, Vittorio Veneto (TV),
showed that ampliﬁcations of the ground motion are to be expected at
most of the investigated sites in correspondence of soft terrain covers overlying the compact and rigid bedrock. The largest values of ampliﬁcation
are found at sites on the left bank of the Meschio River, in particular at
VV01 and VV02 which lie just at the foot of the Santa Augusta Hill. Overall some of the trends are well resolved for what concerns the peak frequency. It is observed a general increase of peak frequency with distance
from the borough of Serravalle towards the centre of Vittorio Veneto
(VV04). The lack of an interpreted geological cross-section in this area
does not allow for quantitative considerations to be drawn from these
results in relation to the local geology. However, the borehole data available and the morphology of the area as a whole suggest that the retrieved
ampliﬁcation and peak frequency values are correlated with the thickness
of the Quaternary sedimentary cover at each site. Extrapolation of this
result would indicate a rather uneven bedrock surface characterizing the
area, which lies beneath incoherent deposits with a thickening trend
towards the SE.
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